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W.D. LITTLE &

CO.,

31 EXCHANGE STREET,
Established

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
ilass American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Thlf.phoxk 701.
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WANT

Fine Job of Pressing, hnve your Garments Cleansed or llyed at

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 Preble 8t., Opp. Preble House.
No Ripping Required. Kid Gloves Cleansed
every

aprllsneodtf

day.
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Published every day (Sundays excepted) by thi
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YOUR LIVER

Terms—Eight

Secretes the bile and is one of the most important
organs of the human system. Jaundice, Indiges-
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Sallow Complexion, Constipation and all the ills
that accompany it,
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Dr. Heed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
to; all eases that are given up as incurable
hy tiie allopathic and homcepathic physicians. 1
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 find
about four-fifths of the eases given up to die can
he cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination second
one 2-cent stamp and S2.00.
sight and consultation free.
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Branch Furniture and Carpet Store
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Portland, Me., Oct. 1*. 1885.
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By Your money refunded if it does

Mt. Wash’t’n 29.83

not

Portland, Me
Albany, N. Y

do all

0

ARA WARREN,

bottles for $5.00.

codly-lstor4thpcF

Shepard,

B. A. Atkinson Nonwell & Co.
& CO.,

29.58
29.64
New Yolk... 29.71
Norfolk, Va. 29.94
Philadelphia. 29.73
Washington.. 29.80

100 Marble Top, Cloth Top,
Silk Plush Top, and
Polished Wood Top

Parlor and Library
TABLES
In Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany and
Ebony Woods.
These Tables are from the well-known manufacturers, K. Mohr & Co., New York, S, L. Gilman &
Co., and Bardwell. Anderson & Co., of Boston, and
Our prices on
are handsome in style and finish.
these goods for this week will be remarkably low.
For instance, we shall sell a very handsome Table,
with 20x28 marble, suitable for parlor, for 85.85.
Come and see tlie line.

very large assortment, principally the "First National.” This is one of the most perfect Parlor
Stoves in the market and has always given perfect
satisfaction.

Stoves and Ranges.

Our enormous trade in Stoves and Ranges is the
most positive proof of the good working qualities
Remember we warrant every
of our Ranges.
Range to he a perfect baker, and for this week we
have decided to GIVE AWAY a very handsome
Picture showing the interior of the U. S. SENATE
Mr.
CHAMBER. The members arc all present.
Edmunds is in the chair. Mr. John A. Logan sits
immediately in the background, while Mr. Carlisle
is addressing the Senate on the tariff question. A
handsome cut of the “NewTariff” Range occupies
one side of the picture, and we shall give one of
these to the purchaser of any of the Ranges we
have on our floors. The picture is very nicely
framed and is all ready to hang—21x27. Any of
the above

Goods Sold for Cash or on Our Spec-

System,

COR. PEARL and MIDDLE SIS.,
Branch of the Great Nassau Hall Furniture and Carpet Store, 27 Washington Street, Boston.

R A Atkinson
I BIIUIIVVM

&CO.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.
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has now all (lie Fall Styles in
Zinc Trunks
Trunks and Bags.

$1.75.

197 MIDDLE STREET.
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these Little HUB. H
They also relieve Dis*

Dyspepsia*
Indigestion and Too*
Hearty Eating. A per*
feet remedy tor Dizzi*
ness, Nausea, Drowsi*
ness, Bad Taste in the®

treBS from

Month, Coated Tongue,®
Pain in the Side, &c*
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Only one pill a dose. 40 in vial, Farely
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cents.
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Price
etaWe.
CARTER MEDICINE CO., Prop'rs, New York. I
K-.id

h.v.i*^l,ri)iiT« iwiij

HAIR DYE
CELEBRATED
■ *
BATCuELOR’S
m*"
ESTABLISHED 1831.
Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable!Instantaneous! No disno noloappointment,
remedies
ll ous

tints;
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulars
sent postpaid in 6ealeu

UNIFORMITY, DURABILITY,

SUPERIORITY OF METAL.
Used bjf the best penmen in U. S. and Canada, t

Sample card of special numbers sent on appllcatto’

t-nvelopes. on application, mentioning this
pn per. Sold by all drug-
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COMPANY

In-

Hospital.

Augusta, Oct. 14.—To avoid contagion from
small pox now prevalent in Canada and some sections of this State, the board of trustees,today, ordered that all visitors except the municipal officers of cities and towns or persons having official
business, be excluded from the insane hospital.

County Liquor

Constables.

armistice has been agreed upon between
the parties interested in the appointment of special liquor constables in Knox county and an
agreement signed by John 8. Case, mayor of
Rockland, and J. B. Loring, for the petitioners,
has been drawn up. It states that the marshal
and police of Kocklaad having promised to faithfully enforce the prohibitory law, it is understood between the petitioners for the appointment of the constables that the petition shall
lay upon the table in the meeting of the Governor
and Council, until it may appear whether the officers perform teeir promise; if they fail to do so
the constables to be appointed as prayed for.
State Aid to Maine Fairs.
and Council have reported in
favor of paying ¥1000 State aid—¥500 each—to
the Eastern Maine and State fairs, to be appro-

priated
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Visitors to be Excluded from the

PARLDRSTOVES. Mr.GeoJ.Bosworth,
We shall continue our great sale of Bailor
Stoves at Iasi week's prices, desiring right here to
thank the public for their liberal patronage in this
line anil for their prompt response and just appreciation of good articles at the lowest living prices.
We have added a number of Parlor Stoves to our
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SARSAPARILLA

Wind

Thermo’ter
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BROWN’S

precip.1.65

(Oct. 15, 1885, 10 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.
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—

ial Contract
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

I know

COMMENCING MONDAY, OCTOIIER 12,
—AT THE—

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

it to be good.”

Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
my27

WEEK—

Washington, Oct, 15.
For Portland and vicinity—Fair weather ant
stationary temperature.
The indications for New England to-day art
generally fair weather, south to west winds
generally higher barometer, slight changes ii
temperature.

of Brown’s Sarsap-

Sarsaparilla above all medicines I have

kidneys you

'fift aAtP6MAeTte
Wig Factory,30
*

mavi'

DOR’S
Ka»tlOthSt.,N.Y city,
codnrtnly

Female Orphan Asylum.
the
Animal Meeting of the subscribers to
rftilK
be
A Female Orphan Asylum, of Portland, will108
held 1 the h. i, f Mr. Charles E. Jose,
Hiai si. m: Tl'ESDAY. October 20th, at half
past three o’clock in the afternoon.
Portland,

Slowly.

ABBY s. BAIUIETT,
Oct. 12. 1885

Secretory.

octlaaw

special premiums at
dairy products and fat

of
en

Maine at the New Orleans

Exposition

Ham of Lewiston, commissioner for
Maine at the North, Central and South American
Exposition at New Orleans, which opens next
month, was in the city today, in consultation with
the Governor on matters pertaining to the exldtlon.
Mr. C. L. McCleery of Portland has compiled
statistics, industrial and otherwise, relative to the
Slate, which are to be printed In a neat pamphlet
and used for distribution at the exposition.
Mr. J.B.

Meeting of

the
Republican
Committee.

State

fully attended meeting of the Republican
State Committee was held at the Augusta House
this evening for consuItation.Nearly every county
was represented and several Congressmen and
prominent gentlemen front different portions of
the State, numbering some 40 in all, were in' attendance. At the conclusion of the meeting at 10
o'clock the gentlemen made a pleasant call on
A

Mr.

Blaine at his residence.

Nomination

of Judge Bonney
Confirmed.
The Governor and Council confirmed the nomination of Percival Bonney as judge ef the Cumberland County Superior Court.
The

Accident.to the Alex. Campbell.
Philadelphia, Penn., Oct. 14.—The barkentine Alex. Campbell, before reported in collision,
has returned here and reports she had her flyii g
jibboom, fore and main chain plates on the p r.
side carried away, head of martingale broken off
and chafed the port side. The mizzen-topmast in
falling went through the deck and the vessel also
had part of the rail on the port side carried away.
The schooner with xvhicli the barkentine collided
was the Florence J. Allen, Boston for Philadelphia. She sustained but slight damage.
Verdict of the Coroner’s Jury in the
Clinton Crossing Accident.
Watebville. Oct. 14.—In the case of Horace
and Ellen Goodwin, killed by a railroad train at
Clinton village, October lOtli, the coroner's jury
find that the train was running thirty to forty
mucn

I1UU1

wmv

uw^iuvii,

maintained at the crossing; that the
box cars on tlie side track obstructed the view of
the track and the coining train; and that Goodwin was under the impression that the approaching train was a mail train and would come to a
stop at the station before reaching the crossing
Five small
where he attempted to pass over.
children are left destitute and alone by this accident.
Contented with Their Lot.

signal

was

Tiiomaston, Oct. 14—United States Commissioner Frank Strong and Howard Perry have visited the Maine State prison and examined the
United States prisoners confined there, of which
there are five; Miller and Smith, the Jefferson
Borden pirates, for life; the other three for minor
offences. The commissioners interviewed each
one and there was no complaint offered; all were
comfortable and contented with their prison
treatment.

Marriage

of a
Poet

Daughter of
Longfellow.

the

Late

Boston, Mass., Oct. 14.—Miss Annie Longfellow, youngest daughter of the late poet, was mar
ried this afternoon to Mr. James Gilbert Thorp*
of Eau Claire, Wis., the ceremony taking place at
the Longfellow mansion on Brattle street, Ole
Cambridge, and being performed by Rev. Saimie
Longfellow, uncle of the bride, assisted by Rev.
E. H. Hail of the First Parish Church. The wedMr. and Mrs. Thorpe wil
ding was private.
make Cambridge their home.
Sale of Water Power.
Skowhegan, Oct. 14.—Parties here are mud
elated over the sale of the water power kuowi
It is on an island on tin
as the Willis property.
Kennebec and lias been used as a foundry. Thi
fact is the matter is not yet decided, but if thi
capitalists who are negotiating for the propert;
take it they intend to put *500,000 into a manu

Reported

facturing enterprise.
Business Dull in South Boston.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 14.—One hundred ant
fifty employes of tne South’Boston Iron Co. havi
The in
n account of lack of werk.
bee. ;: n!
tent mu of the company Is to finish up all govern
inert work on hand aud then make a number o
repairs on the foundry. The works will not tar
again for two months aud then only on < igh
hours’ time.
■
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a
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Indignation in Cincinnati Over the
Discovery of Frauds There.

WEATHER.

■■
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Brown’s Sarsaparilla is sold by all Druggists for
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He says it is the best

Complaint that

SECONDANNOUNCEMENT

prominent

mer-

sicians, taken various remedies, but got little
no

“I

PORTLAND,

Me.

Cobb lias consulted good phy-

Mr.

Oaks, merchant at Garland, Me.

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St.,

THE

chants of Bangor, lias suffered from liver trouble

er
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Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine Stati
Press” (which has a large circulation lu ever;
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first hi
sertion, and 60 cents per square for each subse
tjuent Insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Proceedings

The Legislative Returns Coming In

Confident

14.—Tlie weather last

night and during the early hours this morning
was anything but an incentive to enthusiasm. Tlie
air was damp and chilly, and a light rain tell
almost continuously.
After midnight, when the

certain, there was
some cheering In
squads,* but no concerted deluoust rat kins occurred.
The saloons on 1 Ine
street did not close at midnight, under tlie law
doing a
passed by tlie lust Legislature, hut were Foraker
big business with open doors. Judge
the
office
the
ills
near
in
spent
night
telegraph
building, where, with a few friends, lie read tlie
returns. He was gratified with the first indications, but was not quick to claim an advantage.
When tlie news became conclusive he wore an expression of relief, He received many telegrams
of congratulation, and after his net gain had
reached figures sufficient to overcome the majority against him in 1883, he went to his home on
Walnut Hill.
At 10 o’clock this forenoon returns from Hamilton county, in which this city is situated, and even
from Cincinnati, were not all in. This fact is
cited by both parties as evidence of fraud, and
both tlie Commercial Gazette and Enquirer openly
charge tl e opposite party with fraudulent practices. The Enquirer (Democratic) claims that
the Democrats have carried Hamilton county l.y
over 1,000 majority, electing all tlieir candidates
for tlie Legislature" and the county officers. It
claims that the Legislature will be Democratic in
both branches by a majority large enough to reThe unofficial
move all danger and disputes.
footings from 175 of 208 precincts in Hamilton
county give l’orakcr 31,000, Hoadly 28,976, and
Leonard 861.
Tlie Ttmes-Star lias returns from all the city
precincts except four. The totals are: Foraker,
32.487: Hoadly, 30,584; Leonard, 886. If those
returns are accurate, and they have confirmation
from at least one other source, they show that the
Republicans have carried their entire legislative
ticket in Hamilton county, with the possible exception of Robert Hartland, who runs behind the
others.
Estimates made on the Legislature, excluding
Hamilton countv, give the Republicans 17 Senators and 60 Representatives. The Legislature is
composed of 37 Senators and 110 Representatives, of which 74 would be a majority on Joint
ballot. Tills would make tlie Legislature Republican without Hamilton county. Chairman Rushnell of tile Republican state Committee estimates
as follows:
Senate, 17 Republicans, witli four
close districts to hear from; House, 58 Republicans. with six close counties to be heard from.
This excludes Hamilton county.
Tlie Democratic State Committee claims the
election of 51 members of the House of Representatives certain, 12 doubtful, and 21 sure hi the
Senate. The figures given for Hamilton comity in
tlie previous despatch have been further verified,
and it is now confidently claimed by the Republicans that they have elected the entire legislative
ticket in Hamilton county except possibly Robert
Harland for Representative, and that the Democrats have elected the clerk, prosecuting attorney
and member of the board. Complete returns
from the eounty are not yet made. It is charged
that in one precinct there arc 200 more votes
than registered voters.
In the following named counties, accordiug to
returns now
received, the Republicans have
elected Representatives:
Adams, Ashtabula,
Athens, Belmont (2), Carroll, Champaign, Clark,
Clinton, Columbiana (2), Cuyahoga (6), Delaware,
Fayette, Franklin (2), Fulton, Gallia, Greene,
election of Foraker

was

made

Guernsey, Hancock, Hurdin, Harrison, Highland,
Huron, Jackson, Jefferson, Knox, Lawrence,
Logan, Lorain, Lucas, Lake, Madison, Mahoning,
Medina, Meigs. Miami, Morgan. Musking, Noble,
I'ortage, Preble, Ross, Scioto, Stark, Summit.
Trumbull (2). Union, Van Wert, Warren, Wood,
Washington, Vinton. (Total, 61.)
The Democrats elect Representatives in tlie following counties: Allen, Ashland, Auglaize.
Brown, Butler, Clermont, Coshocto, Crawford.
Darke. Defiance, Paulding, Erie, Fairfield, Franklin. Ileany. Hocking, Holmes,- Licking, Lucas,
(3),
Marion, Mercer, Monroe, Montgomery
Ottawa. Perry, 1'lckaway, Pike, Putnam, Richland, Sandusky, Seneca, Shelby. Stark. TuseavaWyandotte.

Total, 39.
Doubtful or not heard from—Belmont (2), Hamilton (10), Marrow and Wayne (14.)
The following senatorial districts have been
carried by Democrats: Second, fourth, ninth,
tenth, twelfth, fifteenth, sixteenth (2), sevenwam,

teenth, twenty-eighth (1), eighteenth and nineteenth (2). thirtieth, thirty-first, thirty-second (2),
thirty-third (2); total. 1G.
The Republicans carry the third, sixth, seventh,

eighth, eleventh, thirteenth, fourteenth, twen
tletli, twenty-first, twenty-second, twenty-third,
twenty-fourth (2). twenty-fifth (2), twenty-sixth
and twenty-ninth (1).; total, 17.
Doubtful—Hamilton county (4.)
Columbus, 0., Oct. 14.—The Democratic State
Executive Committee claim the Legislature on
joint ballot by a majority of three. They say
they have positive information of the election of
5G members of the House and 21 in the Senate,
with six doubtful.
The Republican Committee claim 59 members
of the House and 17 members of the Senate, outside of Hamilton county, with five close districts
to hear from.
Columbus. Oct. 14.—The following majorities
on the head of the State ticket have been received
at the Republican headquarters tonight: Adams
eounty (Rep.) 282; Anglaison, (Dem.) 1744, Belmont (Rep.) 001, Champaigne (Rep.) 973, Clinton
(Rep.) 1408, Columbiana (Rep.) 1900. Cuagaga
(Rep.) 3872, Defiance (Dem.) 1034, Fulton (Rep.)
864, Galliar (Rep.) 1336, Green (Rep.) s2376,
Henry (Dem.) 1300. Huron (Rep) 990, Lucas
(Rep.) 271, Madison (Rep.) 408, Mugs (Rep.)
1450, Mercer (Dem.) 1800, Monroe (Dem.) 1825,
Morgan (ltep.i 283, Pike (Dem.) 320. Putnam
(Dem.) 1752. Ross (ltep.) 428. Sandusky (Dem.)
500. Trumbull (Rep.) 3092. Tuscarawas (Dem.)
750. No. Van Wert (Rep.) 65, Washington (ltep.)
316, Williams (Dem.) 125, Wood (ltep.) 725,
Delaware (Rep.) 264.
Cincinnati, Oct. 14.—Counting of the return*
of yesterday’s election is in a chaotic state. In
precinct F of tlie lOtli ward, where the count had
284 unscratched
proceeded so far last night.
Democratic tickets and 56 uuscratclied RepubliThe judges have
can tickets had been counted.
stopped their work and it has not been resumed
In precinct D tlie box lias not been opened since
the polls closed last night, because one of the
judges holding tlie key cannot be found. There
are 242 votes in this box according to tlie dial.
These two precincts and one in the country arc
missing from tlie tables, from which it appears
that Foraker lias a majority of 337 in Hamilton
comity. The county precinct which is missing
last vear gave a Republican majority of 1720.
The total vote in Precinct F. 19th Ward, is 454.
From these data Republicans claim Foraker carries the county. Returns on the legislative ticket
are not nearly so complete, but It appears that it
was ahead ot Foraker at the rate of two a precinet.
This would make the legislative vote
about 40(1 greater than Foraker. There Is no
possibility of complete reports from Hamilton
county tonight, and indeed nothing can be safely
predicted upon tilts county until tlie official count.
The fact that in one precinct the judges found
more than 100 votes in excess of the whole num
her of registered voters, coupled with the irregulalilies with reference to the precincts above
mentioned, has caused a deep feeling of indignation. This found expression this afternoon at a
NHM-'UIlg

Ui

lilic

CUU1HUI>I>UC

VI

AUU,

1885.

VI

prominent business men of all parties, at which
action was taken looking to the prompt and fearless prosecution of all the offenders. One man
begged the committee to do nothing that should

done for want of money, as he would meet all
bills, even to the extent of $6000 if necessary, to
punish and prevent frauds against the ballot.
Toledo, O., Oct. 14.—Thirty-seven of the 43
precincts in Lucas county, including Toledo entire
and the remaining six estimated at the vote two
years ago, give the Republicans a majority cn the
State ticket of between 200 and 300. The Republicans elect one Representative and the Democrats the olier. The senatorial ticket has about
the same majority as the State ticket. The Republicans will probably elect all the county
officers except sheriff and commissioner.
Columbus, Oct. 14.—As the case now stands
the Republicans have the general assembly without Hamilton county.
Very urgent telegrams
have been going over the wires and since tills
suspicion lias been droused and 11 • ry move Is being closelv watched. At the Democratic party
quarters fliere are no figures given to disprove
the claim of the Republican committee, but Instead a dogged persistency is maintained that the
Republicans have elected 57 members and that
Hamilton county has elected the full Democratic
legislative ticket. The Republican committee has
new elected to the Senate 11 and 51 representaThe Republican State
tives to the lower house.
executive committee estimate the pluralty of
Forakeij at 20,000 in case the present ratio of
gain (should continue in returns from Tuesday s
election.
The Democratic committee expresses a belief
that bis plurality will not exceed 16,000 of it
reaches that figure Gov. Hoadly is included to the
belief that Foraker's plurality will not be moi •
than 10,000 or 12,000 when official returns are
received.
Botn committees are still claiming a majority on
point ballot in the legislatures. The Democratic
committee claim it has carried the legislative
ticket of Hamilton county and to have information that they will have a majority on joint ballot.
the
Fifty-six members in the house sure and 23 in that
Senate. The Republican committee estimate
they will have 5 majority on joint ballot outside
of Hamilton county, and in case they should carry
this with half of the other doubtful counties and
districts the house would stand 71 Republicans to
39 Democrats and senate 24 Republicans to 13
Democrats.
Cleveland, Oct. 14.—Returns at this hour ill
p. m.) give the State for Foraker beyond any
doubt and also show a Republican majority
be in the general assembly on a joint ballot unless
Hamilton county should lie Democratic. Figures,
as conceded bv VL W. Armstrong, editor of the
Plaindealer (Dem.), are as follows: In the senate, 18 Democrats and 19 Republicans; in the
House, 48 Democrats sure and 53 Republicans
sure.
This is with eight of Hamilton county still
in doubt. If Hamilton county is Democratic It
would give the Democrats 56 in the House, and if
Republican it conld give them 61. This leaves
the burden of the r< suit in Hamilton county and
all reports from there are indefinite and unsatisfactory. The general opinion, however, Is that
the Legislature will be Republican by a good
working majority. The result in Cleveland gives
the election of the full Republican county ticket
by an average majority of 4000, and the state
ticket carries about the same rate.
be

Cov. Foraker Congratulated.
Augusta, Oct. 14.—The following despatch was
sent tonight:
Augusta, Me., Oct. 14,188o.
Hon. J. U. Foraker, Cincinnati, Ohio:
The Republican Congressional delegation and
State Committee of Maine, here assembled, send
greetings to the Republicans of Ohio, who agjdnst
so many obstacles have won such a magnificent
victory. Accept our heartv congratulations upon
your personal triumph.
J. H. Manlev
Chairman Republican State Committee.

Day’s

Second

of the

Session in Boston.
Oct. 14.—The second day’s session of
Boston,
tlie American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions was opened in Tremont Temple
with a very large attendance.
Rev. D. K. Alden,
D. D,, read a report on the work of the home department. Rev; N. G. Cloud. D. D., senior foreign
secretary, read a review of the past 20 years.
This was followed by a review of the foreign
work by Secretary Clark. The future work of the
American Board by Secretary Smith; and misDr.
sionary literature at home and abroad, byRev.
Strong, editor of the Missionary Herald.
a
letter
Joseph II. Neesima of Japan, presented
addressed to the American Board by the pastors
of 31 native Congregational churches in Japan,
thanking the board in the warmest terms for the
generous efforts in this behalf.
Gen. S. C. Armstrong of Hampton, son of a former missionary at the Sandwich Islands, presented the salutations of tlie children of missionaries
and made a plea for the endowment of a home for
papers
missionary children at Auburndale. Thethe
foreby the secretaries were delivered during
noon at Music Hall.
The afternoon session drew an immense audience, and overflow meetings were held in Music
Hall and Park street church.
The Tremont Temple meeting opened at 2.30,
Dr. A. C. Thompson of
with an organ selection.
Koxbury, called the meeting to order in the aband
a paper was then
sence of the president,
read by Dr. Thompson, written by Robert N. Cust
of Loudon. The paper began by a few words to
The leisure of these
tlie non-missionary public.
non-working persons was characterized as “guilty
leisure. Culpable ignorance concerning the work
was then discussed, and the work of the missioninaries, as written by the latter was called more
teresting than the greatest romance of fiction.
Next came a discussion of “culpable niggardness.” The writer regarded it tlie duty ol all to
advance the cause of Christ in far-away lauds.
Young people who wish to enter the missionary
life should he allowed to do so. He considered a
missionary the highest type of human excellence
that the nineteenth century presents, and thought
if there was any superior to an English missionary that superior is an American missionary.
The meeting was next addressed by W. W. Railkill, treasurer of the Presbyterian Foreign Missionary Board. The speaker compared the Presbyterian and American Boards in regard to tlie
origin of each. The Presbyterian Board Imped to
have an increased interest in that denomination
He spoke on
on the subject of missionary work.
tlie brotherly cooperation of the two boards, and
for
the
statistics
years folpresented comparative
lowing the transfer of several of the members of
tlie American Board to the Presbyterian Board.
Rev. A. R, Thompson followed the last speaker,
and extended congratulations to the American
Bo; rd on the part oi the Reformed Church. Greetings of otter societies were presented as follows:
prom the American Tract Society, by ltev. W. W.
Rand. D. D., of New York; of the American Baptist Missionary Union, by Rev. Dr. Murdock of
Boston; of the American Bible Society, by Rev.
E. W. Gilmore, D. D., of New York : of tile Methodist Episcopal Board, by Rev. A. L. Long, D. D.,
of Robert College, Constantinople; of the Protestant Episcopal Board by Rev. Phillips Brooks,
D. D., of Boston: of the Congregational Foreign
Missionary Society of Canada, by ltev. E. M. Hill;
of the American Missionary Association, by Rev.
M. E. Stueby, D. D., of New York; and of the
American Home Missionary Society, by Rev. WalAll these
ter M. Barrows, D. D., of New York.
speakers then passed to Music Hall and repeated
oiiivctunfitillv

t.hpir

arhlrpssps

Thpsp

two

hulls

proving sufficient to accommodate tlie crowd
gathering in the afternoon, the Park street church
was opened and speedily filled, addresses being
not

made by returned missionaries and others.
In the evening four audiences assembled at
Tremont Temple where the Rev. Dr. R. S. Storrs,
of Brooklyn, gave an address occupying over two
hours, on the "Promise for the future as seen in
the progress of Christianity within the past seventy-five yearsat Music Hall, where addresses
were made by Rev. Dr. John II. Burrowes, of Chicago, Rev. Dr. A. J. Behrends, of Brooklyn, Rev.
Joseph Cook and Rer. Dr. Win. Taylor; the two
overflow meetings held at Park Street Church and
Ml. Vernon Church were addressed by returned
The interest in tlie
missionaries and others.
meetings seems to be on tlie increase. No prethe
board
has called together
of
vious anniversary
so many of its corporate members and no such
been
seen at its meetheretofore
crowds have
ings. The address of Dr. Storrs is regarded as
and
one of the most brilliant
impressive of his public discourses.

Instructions that Inspectors

the

on

Frontier Must Heed.
Washington, Oct. 14.—A circular in regard to
tlie maintenance of quarantine Inspection outlie
northern frontier of the United States has been
issued to the medical officers of the marine hospital service, customs officers and others concerned. Referring to the authority conferred by
the act approved April 29, 1878. entitled "An
act to prevent the introduction of contagious or
infectious diseases into the United States,” it
direets attention to tlie prevalence of the contagious and infectious disease of smallpox in Montreal and other places in the Dominion of Canada
and promulgates the following regulations framed
under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury and subject to the approval of the President:
Por the protection of the health of the people of
the Uniied States against the danger referred to
all vessels arriving from ports in Canada and
trains of cars and other vehicles crossing the
border line must be inspected by a medical inspector of tlie marine hospital service before they
will be allowed to enter the United States unless
munprovision shall have been made by State or
icipal quarantine laws and regulations for sucliexnminations. All persons arriving from Canada by
rail or otherwise must be examined by such medical inspector before they will be allowed to
enter the United States unless provision had been
made for such examinations as aforesaid. All
persons coming from infected districts not giving
satisfactory evidence of protection against small
pox will be prohibited from proceeding into the
United States unless such period as the medical
inspector, local quarantine or other sanitary officer dulv authorized may direct.
Inspectors will
vacillate all unprotected persons who desire or are
willing to submit to vaccination free of charge,
and any such person refusing to be vaccinated
shall be prevented from entering the United
States. All baggage, clothing and other effects,
and articles of merchandise coming from infected
district and liable to carriage of the infection, or
the supposition of being infected, will be subjected to a thorough disinfection. All persons
showing evidence of having had small pox or vaon

rioloid, or who exhibit a well defined mark of recent vaccination may be considered protected but
the wearing apparel and baggage of such protected persons who may come from infected districts,
or have been exposed to the infection, will be sub-

to a thorough disinfect ion as above provided.
Custom officers and United States medical inspectors will consult and act in conjunction with
the authorized state and local health authorities
so far as may be prudent, and the unnecessary detention of trains or other vehicles, persons, animals, baggage or merchandise will be avoided so
far as may be consistent with tlie prevention of
the introduction of diseases dangerous to the pub-

jected

lic health.

Inspectors will make full weekly reports of services performed under this regulation, and in the
enforcement of these regulations there shall be
no interference witli any quarantine laws or reg
illations existing under, or provided for by any
state or municipal authorities.
John B. Hamilton,
iSigned.)
Supervisory Surgeon General United States Marine Hospital Service.
Approved, Daniel Manning, Secretary.
Approved, Grovek Cleveland.
THE EMERSON-CARLYLE LETTERS
How

has

Secretary

Dishonest

a

Scattered Valuable

Manuscripts.

New York, Oct. 14.—A gang of literary thieves
who appreciate full well tlie value of manuscript
letters of famous writers, have been operating for
some time in England and this country attempting
to sell stolen letters of Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Tho
which the philosopher wrote to Carlyle.
family of Emerson nave tracked these pilfering
now
tlie
we
are
and
public
warning
litterati,
against purchasing the manuscripts. Mr. Emerletters to his daughter.
son bequeathed these
IMIS. YV.

n.

IU1UC3,

wucui

1 lcniucui

wiuco,

Additional

MNo.212C2.CRebecca

1264, .1. A. Drecker. executor, deceased,
$1630, Jan. 15.1864.
No. 1266. Mary F. Riggs, administrator, $328,
Nov. 1, 1865.
No. 1274, Eliza F. Lee, administrator, $37, Jan.
1.1864.
No. 1276, Humphrey A. Randall, administrator. $802. Dee. 9. 1863.
No. 1276, Edward Roche, executor, $255, Dec.
9, 1863; Wm. Decker, $44, Dee. 9, 1863; Wm.
M. Pennell, administrator, $44, Dee. 9,1863;
Francis Adams, executor, $44, Dec. 9, 1863.
No. 1279, John S. Lowell, $351, Dec. 31.1864.
No. 1280, E. G. Simpson. $121, July 5. 1865.
No. 1273, Benj. R. Woodside, $205, June 2,
1864.
No. 1299, Peter L. Lacove, surviving partner,
$156, Julv 2,1863.
No. 1299, Alexander Arbuthnell, $124, July 2,
1864; 1). Bergeon. surviving partner, $156, July
2, 1863; Wm. H. Nelson, $478, July 2, 1863.
No. 4900, C. H. Roope, surviving partner, $1027

Oct.
race

place

take
b
John

There is little

or

been
Cleve-

SMALL POX.
Montreal, Oct. 14.—The students of McGill
college have vaccinated.
The .Mount Royal hospitals and exhibition
grounds were formally taken possession of by the
mayor yesterday afternoon, and two carriage
loads of patients' were removed there. A detachment of armed police relieved the troops, and will
look after the protection of the grounds in the
future.
Official returns at the health office to-day show
49 deaths from small pox in the city yesterday;
live in St. Jean Baptiste village; two ill St. Cuuigomle and three in Cote St. Louis.

MUNICIPAL

ELECTIONS.

Inmanapolis, Oct. 14.—Official figures of yesterday's election show Mayor Denny, Rep,, 9,093;
Cottrell. Deni.. 9,033; Clerk—Browning. Rep..
90S!); Sinews, Deni., vzuz. me irumonioii voowas 137. and the Greenback 31. The Republicans have one majority in the Council, while the
Aldermen are evenly divided.

“Josh Billings”

Dead.
Monterey. Cal.. Oct. 14.—A, W. Shaw, better
here at 10 o’clock
died
known as "Josh Billings,”
this morning oi apoplexy. The body will be embalmed and sent east.
About 9.45 this morning, Dr. Heintz was summoned to Hotel Delmonte to attend to Josh Billings, w ho was sitting on a chair in the vestibule,

When
apparently enjoying the best of health.
the physician arrived, he complained of a severe
doctors
east
and
remarked.
“My
pain in the chest,
ordered rest of the brain," and added, t hrowing
I
not
see
do
"But
can
back his long hair,
you
have to work my brain for a simple lecture; it
he
was
While
comes spontaneously.”
talking he
suddenly threw his hands over his head and fell

He was carried to his
backwards unconscious.
and at the end of three minutes life was extinct.
room,

_

FOREIGN.
Peaceful Settlement of the
Roumelian Trouble Doubtful.

The

Turkish Troops Being Hastily Armed
for Service.

Severe

Shocks

Earthquake

in

Granada.
Berlin. Oct. 14.—The German minister at Belgrade the capital of Servia, has started for Nissa
to counsel peace. King Milan, in replying to the
Turkish minister’s demands for an explanation of
Servia’s warlike preparations, said that he had
nothing to add to the recent circular to the powIn diplomatic circles the opinion is expressers.
ed that a favorable moment for Servian action will
be allowed to slip.
London. Oct. 14.—The Saloniean Greeks are
excited over ithe Roumelian imbroglio. Their
sympathies tend toward Turkey.
The minister of interior for Greece has received
a telegram from King George, in which the king
thanks his subjects for their patriotic sentiments.
The students of Athens are appealing to the students throughout Europe to raise their voices
against the injustice done to Greek nationality
through the Bulgarian union. The archbishop of
Seaute offers to devote his whole stipend to the
nation? 1 cause.
Constantinople, Oct. 14.—Gov. Pasha, the
deposed governor of Eastern Koumelia, and his
colleagues, have arrived here.
Great activity prevails in military circles
throughout Turkey, and troops are being hastily
armed and equipped for immediate service. The
Sultan has determined to fight against the further
dismemberment of Turkey, and large bodies of
troops are being rapidly concentrated on the frontier at strategic points within easy striking disTroops,
tance of Bulgaria, Greece and Servia.
horses and field guns are being despatched to the
are
enthusMoslems
The
and
front night
day.
iastic and volunteering in large numbers. A conwhich
at
the
discovered
has
been
palace
spiracy
has led to the exile of. Said Pasha,ex grand vizier.
London, Oct. 14.—The hopes entertained last
night of a peaceful settlement of the Roumelian
question have been shattered this morning by the
stating
receipt of a despatch from Constantinopledeclared
conference has
formally
that the
that the l’orte has disavowed the Bulgarin-Roumanian union. Further new is awaited with anx-

iety.

Earthquake in Cranada.
Madrid, Oct. 14.—A severe shock of earthquake was felt last evening at Granada.
The Cholera.
Oct. 14.—There were 353 new cases
cholera and 109 death from that disease in

Madrid.
of

Spain yesterday.
Rome. Oct. 14.—During yesterday 91 new cases
,'f cholera and 42 deaths were reported in Palermo.

Affairs in Ireland.

L-UKK,

it.—uojausw

mnaiuui

»

number of .farriers theshlng machines to boycotted farmers and arranged to purchase boycotted
cattle for shipment to England.
Dublin, Oct. 14.—In the Nationalist convention here yesterday, Mr. Davitt opposed Sir ThomAt
as Esmonds because the latter is a landlord.
a meeting which was held after the convention,
violent
a
mado
Thomas
speech,
Sir
however,
whereupon Mr. Davitt withdrew his opposition.
The Landlords Union shipped a number of cattle from Cork today. The cattlemen continue to
The boycotted
boycott the steamship company.
into
persons are pouring demands for assistance
flie office of the Defence Union.

no

Burned to Death in a Prairie Fire.
and child of
Fargo, Dak., Oct. 14.-Tbewife fire
in Barnes
Seth Staunton perished in a prairie
from
miles
here,
Saturday.
county, Dak., thirty
west

same time another Are a few miles
some 16,000 bushels of wheat on t he
farm of V. V. Townlev. and the house and buildother property
ings of E. C. Booth, besides muchThe
total losses
belonging to other parties.
season
are estL
this
from fires in Barnes county
timated at $100,000.

At the

destroyed

_

Punishing the Polygamists.

Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct. 14.—Yesterday
Andrew Smith, Emil Olson and John Nicholson,
editor of the Deseret News, were sentenced to
six months in the penitentiary and to pay a fine of
$300 each, for unlawful cohabitation, all having
refused to pledge obedience to the law.

Profits of the Western
graph Company.

has

President

New York. Oct. 14.—A Washington special to
the Mail and Express says: “It is rumored that
the telephone fight has been transferred to the
Cabinet and that one reason why Attorney General Garland and Solicitor General Goode were sat
down upon in their efforts to give the Pan Electric
Co. a show was because Secretary’s Manning and
Whitney are both interested in the Beil Co. Two
against one was too strong to be resisted and so
“The trouble
the weaker had to go to the wall.”
with Garland in this whole business,” said a
prominent democrat, “is his indifferent treatment
of the matter. He seems to have a stringe obtuseness and doesn’t realize the awkward position
in which he is placed.” There is a story here to
the effect that when the Cabinet met yesterday
Mr. Garland said he had not time to stay as he
had business before the Supreme Court and that
tlie President remarked lie thought the Attorney
General had better remain away for a while until
this telephone matter blew over, and that thereupon Mr. Garland went immediately and wrote
out ids resignation. This story is not believed
but it shows what is thought of Mr. Garland’s position under the present administration.

H. Teeraer arrived tonight and will immediately go into training for his race with Hanlan
at Pleasure Island, October 26th.

Union

Fight

to

land’s Cabinet.

14.—The Hanlau-Lee and
has been postponed till to-

tomorrow.

that the

Transferred

indicates that the race between
mEverything
and Conley and Hanlan and Lee will

Courtney

_

Rumor

Again Postponed.
Courtney-Conley

6. 1861.

THAT TELEPHONE SUIT.

The Civil Service Commission.
Boston, Oct. 14.—It was reported yesterday
afternoon from Washington that the position of
Chairman of the United States Civil Service Commission has been offered to Colonel Charles R.
Codman, of Mass. Being questioned as to his
position in relation to the reported offer to him by
President Cleveland, Colonel Codman today said:
‘•I have had conversation with the President on
the subject and have given him what I consider
sufficient reasons why lie should not offer the possition to me. The President has not made me the
offer and probably never will make it.”

Troy, N. Y„

Curtis, $243, April 20,

F.

1863.
No.

ui

the Bril Telephone company. Mr. Carlyle willed
ills share of tlie correspondence to the same lady,
but it seeme that a secretary (now dead) of Carlyle
deliberately stole some of the letters and disposed
of them to confederates. While yet alive tins secretary ascribed the plundering to another secretary, who was then dead, and thus the really guilty
The people who reman escaped punishment.
ceived tile manuscripts from the tliief have spent
much time in London and New York trying to sell
the valuable papers. In every action they have
showed great adroitness. When they were found,
though they offered their goods for sale, yet
bands could not be laid on tlie letters and no
Tlie
chance to recover them presented itself.
holders asked high prices, charging $50 and more
not
so
that
it
was
for a single letter,
good policy
for the rightful owners to buy them.
The most of the stolen property is therefore
still in tlie possession of the receiving thieves, it
is impossible to say just how much, and the family
caution every one against buying or selling the
letters and also against publishing them, as they
claim that the 1 ight of publication legally belongs
to Mrs. Forbes. Some of the letters have been recovered, a London gentleman having purchased
several and returned them to tlie family on ascertaining tnat they were stolca property. The contents of others have been ascertained, either from
rough drafts left by Mr. Emerson or by the kltidness of friends who had been asked to buy the
stolen letters and who remembered their contents
as shown them. It is indended to issue shortly a
new edition of the correspondence, giving these
additional letters^_

Judgments Announced
Yesterday.

Tele-

New York, Oct. 14.—The Western Union Teleyear oi
graph Company made profits the past
in
15,700,000. of which 14,890.000 was paid
I
dividends.

that Lord Dufferin will
be Recalled.
London. Oct. 14.- Lord Randolph Churchill’
Lord Salisbury, and Lord Dufferin disagree in re'
gard to the measures necessary to preserve British influence in Upper Burmah. The Gladstone
government sent Lord Dufferin to eliminate
Lord Salisbury is
French intrigue in Burmah.
satisfied with the assurance ol the French that
they have no design on Burmah. It is thought
that Lord Dufferin will be recalled from India.
A

Probability

Notes.
Sir Charles Dilke, Bpeaking at Halifax, Eng.,
Tuesday evening, described a full Radical scheme
for local government reforms with elective counHe favcils for England, Ireland and Scotland.
ored the compulsory taking of land for allotments.
lias
abandoned the proThe Indian government
posed expedition to Mandalay, Burmah, and has
sent a demand to King Thebaw to receive a British resident with due honors.
A four masted steamer has been sighted from
Galley head, county of Cork, having in tow a three
masted vessel which is supposed to be the overdue steamer Sidonion, which sailed from New
York. September 19th for Genoa and Leghorn.

Foreign

GENERAL NEWS.
Nearly the entire business portion of the village
ol Land Bank, N. Y., was burned Tuesday night.
Frank Bower, a gambler, fatally shot Mrs.
Lizzie Henley in New York city Tuesday night.
In Boston yesterday the Montreal Lacsosse
team defeated a picked team from Boston and
vicinity by a score of 6 to 1.
B, E. Smith of Columbus, O., formerly a prominent

banker arid railway

man

and well known

throughout the East, Is dead.

Fire broke out In a Chinese laundry in Oakland,
five Chinamen were
burned to death.
Hon, Charles I*. Thompson of Boston was yesthe
terday .nominated by Gov. Robinson to fill the
caused by
vacancy |on Ithe Superior bench
Gardner.
promotion of Judge
The grocery store of J. C. Drew? on the main
burned Tuesday
square at Gainsville. Texas, was
adnight. The Red River national bank building
joining the grocery was badly damaged. circles ol
The report is current In ecclesiastical
Quebec and
Quebec that Archbishop Tashereau of are
to be
Archbishop Gibbons of Baltimore
created cardinals
Tlie directors of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
declared a semi-annual dividend of o per cent hi
stock of the main stockaud also on that ol
branch for the six months ending
the

Cal., yesterday morning and

Washington
80th.

September
By the explosion of

a “blind tuyere” at Cherry
Valley furmie near Leetona. O.. yesteritay. An
thony Burse”was Instantly killed, and Thomas
Gibbons, Joseph Moffat and William Wadswortli

were

seriously Injured,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The inhabitants of Bridgewater art) asking the
Post Office Department for an additional post office. Tlie distance between the present offices is
ten miles.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY".

There are still many cases of typhoid fever
about Lewiston.
The Lewiston Bleachery uses 225 tons of starch
a year—100 tons of Aroostook county starch, but
that by no means takes all the starch out of Aroostook. It takes about a bushel of potatoes to nine
pounds of starch, so that Lewiston consumes in
the form of starch upwards of 22,000 bushels of
Aroostook potatoes.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The contractors for the new gymnasium at Bowdoln College are bound to have the structure all
erect the
completed before Jan. 16,1886. Theywhole
gynibuilding, do the plumbing, and put the
nasium in perfect shape for the reception of the
apparatus and for work, for 89,350.
BRAN KLIN COUNTV.

Rev. H. C. Mnnson, G. W. C. T„ and M. J. Dow,
G. W. Counsellor of the Grand Lodge of Maine,
are to make a tour In Franklin county In the interest of the Good Templars, beginning at Wilton
the last of this week. It is expected that several
lodges will be instituted.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

William A. Stevens of Georgetown, who escaped from the Insane Hospital Saturday, was captured Monday night and returned to the institution.

John R. Patch, of Augusta, father of Mr. Geo.
F. Patch, of the Home Farm, fell from an apple
tree Monday, and sustained serious injuries.
Workmen have commenced the construction of
trestle work beneath the westerly span of the old
Iron railroad bridge at Augusta, preparatory to
removing it.
The Gardiner Journal says that it seems to be a
settled fact, so far as anything can be settled
without the final vote upon it, that the Kennebec
& Boston Steamboat Company will have another
boat on tile route next summer.
One of the Kennebec lumbermen, who does his
own cutting, says every man who goes into the
woods for his firm this winter has got to be vacciThe report that the small
nated before he goes.
pox is already In a camp on Dead River, is giving
fumbeynien considerable uneasiness.
Yesterday's Boston Herald says: "A. J. Libby,
of Oakland', Me., has just sent to the Watertown
yards 25 head of Hereford cattle, weighing from
These are claimed
4700 to 5000 pounds a pair.
to be among the finest cattle in New England, and
will be on exhibition this forenoon, if pleasant, on
South Market street.
KNOX COUNTY.
A petition has been circulated by the business
men of Friendship and forwarded to Washington
asking that the mail stage shall wait for the last
train through the year.
Zenas Fuller of Appleton, met with a severe ac

cident Saturday afternoon, his oxen running away
with him. and breaking the ankle bone and one of
the bones of his

leg.

Rockland Courier-Gazette says Appleton is
to be a famous hunting ground. Foxes,
hares, grouse, ducks, etc., are common game, but
bears and deer are getting quite scarce.
Monday afternoon, fishing schooner Clara Benner of Matinicus, arrived at Rockland with a cargo of 30,000 pounds of fresh fish—cod and haddock. which were caught off Matinicus by trawls,
Saturday, by the schooner’s crew of seven men.
The schooner’s deck and hold was covered with
the fish.
Sadanori Youchi, a young Japanese, who was
sent to this country by the Japanese government
The

getting

some t ears ago iu uc cuiaai™, .....
Ephraim Norwood at Brimfleld, Mass., for several
years, and at the Annapolis Naval Academy, and
who spent his vacation with William Norcross in
Camden, has been appointed a commander in the
Japanese navy, and has been commissioned to
purchase steamers from the English government.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
..■-*

Capt. W. R. Roix,
quite sick.

of

the steamer Penobscot, is

About 4000 tons of ice yet remain in the houses
of the Katahdin Ice Company at Bangor.
John Nickerson, the Orrington prophet, is holdIt is understood the
ing meetings in Dexter.
prophet expects the end to come before the advent of '86.
There have been made in Brewer this season by
eight firms, 4,240,000 bricks, requiring the consumption of over 2000 cords of wood; 600,000
were shipped to St. Johns, N. F., and 200,OtiO to
A very large proportion
Port au Prince. Hayti.
of the season’s manufacture is still on hand, and
will be carried over to next year.
It is very seldom that four generations of a
family are living in one house at the same time,
At the residence
but such is the case in Bangor.
of Mr. Wentworth Maxfleld, on Main street, are
Mrs. Eliza Burr, her daughter Mrs. Maxfleld, her
granddaughter Mrs. R. H. Elms, and great-granddaughter Margery Burr Elms.
Mr. Hayward S. French of Baugor, of the senior
class at the Maine State College, has accepted a
position in the engineering office of the New
Mr. French is the second
Brunswick Railway.
member of the class to be called to a position in
the above office.
Teams for the woods are now being fitted out in
large numbers, and all of the Bangor lumbermen
have made their plans for the winter’s operations.
More crews have gone into the woods over the
Bangor & Piscataquis railroad this fall than during tne same time for many years past. Everything indicates that a large amount of lumbering
will be done on Penobscot waters.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
It is said that the post office at Dennysville lias
been in the hands of the Kilby family for eighty
years.
YORK COUNTY.

■Tuesdav afternoon, in Biddeford, a little 10year-old son of John Waters, the insurance agent
while standing behind a boy who was striking, in
a base ball game, accidentally received a blow on
the head from the bat, at the base of the brain,
crushing in the skull and rendering the boy unconscious. A physiciap was obliged to remove
quite a piece of bone from the skull and to eleThe boy Is a sevate the other injured portion.
vere sufferer, but the chances are in favor of his
recovery.
Notwithstanding the storm of Tuesday evening,
the notice that Mrs. A. H. Colby would lecture in
the town hail at Bar Mills, called together an exHer powers in presenting the
cellent audience.
the
necessity for a luture life, as demonstrated by and
this
age, were fully displayed,
Spiritualism of
her efforts were highly appreciated by those present.
IN GENERAL.

The close time on beaver, mink, sable and muskrat ended yesterday, and these fur-bearing aniFurs are not
mals can now be lawfully trapped.
as valuable at this season of the year as in the
early spring, when it is fully grown and thickly
set.

The following patents have been issued to Maine
Sanford J. Baker, Oakland, lawn
inventors:
mower; John W. Averill, Milton, hay-knife grind
er; Henry Monk, Lewiston, locomotive furnace;
Francis Cloudman, Cumberland Mills, centrifugal
machine; John Treat. Enfield, rafting pen; Chas.
D. Wood, Lincoln. R. 1., assignor to Boot and
Shoe Sole Laying Machine Company, Portland,
sole laying machine.

RAILROAD MATTERS.
NEW ENGLAND ROAD MASTERS.

third annual meeting of the New England
road masters’ association met in Springfield,Mass,
yesterday afternoon. President A. C. Bean of the
Central Vermont called the meeting to order at 2
o'clock. Mr. J. S. Lane of the New York, New
railroad offered prayer.
Haven and Hartford
Following were the members present: J. S. Lane.
N. Y., N. H. and Hartford; J. W. Shanks, New
London and Northern; P. A. Eaton, Concord and
Nashua; A. <1. Stevens, Boston and Maine; R.
Highland, Cheshire; E. Newcombe, Portland and
Ogdensburg; A. M. King. Connecticut RiTer; D.
C. Garrison, Shipang Valley; A. C. Bean, Central
Vermont; J. F. Day, Boston and Lowell; G. W.
Bishop, Fitchburg; C. S. Shaffer, Boston and
Providence; G. A. Tollan Shaw, Cheshire; T. C.
Brennan, N. Y. and N. E.;W. F Ellis, Providence
and Worcester; H. N. Hammond, K. Y. and N.
E. These officers were elected for the ensuing
year; President, J. W. Shanks; vice president,
A. C. Stevens; Chaplain, J. S. Lane; secretary,
W. F. Ellis; treasurer, P. A. Eaton.
The first discussion of the day was upon the
question presented by J. W. Shanks. “Resolved,
That for safety and economy a split switch with
The

ontninntii-

stand is the best for use.”

Most of the

members present engaged in the discussion, alter
winch a vote was taken resulting in favor of a
split switch unanimously. Various other subjects
were discussed at the evening session.
NOTES.

J. S. Kicker, W. IV. Brown and Charles Goodridge of Portland, have been elected directors of
the Baltimore and Annapolis, short-line railroad.
The railroad commissioners, accompanied by
General Manager Tucker of the Maine Central,
arrived in this city last evening from Bath. The
commissioners have concluded their inspection of
theSkowhegan and Farmington sections of the
road, and the Bath and Belfast branches, besides
the main line. They
a considerable portion of
found the road so far as examined in good condition and repair, the main line in particular
being in excellent condition. Today the commissioners will take a trip over the Portland &
Rochester.
___

Respected Richmond
Citizen.
Ms. Levi Mustard, a respected citizen of Richmond, died at his home Tuesday morning, at the
age of 83 years. He was born in Topsbam and
Death of

a

afterwards lived in Bowdoinham, where he was
engaged in farming and other business. He was
also concerned in shipbuilding in Bowdoinham,
Brunswick and Richmond, all the vessels In
which he was interested being successful. About
twenty years ago he went to Ricnmond where he
has since resided. During his residence there he
has taken an active interest in business, hpidlng,
office of president
up to the time of bis death, the
His wife survives
of the First National Bank.
him.

1HREE

__

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in the
county have been recorded at the registry of
deeds:
YVestbrook—Samuel H. Fisk to Helen T. Bailey,
land and buildings. $1.
Cumberland—Moses G. Pcttengill to Almira F.
Hammond, land. $1 and other consideration.
Elias F. Leighton and others to Ell Rnssell,
land and buildings. $200.
Harpswell—Charles B. Green to Ellison 8.
Green, land. $360.
Freeport—Elijah Gove to Susan M. Saddler,
land and buildings. $1600.
Bridgton—Daniel Cash toWm. F. Perry, land.
$200.
Harrison—James A. Gerry to Thomas D. Emery,
land. 81600.
BASE BALL.
NOTES.

the New
At Upper Gloucester, Tuesday,
Gloucester nine defeated the Raymonds by a score
6 to 4. The game was called at the end of the
sixth inning on account of rain.

of

EXHIBITION GAMES YESTKRDAT.

At Cincinnati—Cincinuatis 6; New Yorks 4.
At Brooklyn—Brooklyns 6; Bostons 4.
At Utica—Utlcas 16; Providences 10.
At Chicago—Chicagos (league) 6; 8t Lonls Association 6. Darkness

FAIR.

in the Cattle Deand in Farm Products.

Exhibits

Splendid

partment
Races

CENTS.

SACADAHOC

THE

THE STATE.

Washington, Oct. 14.—The Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims announce the following judgments, w ith interest at 4 per cent for the
dates named:
No. 689. Margaret E. Coring, administrator,
$404, Sept. 6, 1863.
No. life, A. Wyckoffe, $6939, Sept. 29,1863.
No. 1166, Lyman Denison, executor, $6939,
Sept. 29,1863.
No. 1262, Leonard D. Hegumann, $2943, Oct.
24.1864.
No. 1269, W. Thompson, administrator, $618,

July
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ALABAMA CLAIMS.

A. B. C. F. Nl.

Gov. Hoadlv Admits Judge Foraker
Will Have 10,000 Plurality.

Republicans

MORNING, OCTOBER 15,

THURSDAY

THE OHIO VICTORY.

Cincinnati, 0„ Oct.

IIon. B. B. Thomas,

The great Yitapathlc Specialists,
AT CITY HOTEJL.
The lame walk, the blind see and the deaf hear,
at hundreds already cured in this city can testify.
Pronounced by ilie press and miblic to be the
9 «. in. to 8 p. in.
marvels of the 19th century.
oct5sntf
Consultation free.

a

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.5<
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.

Brown’s

Sarsaparilla.

DRS. MMOJf and GLADWIN,

Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Dollars a Year. To mall sut
scribers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advanct
Rates of Advertising—One inch of space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonparei
constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, daily, first week j 75 cents pe
week after; three insertions or less. $1.00, cou
tinning every other day after first week, 50 cents
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents
one week, $1.00; 60 cents
per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Aut'Tioi
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three Inser
tions or less, $1.60.
At 97

tion, Dyspepsia, Foul Stomach, Variable Appetite,

in 1843.

YOU

23._PORTLAND,

MIKCELLANKOl’Ii.

INSURANCE.

IF

1862-VOL.

.3,

Postponed

on

Account of the

Weather.
Topsham, Oct. 14.

thirty-first annual exhibition and lair of the
Sagadahoc Agricultural and Horticultural Society
opened Tuesday under the most successful circumstances. In reply to questions, Treasurer Smith
said that “yesterday’s receipts were $622, which
is more than we ever took before on the opening
day. The weather is rather against us today, but
two more pleasant days will be given if we have
to wait until Thanksgiving.”
The hall is open, and a good number are presThe

ent ; but

of

course

postponed.

the out-door exercises

are

IN THE HALL.

J. L. Linscott, of Brunswick, superintendent of
the exhibition hall, conducted the Press reporter
through the large and well-filled building. It
would be impossible to give anything like a complete description, but some ol the exhibits are esThe art departpecially deserving of mention.
ment makes a beautiful showing, Miss Louise
Lamb Hattie Brown and A. M. Nason exhibit fine
A crayon portrait of B. C.
work in oil paintings.
Bailey, first president of the society, occupies a
W.
J. Graves of Bowdoinprominent position.
ham, exhibits some very fine crayon work. Abbic
an elegant lustre
shows
M. Tate of Topsham.
painted vase. Reed & Preble of Brunswick, have
A
miniature “Lncle
a large case of Photographs.
Tom's Cabin,” made by C. Burnham of BrunsHenry Ragat s
wick, looks quite picturesque.
Brunsglass manufactory makes a big display.
in
making their
wick sand is used by the company
exglass. Mrs. M. W.Hinkley of Bowdoinham,honhibits the "Observation hive, with bees and
her own manuey ; also a new and uoique hive of
facture. W. T. Harding shows the “Sweet Home
ldve. C. M. Herring. Brunswick, W \\. Patten
Topsham, A, Donald, West Bath, make excellent
exhibits of honey. A long table, running nearly
the entire length of the hall, is covered with rich
The “Rolfe” apple, exhibited by
looking apples.
W. T. Bardie, is the most conspicuous, and. all
things considered, undoubtedly the liest variety
here. The butter display goes a little ahead of
makanything previously seen here, M. H. White
“Polly Buttercup the buting the Best display.
Seven
all.
ter woman. affords amusement for
trumpets, won as prizes at different times by the
Androscoggin Fire Company, No. 2, Topsham, are
on exhibition.
The Denison Box Manufacturing Company of
Brunswick have three large show cases of articles and other Brunswick dealers have excellent

'“in'fco lower hall

are carriages, etc., and a large
variety of vegetables. Our enterpr.sing farmer
J D. Greenleaf, of Topsham, exhibits 120 varieA windmill,
ties of beans, all raised by himself.
invented by George E. Barnes of Topsham, looks
H. Denison
D.
in
it.”
was
as if there
“money
displays two baskets of extra looking potatoes
“Cumberland
with
soil
raised on common
SuperBowdoinham and West
phosphate.” Topsham, exhibits.
Bath Granges make fine
Tomorrow, Thursday, if pleasant, the following
programme will be carried out.

FORENOON.

General examination of horses at lu o-ciock.
At 10.30, trial of strength and discipline of draft
h-rses. At 11 o’clock, sweepstake drawing for
oxen.

AFTERSOON.

o’clock, trotting for four year old colts and
three minute class.
At 1

SOME GOOD

FULLING

occurred yesterday afternoon in draft oxen and
occasioned great interest. For the seven tact and
took the first
over class, Ellis Tedford of Bath,
pounds, repremium, pulling the load of 0,131
45 feet.
George A.
spectively 10,12. 10 and
stretch
his
being
was
2d,
longest
Fields of Bath,
M F. Lancaster, Richmond, took third
10 feet
load
under
and
class,
feet
seven
In
the
money
4 417 pounds, Frank Jordan of Brunswick, was
Adams
F
8.
28
feet;
first, his longest pull being
of Bowdoin. was 2d, and C. E. & A. W. Tedford,
3d.
PREMIUMS AWARDED.

Working Oxen—Wm. Dunning. Topsham, 1st;
E C. Slalter, do 2d; Abraham Lewis, Brunswick,

3d; M. A. Brown,

Richmond, 4th; A. P. Berry,

Litchfield, gratuity.

Town teams of oxen, occasioned unusual rivalry.
There were more entries than ever before, and
the cattle were of better stock. After a very careful review the committee came to the following
Topsham town team,
very satisfactory decision:
1st; Bowdoin. 2d; Brunswick,3d; Bowdoinham,
4th; Topsham 2d team, 6th.
Ayrshlres-A. W. Hunt of Bruaswick. made a
clean sweep, taking 1st on grade cows; 1st on
thoroughbred heifer calf, and gratuity on bull
C<llf
Sheep—Long wool pure Mood bucks, Leicester,
E. H. Harrington, Brunswick, 1st; B. F. Morse,
Short Wool pure blood South Downs—George

Campbell, Harpswell, 1st; E.

W8outh<*Down
I,

Grade—J.

A.

A.

Hackett,

Backley,

Bruus-

Top^aam,

Pen of Thoroughbred South Downs—J. M.
Fulton, Bowdoinham, 1st; Best Pell Grades,
Menza Campbell, Harpswell. 1st; J. M. Fulton
Bowdoinham, 2d; J. W. Buckley, Topsham, 1st
Best

‘inSwiue—Best

boar. E. C. Mallett. Topsham, 1st;
P. Cobb. Bowdoinham, 2d. Best sow, J. P.
Coob, Bowdoinham, 1st ; E. C. Mallett, Topsham,
2d. Sow and pigs, J. P. Cobb, Bowdoinham, 1st;
J. Grady, Topsham, 2d.
J

THE MONTGOMERY’S TRIP.
A Warm Welcome and a Good Time.
New
The Montgomerys arrived fcome from
Haven, Conn., early this morning having bee
royally entertained by their hosts, the Sar?
Guard, despite the pouring rain which Intern
with the programme and prevented a great ;
of it from being carried out. The ball on Tuesd. /
evening was a brilliant occasion. The Morning
News of New Haven speaks of the exhibition drill
of the Montgomerys thus:
‘•A concert by Chandler's |band preceded the
drilling of the visitors. Just as most of the young
people were gazing anxiously at their watches,
tbeMoutgomerys suddenly marched out upon the
floor. Steadily the visitors moved down to the
end of the hall where Mayor Holcomb, Town
Agent Reynolds and the entire board of selectFor
men with the city officials were seated.
went
three-quarters of an hour the Maine soldiers
through the difficult evolutions of a silent drill.
Not a sound was heard In the armory but tb«
the bell directsteady marching and the sound of
ing the movements. And then the spectators beThe correct
gan to warm toward the straagers.
time and gallant bearing and the machine-like
motion of the militia won every heart. Ladles
waved their handkerchiefs, loud cheers swept
down the hall as the bayonet exercise, most ada
mirably performed, was finished. When after
soldiera closed
sweep of half the hall the Portland
the
floor
from
double
at
quick
lines and marched
inthe outburst of applause and enthusiasm was
describable.”
the
contains
Journal
following
Haven
The New
complimentary notice for Chandler’s band:
“Another event was tbc grand! concert by
Chandler of Portland, which occurred at about
9.30. The music was very flue, meeting the expectations formed from its high reputation. The
same baud gave a concert at the Grand Lnlon at
7 30 p m. The street In front of the hotel was
crowded and the band was warmly applauded.”

SUBURBAN NEWS.
FREEPORT.

A Grand Army Post was organized October 3,
named James D. Fessenden Post No. 98, with
twenty-one charter members and Post Commander Capt. John C. Kendall.
Augustus Pennell, of Freeport, formerly of
and Miss. AbbyS., oldest daughter of Dan-

Gray,

iel A. Fogg, were united lu marriage Tuesday
forenoon, at the residence of the bride’s parents.
Rev F. B. Wing performed the service. The hapon a bridal tour to
py couple left on tne noon train
tho

John A. Briggs, Esq., of the nrm oi Briggs s
Cushing, died yesterday at his residence, aged
seventy-five years. He has been an extensive
ship builder in company with Charles Cushing.Esq.,
but for a few years has devoted his time to other
business. He has filled many important offices of
trust, has represented the town in the Legislature,
and at the time of his death was treasurer of the
town to which office he had been repeatedly elected. His loss will be deeply felt by the community
at large. He leaves two sons and two daughters.
The notice of time of the funeral will Be announced later.
....
Capt. S. A. Holbrook has recently sold a valuable “Lightfoot.” a two year old colt to George A.
Milton, of Pownal.
K.1LMOCTH.

Tuesday as Mr. Leonard Wilson and wife, of
North Falmouth were driving over a bridge in
West Falmouth, the horse took fright at some
men engaged in repairing the bridge and ran
caraway, tnrowing both the occupants from the
and
riage, breaking one of Mrs. Wilson’s wrists
badlv spraining the other, and bruising Mr. Wilbut
was
somewhat
damaged
Tne carriage
son
the horse, who kicked himself loose, was caught
unhurt.
___

Hello, Central Office!
Editor of the Tress:
Lest the public may forget that November 1st
is close at hand when the increased telephone
rat s begin, the subscriber begs to recall some
history which bears upon the claim of the present
company that it Is not paying dividends.
The "National Bell Telephone Company of
Maine,” the par value of whose stock was *100,
was enabled to build Its lines with less than one
half of the money paid In, and do most excellent
ft paid two dividends
service for the public,
when the stock became so valuable that the corthe
present company bought It, paying
porators of
one hundred and fifty dollars a share (which had
cost the original holders only some for $25 to $50
The service has been enlarged
a share paid in.)
and the business, at the same rates, would Im
worth at least as much as the old company’s business. Yet under all the disadvantages the old
company charged only aboat half the present
To the

Never was such an assumption as this one by
to do
present company that it cannot afford
It was a mine of
business at the present prices.
to
Bonanza
a
is
It
wealth to the old company, and
this one, and oil the basis of any reasonable
Hues
it
That
capital stock must pay enormously.
in fact so pay no one who observes its munngenet’ll
ment can doubt, since uo outsider has ever
able to procure a dollar of the stock at any price.
of
the
many
how
present
It remains to be seen
subscribers will resent and
the public.
least excusable attempt to ovei reach

the

resl*t^*i!3,h^l,nhu?nd

Linde, laud haabeguu proceedings In

Lawyer
son oi
\pW Vork city against Wni. H. coopei,
ot $12.Admiral Cooner U S. N\. for Hit* recovery
ou a bogus guvadvanced
havebeen
to
ooo said

disappeared (Septemernment contract. Cooperbeen
seen since.
ber 26tb last, and lias not
the Supreme
Wm A Vincent, Chief Justice of
Court iif New Mexico, recently appointed Stephen
W Dorsey a member ol a commission to draw
grand and petit jurors lor that territory, and be
was yesterday suspended from office by President
Cleveland*.

^

is unexpectedly large. Ohio is usually a
a Republican State to be sure and for the
last twenty years has with few exceptions
given Republican majorities. But this year
the Republicans had many adverse circumstances to contend with. In the first
place the national administration is Democratic and it was Inevitable that a good many
men who had been accustomed to vote the
Republican ticket in past years simply because they believed the loaves and fishes
were there would gravitate to the Democratic party.
In the second place the
Democrats had the State offices and whatever influence the power of State patronage
could exert was used for the benefit of the
Democratic party. In the third place the
Democrats had an abundance of money; and
finally the Prohibitionists had been mak-

THURSDAY MORNING, OCT. 15.
We do not read anonymous lett ers and eommuncatlons. The name and address of tlie writer are
la all eases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but «s a guarantee of good faltb.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

By the
Bayard ?

way. what has become of Secretary

The Democrats did tbe claiming In Ohio
Republicans the voting.

and the

The “Old Roman” waved his red bandanna all for naught.
Servia

seems

powers.

hound to

fight

in spite of the

__

The New York Mugwumps are undecided
whether to call themselves Cleveland Republicans or Davenport Democrats.
The
tus to
York.

ing

It is worth a

The Hon. John R. McLean of the Cincinnati Enquirer, better known about home at
“Boodle Johnny” knifed Hoadly and Hoad-

eminently

The Providence Journal says that so far
Rhode Island is concerned the President’s
civil sendee reform is a minus quantity.
as

And his civil service reform in Maine is like

The selection of Mr. Charles R. Codinan of
Boston for chairman of the Civil Service
Commission would be extremely satisfactory doubtless to the Mugwumps, but it would
add another to the already numerous grievThe Democrats
ances of the Democrats.

The Young Democrats of Brooklyn are bitterly opposed to Hill and an attempt to Introduce a resolution at one of their meetings
endorsing his candidacy was met with such
emphatic protest that its author withdrew it.

promptly consign
Brooklyn to the

dude category.
It is clear enough now that the smoke aud
dust of the French elections have cleared
away, that the Conservative victory was
really one of Republican conservatism, and
not of any royalist or imperial reaction. It
sound and
sensible
against the
forcible-feeble utterly mischievous and dangerous foreign policy of M. Ferry. In this
view it must have a beneficial result, without threatening the stability of the republic.

ocratic

the verdict of the
French voting class

uic

oays

uiuciuu

Aiouscupt.

mo

uici-

the city council, in view of the great responsibility resting upon them, should act with
great deliberation and caution before deciding upon the course to be pursued in this im-

portant matter; the voice of our business
men should have great weight in determining their action.
1873:
Total
Dem.
Pro.
Vote.
Rep.
1873— Governor 213,337 214,054 10,277 448.599
1874— Sec.State 221.204 238.400 7,816 407.425
1875— Governor 297,813 292,204 2,593 592,683
1876—Sec. State 310,872 311,098 1,863 633,062
1877— Governor 249,105 271,625 4.836 666,060
1878— Sec. State 274.120 270,966 5'682 588,928
1879—Governor 316,261 319,132 4.145 669,170
1880— Sec State 362,021 343,016 2,818 718,180
1881— Governor 312.735 288,426 16,697 624,226
1882— Sec. state 297,759 316.874 12,202 632,189
1883— Governor 347,164 359,793 8.362 718,268
1884— Sec. State 391,590 380,275 9,857 785,071
The Greenback vote which at one time
promised to be a formidable element has now
entirely disappeared, and is therefore omitThe most interesting part of the tated.
ble is the variation of the Prohibition vote.

politics

Cleveland some time ago said
that the territorial offices should be filled
with residents of the territories. Shortly before his inauguration he also promised that
this should be a Democratic administration.
He seems to have neglected one promise
in order to carry out to the letter the other.
A Washington despatch tells us that the
is appointing
reason why the President
Southern Democrats to the territorial offices
is because of their strong partisan zeal.' For
reason he prefers them to Northern
Democrats and for this reason he undoubtedly prefers them to residents of the territories. In lications point strongly to an effort
oil the part of the administration to make the
territories Democratic, after which there
will be no further Democratic opposition to

this

their admission.
states hold elections th is fall,
all of which go to the polls on Tuesday, November 3. Now that Ohio is settled political
interest and excitement are mainly confined
to New York and Virginia, both of which
elect State officers and a legislature, and In

Eleven

more

both of which exceedingly warm campaigns
are in progress. The result in Massachusetts
Is a foregone conclusion, and, nothwithstanding the efforts of a very premature Boston
daily to work up excitement by the stereotyped phrase, ‘'Robinson can be beaten," interest

lags-

Iowa elects State officers

Maryland

a

comptroller

and a

supreme judge;
and clerk of court of

legislature; Colorado elects

a

i

administration, and
soundly berated for it.

the

then with the design of getting the interest
their bonds or the road, but it now appears
that it was for the purpose of enabling the
friends of voluntary reorganization to whip
“A
in tlie third mortgage bondholders.
graver error,” says the Advertiser, “is the
suggestion that it is proposed for the city of
Portland to waive its full title to this property for the purpose of admitting to priority of

claim some of the third mortgage indebtedness.” What Judge Symonds actually said
this:
And certainly if it is proposed for the city of
Portland to waive its full title to this property for
the purpose of admitting to priority of claim, somo
of this third mortgage indebtedness, if it proposed
to receive them into aparticipation In the reorganization it is exceedingly objectionable.
There is no error in that statement. The

was

is in the Advertiser’s description of it.
The third error lies in Judge Symonds’s expression of doubt of the road’s ability to
pay the interest entailed by the new mortgages proposed, after three responsible persons had reported that they were convinced
that if the voluntary arrangement was carried out the net earnings of the road aperror

to

plicable
8100,000
in the

fixed

ization, plan.
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FINE

given particular attention in selecting stylish and well made garments at medium
meet the

popular

Bags and Silk Umbrellas in the State
at Lowest Prices,

kept

in

as we are

Anything

turers.
a

Manufac-

called for that is

First-class Hat Store, can

ROBERT F. SOMERS & CO.,
The

STORK OPEN

333 MIDDLE STREET.
eodtt

octlO

EVENINGS.____ocWeodtf

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUSflS.

Only Hatters,

|

GRAND SPECIAL SALE, COMMENCING SATURDAY, DCT 3.
;

I

at ReOne of the largest assortments ever shown
ever
than
lower
tail in New England, and at prices
labefore offered. These goods are all new and the
test styles. This sale affords a splendid opportunity
Please caU
for purchasing your Christmas Album.
and examine.

mans, but better Sherman than a Democrat
who would refuse all honor to such a man as

the old Roman.
MONTREAL’S ENDEAVORS.

Springfield Republican.

Surgeon-General Hamilton declares that
the danger of a cholera invasion of this
Moncountry has passed for the present.
treal is doing what she can to till up the respite with small pox.
WAS THIS A PRECONCERTED PLAN.

Lowell Courier.
are on the war path for
Postmaster Pearson’s scalp in New York.
They have begun to complain of his administration of the office, and his friends are
How
working up a boom to keep him in.
long will he stay?

The Democrats

EXPENSIVE WATER.

Boston Post.
It is

highly probable that

tering of stock has been

a generous
more

ware-

largely’

sponsible for the

increased telephone rates
than all the improved switch boards and
cable
that
have been or may be
hanging
brought into use. Water Is well enough in
its place, but it is terribly expensive and demoralizing-when introduced into stock.
UNDERSTANDS WHEN TO
MENTS.

MAKE

Successors to Allen & Co.,

under the firm name of

__

ALLEN & COMPANY,
204 Middle Street, Gor. of Plum.

are now

PAINE

PORTLAND SPIRITUAL TKKFLE,
—AT—

M^O.

Prof. A. Spanhoofd

will give an Illustration of the Berlitz method of
teaching modern languages. In the rooms ol the
Young Men’s Christian Association, at 8 o’clock
THURSDAY EVENING, October 15th.
Ladies
and gentlemen Interested In the study of languages
invited.
Admission free.ootl2d4t»

PORTLAND_THEATKE.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

oaiiuiun.

ETC.

Prlces.75, 60 and 36 cents. Sale of seats eommences Wednesday, Oct. 14.octl2dtd

We

SINGING SCHOOL,
MONDAY EVENINC, OCT. 19,

31R. XV. L. FiTCH
course of instruction la vocal
music at the above time and place. A11 who decommence a

of music

will

THE

MUSIKOCRAPH.

Tickets,

{SSSSSb,****}

Believing that many can spare but one evening
week for the purpose, Mr. F. has decided to
ave one session only per week,
(HOIDAY
EVENINGS,) at present.
N. B.—Any one wishing to take private lessons
in music reading, address or call at 113 Brackett
oetI3(llw
St.

Eer

of

Wear to be found in the city. Equal to the
best custom work and at a much less price.
We manufacture our own goods and can
give you inside prices.

AN EXAMINATION SOLICITED.

Class for Young Ladies and Gentlemen
Monday ana Thursday Evenlnfs.
Misses and Masters Saturday Afternoons,
Commencing Oetober 10th.

are

Bath.6s ft 4s
ft 6s
Maine Central.
.6s
T. ft O. R. R

207

194 MIDDLE STREET, Fortlltnd.
kuildM
January 1,1884.

Banl sand Brokers
181

IDDLESTREET.

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

for Savings Banks and Trust

JF^nds constantly

on

hancj;.

MIDDLE

Opposite

staple goods, and add the
intending purchasers ot

surpassed by

cordially invited

to call and

Notice.
AwiiifMce’sMaher
John

FIGURED GLASS

& Co., or
LI. persons indebted to
p Maher, are requested to make payment
& Co., or
of
Maher
said
me
and all creditors
John P. Maher, will present their claims to me if
in
the
they desire to 1join
assignment.
H. M. M A LING, Assignee,
284 Middle St.
Portland, Sept. 1«, 1885.

A
to

3KMF0R DOORS CARS, SHIPS AND
MADE TO ORDER.
aSWSBROKEN LIGHTS MATCHED.

X&tSt’HURCHES

■

■

For Baltimore.
C<CHh. 0. D. Witherell, Capt Garfield.

freight, apply

4

oetl8dSt

•uai4

FARLEY.

EXCHANGE STREET.
_

eodly

THIS PAPERr«anfe^

For

to

} NJCKERg(Mj & g0N
203 Commercial St.

H.

c.

sepia_dim

|

ty7

HATTER,
eodtl

readTught,

novelties of the

no
see

The

store in this section.
for themselves.

advertised in

papers.

The building we now
building) has undergone

uTnY«K
<tn

OWEN, MOORE & CO

470 Congress St.
eodtf

I)o not fail to call at onr

Elegaant New

Bank
occupy (former y the First National
is
one
and
to-day
a most complete renovation,
and equipped Manufacturing and

of the most perfectly appointed
Wholesale and Retail Clothing Establishments in Maine. Our resources
are
for the production of Men’s Well Made and Serviceable Clothing
Our garments are cut
entire
the
do
as
we
building.
ample, occupying
in the latest style by our own tailors, the workmanship is first-c ass,
and OUR PRICES WE GUARANTEE AS LOW AS ANY COMPETING

Monday morning’s

The merits and uses of this
new invention can best
bs
appreciated by a trial of the
light itself.
Send IO cents for a sample
box and holder.

pub-

^Ti.othiers.

dU

oetl-t

Header!

We are showing the finest and best line of
Fine Flexible Stiff Hats shown in the city, in
all the Nobby and Leading Styles.
We show the largest and best assortment of
Hoys' and Children's Hats and Caps Fast of
New York.
Tam O'Shanter, See-Saw and Turkish Fez.

SILK HATS.

HOUSE.
Our reputation for the past twelve years for Men’s First-Class Ready
Made Clothing of our own manufacture will be fully sustained in our
is solicited.
new place of business. An inspection of onr store and stock

ALLEN OOMPANY,
Jannfadni'ers, Wholesalers and Retailers

MEN'S CLOTHING,
204 Middle

Hotel.
eodtt

CLOVES.

THIS CUT ILLUSTRATES

ALLEN & COMPANY,

St.,

PI ism St.

cor.

dtf

ALL IN.

C. L. S. C.

COE,

HEADQUARTERS

THE

ST.,

Falmoutli

GENTS’

,

octS_____—-

Manufacturers and Retailers,

No.

SWAN & BARRETT,

the advantage ot the manutactmers co.
n
goods at the lowest possible figure,

Lancaster Building,

CASCO CLOTHING CO.,

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

TIIE

OF

HASKELL & JONES,

FINANCIAL.

BONDS!

full line of
appear. To

octia

For further particulars please call or send for
circular.
Respectfully,
M. B. GILBERT.
octlOdtf

Rockland.6s ft 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson.4s

a

we offer inducements

MEN’S, YOUTHS’ AND BOYS’

GILBERT'S Dill IG ACADEMY.

LINE

CLOTHING,

-FOR-

And

Course to consist of Twenty Lessons.

showing the best line

FINE CLOTHING

NEW BROWN BLOCK.

readers

are

at Wholesale and Retail.

oct3

Clothing and Furnishing Establishment,

CASCO CLOTHING CO.

“THE JUDGE” and “MAJOR.”
Performed In Every Leading Theatre of America.
16th Year. Played 1,376 Nights.

ready

own onr

ready

237 MIDDLE STREET.

204 MIDDLE ST., COR. PLUM ST.

SUPPORTED BY A STRONG COMPANY.
Accompanied by those two thirsty and
Ingenious
*
“Characters,”

this class peculiarly adapted to their wants.
Mr.
F. will Introduce his new method of teaching
nvueic reading by the use of his recent and wonderful Invention,

to

now

ELEGANT

STREET,

dtf

■fl-r The Arkansaw
Traveller !
■VI I

sire to become

Wolf Robes

FINE CUSTOM OK FINE READY-MADE

_a

NEW SCENERY, MECHANICAL EFFECTS,

us

keep
they

shall

season as

OHr own importation of Berlin Garments for Misses from 4 to 12
These
years contains some choice styles found in no other stock.
garments cannot he duplicated this season.
For Misses of 12, 14 and 16 years, we show a varied and tasty assortment.
We have the new and desirable Cioakings and Trimmings for sale.
Garments cut and fitted, or made to order.

oo7

FINE IMPORTED LAP ROBES.

kept

MISSES’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT.

&

TRIMMINGS,

FURNISHING GOODS DEPARTMENT

lic

am.

FUR

our reof excellence,
up to its present high standard
who have labored
WORKMEN
and
SKILLED
the
CUTTERS
taining
In our
with ns to bring it to its present state of perfection.

will be

We have a full line of elegant Seal Plush Sacques, Plain Beaver
“Tailor made” Garments, Fur Lined Circulars, Medinm and Low
Priced Newmarkets, Russian Circulars, and many special Novelties,
both in material and style.

UHANrKAU ! email

will

which allows

a complete assortment of Ladies’ and Misses’
Fall and Winter Garments.

HK1YBY

clothing, claiming

onr own

exhibiting

THE TALENTBD ARTIST

not satisfied with his outfit until he has
a Merry Hat to wear.
Fine Stiff and Silk Hats our motto.
man is

HASKELL & JONES,

we

Hall Corner of Congress and Kim Streets,
THURSDAY, AT 7..TO P. K.
octiSdSt
Admission, fifteen cents.

THE FINEST IN THE LAND !

CUSTOM TAILORING DEPARTMENT
by

CLOAKS !
We

NOBBY
GOODS I

Stand, Lancas- AN

470 GONGRESS

guaranteed.

MERRY’S
A

HASKELL & JONES,

IN OUR LADIES' DEPARTMENT

Will give his experience in Spirit Life, through
the mediumshlp of Mrs. A. H. Colbv, for the bentt of the

__-_

In continuing the Custom Tailoring branch of our
business in our new Clothing and Furnishing Store,
204 Middle Street, we wish to introduce to all former patrons and to the public MR. WM. B. BUCKNAM, who stands at the head of this department.
Mr. Bucknam is a gentleman thoroughly acquaintat the Old
ed with the demands of Fine Trade and a Tailor of Will Continue Business
ter
Building,
unquestionable taste and ability. All orders left
with us will secure careful attention. Each and
every garment warranted as represented, and a fit

AXDIBIIEm

Y.

OCt2

APPOINT-

Boston Traveller.
Assistant Postmaster-General Stevenson
has only fourth class material to work with,
postoffices outside the fourth class being beyond his reach, but he should be credited
with manifesting the creditable spirit of
using his material where i t will do most
good. No wonder the New York Sun prints
his portrait as that of a typical Jacksonian
Democrat.

THOMAS

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St,

TAILORING !

FINE

store,

odd

the

be shown.

STRUGGLE,

Washington Post.
Better Thurman than a thousand Sher-

GRADES.

demand of the public.
Also, my stock of Worsted Suits in Sacks and Four Button Cutaway Frocks is the largest
to be found in the State. My Boys’ and Children’s Department is now complete, consisting
of stylish Garments from 4 to 17 years. In fact, my entire stock surpasses any previous
c'.ort and must he seen to he appreciated.

Assortment of Hats, Gloves, Traveling

A SHOT AT MCLEAN.

charges would exceed
prospect of an increase

That there should be
somo skepticism concerning the abilities of
the Portland & Ogdenshurg railroad and a
tendency to discount predictions in regard to
them, is not to be wondered at. A number of
years ago it was predicted just as confidently, and no doubt just as honestly, that the
road was destined to be a great through line
to the West, as it is today that it will be
able to earn 8100,000 a year above its operating expenses. Indeed the former prediction
was the inure confident of the two apparently, for the gentlemen who made the latter
have already lost confidence in it to such an
extent that they have thrown off the interest
two years
on the 8070,000 mortgage for
entirely, thus destroying the prospect of that
Immediate income to pay for sewers and tun
the fire department, which has been one of
the chief attractions of the voluntary organ-

pleasnre In announcing to my customers and the public that my Fall Stock is now ready, Consisting of

Men’s, Youths’, Boys’ and Children’s Suitings and Overcoats

SANFORD’S GINGER,
GINGER,
Hold by nil Denier*.
Medicine.

Largest Stock, Largest Store, Finest

Philadelphia Press.
The administration’s struggle with the civil service law Is not how to legally execute
it, but bow to legally break or defeat it.

year with a
near future.

a

I take

CURRENTCOMNIENT.
THE GREAT CIVIL SERVICE

In hi3 Great Original Drama of Western Life, as

on

ANNOUNCEMENT.

FALL

ger, the safest, surest and best summer medicine
and travelling companion.
As a healthful summer drink with water, milk,
iced water, lemonade, effervescent draughts and
mineral waters, it is the best.
Beware of worthless "gingers,” said to be "as
good,” or “the same,” or “as larger,”or “cheaper”
than Sanford’s Ginger, Ask for

the President will be

aiaacy oi t_.oi. i^uay, wnose nomination
aroused strong personal and political feelings.
The greatest interest, however, centers in
New York.

and cannot therefore be said to be waived.
It had generally been supposed that the Mercantile Trust Company of New York which
began the foreclosure proceedings began

or

prices, which will

notoriously

who is

Two Nights.—Friday and Saturday, Oct.
16th and 17th.

pose of the foreclosure in its opinion is to
whip the third mortgage bondholders into a
voluntary arrangement, and if it accomplishes that it will have served “its end”

r

Ohio,

of

appeals; Mississippi State officers and a
legislature, another foregone conclusion;
Nebraska a supreme judge and university regent; New Jersey a part of the
State senate and assembly; Connecticut half
the State senate and a full Iowa house;
Pennsylvania elects only a State treasurer,
but the campaign is made lively by the can-

The Advertiser finds three errors in Judge
Symonds’s remarks on the Portland & Ogdensburg. In the first place according to the Advertiser he is in error in saying that the advocates of the voluntary reorganization plan
propose to waive the foreclosure. The pur-

home

the democracy contemplated with hardly
less aversion than did the Republicans.
One effect of the election will doubtless be
to unloose the tongue of those of the Ohio
Democracy—a very large body no doubt—
who have been exceedingly angry at the
President for not making a clean sweep.
Their favorite explanation of the defeat will
be that It was dne to the lukewarmness of

This is the wav Ohio has gone since

President

of

I have

corrupt mmseii ana tne n ailer oi a corrupt
gang, was one which the respectable part of

simply

chants of our city, as a body, favor the
foreclosure of a mortgage on the Portland &
Ogdensburg; it was in the interests of our
trade that the road was projected and the
heavy burden assumed by the city; any
scheme which endangers the city’s control of
the road is to be viewed with distrust, and

water,

travel, such as Colds, Chills, Simple Fevers, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Sea-sickness, Exhaustion,
Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Debility and Dissipation, are instantly relieved by Sanford’s Gin-

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF GENTS’ FURNISHINGS.

the Prohibition ticket for the purpose of rebuking the President for his slowness in filling the offices.
Quite as gratifying to Republicans as the
result on the State ticket is the election of a
Republican legislature which will return
John Sherman to the Senate. We suspect
that to a great many Democrats of the Buckeye State also this result is not a source
of melancholy.
The prospect of another
coal oil senator in the person of John R. McLean who stands for all that is bad in the Dem.

don’t like Mr. Codman.

was

or

any little ills

IN

anxiety to conciliate the saloon men overstepped the bounds of prudence and drove
off some of the better element of his
There is reason to believo also
party.
that some of the hungry and thirsty who are
tired of waiting to be filled may have voted

_

The New York Sun will
the Young Democrats of

mate, food

or

The Delicious Summer
Ivl3

Foraker to secure his defeat proved something of a boomerang. Apparently it made
quite serious inroads into their own ranks.
For in some of the counties where the Prohibitionists have made large gains the Democrats have met with corresponding losses.
It is not improbable that Iloadly in his

suc-

cessful.

unto it.

CT4T FARRINGTON’S

and

licans all over the land and attests the viof the Republican party.
The returns are not yet complete enough
for analysis, but it appears probable that
the Prohibition movement which the Democrats so zealously promoted in the expectation that it would draw enough votes from

good many votes to

Both were

SANFORD’S

Diarrhoea,

Dysentery, whether produced by unripe fruit, Imor
change of clipure water, unwholesome food,

tality

Davenport.

ly knifed him.

Cramps, Pains, Cholera Morbus,

“Aii ounce of prevention,” that is, a dose of
Sanford’s Ginger, is a worth a pound of cure,”
which, of course, means the doctor. It Is absolutely certain that Cholera may bo prevented, and,
In the majority of cases, successfully treated, with
Sanford’s Ginger, a powerful stimulant, composed of Imported Ginger, choice Aromatics, and
the best French Brandy; convenient, speedy, and
safe; sure to check summer complaint, prevent
ndigestlou. destroy disease germs in water drunk,
restore the circulation when suspended by a chill,
and ward off malarial, contagious, and epidemic
Influences.
Avoid mercenary dealers who for a few cents’
extra profit try to force upon you their own or others when you call for

unusually vigorous campaign.
the Republicans should win in spite of these
disadvantages by a plurality larger than a
year ago, is exceedingly gratifying to Repub-

victory in Ohio will give a great impethe Republican campaign in New

Cramps Chills

Cholera

That

an

niRCELLANBOUS.

nHCELLANEOCII.

THE OHIO ELECTION.
The size of the Republican victory in Ohio

PRESS.

-rPIE

HATTER,

CHAUTAUQUA PUBLICATIONS
—

AT

—

HOYT, FOOfi & DOlYHAM’S,
193 BIDDLE ST.

PORTLAND, BE.

can now show all the Standard
Winter Styles, in Nobby Stiff and
Soft Hats. Rafts of New Roods

All the required book* constantly on hand
Circular*, Price Lint* and full inl'onnu
lion concerning the C. L. S. C. Course fui

197 MIDDLE STREET.

olfki WCOMMISSION:

coming to-day,

Portland Widows’ Wood Society
Annual Meeting

of the Portland Widows’
Wood Society, for the choice of officers lor the
ensuing year, and the transaction of such other
business as may legally come before said meeting,
will be held at their office, City Bullrttnr'. on
WEDNESDAY EVENING, Oct 28, A. 1>. 1885,
at eeren and a half o’clock.
al
H. H. COLESWORTHY, Secretary.
octlSdtd
October 18,1886.

THE

nished

oil

seplfidSm

application.

U HHIH W. F. JOHNSON & CP„
218 LaSalle St.

CHICAGO

Special attention given to orders for all kinds
cf Grain and Mi latuffs.
Futures in Grain Bought and Sold.
vr. P.

JOHNSON.

oet3

F.

J.

BOHUYLEIt.

EDW,

HAMMETT,

STu&Th3m

BROADWAY AND YOUNG MEN’S STYLES.
The Largest and Finest Line off Street and
Driving Oloves in the city.

SILK, STIFF AND SOFT HATSlADE TO ORDER WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE.

SOMERS,

haTter,

Practical Manufacturing and Retail Hatter,

253 MIDDLE ST„ DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS ST.

__eo**

oct 10

__

FACTS

IMPORTANT
LADIES OF PORTLAND
We are showing ihe >
Winter Oress Goods, f
Black and Colore*
Black Satin Oe FV
Camel’s Hair, Ott
Camel's Hair aiC*
Blaukets for Wrr
Bright Borders.
Quilted Satins an.
Three Special Bat
and $1.75, worth $ I

*t

ND VICINITY.

variety of Novelties in New Fall and
ibroidered, Bourette and Bouele.
'd Brocade Velvets.
»d very popular.
Himalayan Shawls.
.taking.

Blue. Bright Stripes, and Plain, with
at $I.M, #1 JO
best value oversold at the

1 Satin Ithadames
ad

prices.

Gents' Camel’s Hair Underwear, very cheap.
Handsomest Turkish Tidies ever imported.
S'or Veils, Faney Kuching, Embroidery Crash
New Colored La
and Canvas, &c.
....
Small Wares iia great variety. Best Goods ami Lowest 1 rices.

?T. M. DYER tfc CCX- SI I
octS

Cogress Street.
eoau

THE PRESS.

market closed active steady for strongest stocks
and weak for others.
__._
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 506.300 shares.
Tne rouovlng are to-day's closing quotations ot
Government sccuritirs:
United States bonds, 3s.
.VoUnited States bonds, 4%s, reg.J13 /s
United States bonds, 4Vas, coup.ft
United States bonds, 4s, reg.JSSv?
UuitedJStates bonds, 4s, coup.J ft
Pacific Os. ...
The
are today’s closing quotations of

MARINE

WEDNESDAY,
Arrived.

"'

A WONDERFUL ARRAY.
The Epidemic of Sudden Deaths

England.

in New

What Many Prominent Citizens
of Boston Have to Say Upon
the Subject.

none were so

helpful

as

Hoptonic.”

Mr. Thomas Keleher, proprietor of the Hotel
Winthrop, has been making some radical repairs
on his attractive hotel the past summer, and now
has one of the finest and most home-like hotels in
New England. The poet Whittier always makes
the Winthrop his home when in Boston, and all
his mails come there. Mr. Keleher said:
“The care and labor incident to remodelliug a
hotel told heavily on me this suihmer, and at one
time I was afraid I should be compelled to give
up. Indeed, I was at times nearly crazy. I was
also very fortunate. I commenced fortifying with
Hoptonic, and the change was wonderful. That
medicine was better to me than a sea voyage. I
took no vacation, worked all the time, am in per
feet health to-day and propose to keep so, now
that I have found tire way.”
It was found that a number of the guests at the
Winthrop had also met with a similar experience
in tlie use of tills remedy.
Mr. James F. Gay, the well-known and popular
freight agent of the Boston and Albany railroad,
has experienced the same feelings of physical depression which are becoming so alarmingly common. In speaking of his experience lie said:
“I consider the introduction of Hoptonic one of
the greatest blessings New England lias had. I
buy it by the case, and would not lie without it if
it cost 85 a bottle. My sister, who lias been an invalid for years and was given up by the doctors,
has been restored by its use, and takes it as regularly as slie does her food. I wish every man,
woman and child could know of the valuable and
heaitli-giving properties of Hoptonic.”
Mr. Thomas J. Barry, coiinscllor-at-law, No. 48
Congress street, who is vice president of the city
Democratic Committee, in answer to an inquiry
said: “The cares of business and overwork greatly reduced me. and I found it necessary to assist
nature with something reliable. I am happy to
say that, after a faithful trial, I have been wonderfully assisted by nsing Hoptonic. Its proper,
ties are certainly most valuable for overworked
men

or

women.”

and thinker must have
sudden sickbeen overwhelmed by
It
ness and death which Is going on iu our midst.
is frightful. To successfully meet tills lias been
the aim of physicians, the solicitude of friends.
The statements tyhlch appear above arc not from
unknown sources, but from our best citizens, and
unquestionably show tlie power of the great remedy of which they speak. Suffering and death
will continue, it is true; hut both may be postponed, anil the wise ones are those who intelli
gently use the best and most approved means for
avoiding their approach.

Every careful

observer

the increase of

WIT ANDWISDOM.
A storm

was

on one of Hie
from a wrecked

raging

inland lakes
vessel were

and several persons
making for the shore in a small boat. Tlie waves
threatened to overwhelm tlie little craft, when all
of a shdden a great, strong fellow dropped his
oars and commenced to
pray. “Hold on!” shouted
one of the men: "let that little fellow in the how
pray. You keep on rowing.”
with a severe crick in the back, 1
was induced to try Atlilophnros, and am happy to
say that in twenty minutes I was improved and in
two days was able to attend to business as usual.
A. R. Norton, Bristol, Conn.

Being

taken

Mrs. Partington said that a gentleman laughed
heartily that she feared he would break liis jocular vein.

so

Little Nerve Pills for any case of
nervousness, sleeplessness, weak stomach, indigestion, dyspepsia, &e„ relief is sure. The only
In vials
nerve medicine for the price in market.

Try

Erie.
Erie preferred... QY1
Illinois Central.tit.
Lake Shore.
Michigan Central. lift
New Jersey Central..
Northwestern. aaii
Northwestern preferred.iflf 7?
New York Central.io-t 8

Island..

Kock

[Boston Advertiser.]
The recent sad and sudden deatli of Hon. Emory
A. Storrs and many other prominent men, of supposed heart disease, brings the subject of sudden
deaths very forcibly before the community. When
any man or woman dies without warning it has
commonly been called heart disease. Such a
thing is absurd. More men die from a sudden
breaking down of life force in one week than die
from heart disease in a year. And the army of
those who do not die, but who suffer on and to
To show
whom life is a burden, is still greater.
our readers how true this is, we have collected
the following facts:
Mr. A. P. Hathaway, of tiie firm of Hathaway &
Woods, No. 24 Commerce street, one of the best
known firms iu Boston, said: “1 have felt a terrible depression of spirits during the past summer,
due, possibly, to the very hot weather we have
had. At times it seemed almost as though I must
give up altogether. Knowing that the most sudden deaths come when the body is in tills condition, I became somewhat alarmed, and sought a
means of relief. I used Hoptonic, about which we
are hearing so much of late, and 1 must say it did
wonders. I am not only in perfect health, but
more vigorous than before. My wife also tried it
and it is equally valuable to her. She says of all
th» medicines she ever tried for general or special

troubles,

following
Stocks;
iqoi/
Chicago & Altou.Hf,'2
Chicago* Alton preferred.Jgu
c*
Chicago,Burlington & Quincy.12“
w

Carter’s

at 25 cents.

Union Pacific Stock. Sift
Western Union Tel..
American Express Co.fyjt
Adams Express Co.1’X
—

Alton & Terre Haute.
Alton & Terre Haute preferred.
Boston Air Line.
Burlington & Cedar Rapids.

“2

7b

Central Pacific. li ft
Canada Southern. f" ft

Lackawanna.1nfft
“6%

Del. &
Del. & Hudson Canal Co.
Denver & K. ..
E. Tenn., Vir. & ..

(lolpreferred.

--

Hartford & Erie 7s.
Houston & Texas.

Hannibal & St.Mo. 38

donreferred. j}2
"■%

Kansas & Texas.
Louis & Nash. 47ys
Lake Erie & West.-. 11%
-127%
Morris & Essex.
Mobile * Ohio. 13

Hand. Midi., C. J. Dr.esbury publishes Hie
.Veuv. and in its columns strongly recommends
I>.. n.ntnis' iViu'lric Oil for roughs, colds, sore
tilt' ats, Catarrh and as:: m.-.

preferred.8o%

Wells Fargo Express.114
U. S. Express Co. 60
New York

Mining

1885.—The following

NEW YORK. Oct.
the closing quotations for mining stocks:
Colorado Coal.19 50
Homestake.18 50
Quicksilver. 7 00
are

Quicksilver preferred.29
Ontario.25

60
00

1 25

Horn Silver.

2 10

Savaee.

1

Caledonia II. H. 2 77
Iron Silver Bo.12o

Bodie.2O

2°
3o

u..u.

California

Mining

Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO. Oct. 14. 1885.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

to-tliiy:

Savage. 1%
Best & Belcher. lVi
Con. Cala. & Va. 1*4
Bodie. 2
Hale &Norcross. 4
Crown Point.

Chollar. 1%
Eureka. 3(4

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, Oct. 14, 1885_The following are today’s quotations of Provisions.
Pork—Long cut 12 50313 00; short cuts 12 50
®13 00; backs 13 00a, 13 50; Mvht hacks 12 00®
12 50; lean ends 12 50®13 00: prime mess 12 50
313;o0; extra prime !)50@10 00; mess 10 75®
11 00.

Lard 6% a7c p it, for tierces; 714@7%c for 10for 5-ih pails; 8S:8iAc for 3-ib
pails.
Hams at 0'/2 ffiioc L> it,, according to size ana
cure: small lova®llc.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to extra, at 23
@25c; New York dairy 18320c: fancy 21c; Vermont dairy at 21 @22r; selections higher ; extra
Western fresh made creamerv 23 ®24c; extra 25;
common io good at 19®20c; Western ladle packed 10.312c; do fair to good at !>®llc; imitation
creamery, extra, at 17@19c. Jobbing prices ranee
l®2c higher than these quotath*"Cheese—Choice North 9Vi39%c; lower grades
according to quality; Western at oyfec. Job lots
Vie higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 23®24c; Eastern firsts
21 Vi a22c; New York and Vermont at 21VaC:
North 21 Vii@22c; Western at 20ya@22c; Island
at 2iy^@22c. and N S 211/a@22c.
Beans Choice large hand picked peas at 1 60
@1 65 {> hush; choice New York small hand picked do 1 66@1 70; small Vt hand picked peas 1 70
® 175 ;com to good 1 45@1 50c jehoice screened do
14031 45;haud nicked mediuml 60®1 66:eholce
screened do.l 45®1 50 common do 1 26@1 30;
clioice improved yellow eyes at 1 75@1 80; old
fashioned yellow eyes at l 70@1 75; red kidneys

ibpails: 7%@8c

2 200.2 40.

Fruit—Evaporated apples 6Va;0 7yacp fcjfancy
North and East quartered and sliced 4c.
Messina oranges 4 50®5 00; Palermo do 4 00®
4 50. New' vpplesM 50®2 00 p hbl.
Hay—Choice prime hay $20®$—; fancy $21;
8c. ami

fair to good, $18®$20; choice East fine $16@$18
fair to good at $i4@$16; poor do $@12®14. ltye
straw, choice $16318 00.

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO. Oet. 14. 1885.—Cattle—Receipts 9,
500 head shipments 2,100 head; steady; shipping

steers 3 G5@d 25; stockere and feeders at 2 50®
3 GO; cows, bulls and mixed 1 60®3 76; through
Texans at 2 85 a 3 05; Western rangers slow, but
steady, natives and half breeds 3 76®5 00; cows
at 2 75 S 3 75; w intered Texans 3 00 a3 90.

Hogs—Receipts 25,000 bead; shipments 2,000
head; steady; rough and mixed at 8 40@3 65;
packing and shipping at 3 G0@4 OOjlightat 3 403
4 00; skips 2 50(33 25.

; slow
and weak; natives 2 00®3 60; western at 2 50®
3 25; ITexans 2 00®3 00. Lambs at 10032 60

p head.

bl Hie was
gieal’tiirl. When the

ia.;. who
clergyman asked
young

gives this woman away?” a
replied: "lean, but I won’t.”

If you are tired taking the large old-fashioned
griping pills, try Carter's Little Liver Pills and
take some comfort. A
thing. One pill a' dose.

man

can’t stand every-

Jones always liked to say something sententious
and exhaustive. He remarked to his bride as they
were leaving the church:
“My dear, we have
nothing to look forward to hut death or divorce.”
Slade's Epicurean Spices arc the largest and
Cultivated Spices powdered, perfectly pure,
all dust and other impurities having been removed.
best

—

_

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORE. Oct. 14. 1885.—Flour market
R,;s 1.1 15 hits: exports 1654 bbls; 5w It o
beiler Willi light exp .! trade; sales 15.200hi.is.
•:
"it2 a! 2 25(13 35; Superiili.I.'ii.i:.
■

ll
3 1 5 « 3 05 : COIlUitOlt T" p
MVti MM
Weslrtn ami; Side :(| 3 40,,3 75; g./ed It
3 80.®5 5n; c; mill'-n lo choice white wheat
Wes extra. 5 on., 5 25; fancy do, 5 30®5 50;common to good extra Ohio, 3 4035 75; common io
choice extra St. Louis. 3 40,35 60; patent Mimic
sota extra, good to prime, 6 0036 75; choice to
double extra do 5 0036 90. Including 3000 libls
city mill extra at 5 0035 10 ; 800 bbls fine do at
2 3033 35; 600 bbls superfine at 3 1533 65; POO
bbls extra No 2 at 3 4033 80; 4100 bbls Winter wheat extra at 3 403.0 75;5400 bbls MinnesoRye
ta extra at 3 40 3 5 90. Southern flour firm.
flour steady. When 1-receipts 154.684 bush ;ex-

FINANCIAL AM COMMERCIAL.
REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
FOB THE WEEK ENDING, October 14.
Few changes will be noticed In the wholesale
market for the past week, hut values generally
are on a flriu hails, and a good business reported.
The Improvement which was developed in the
Flour market last week continues, and a further
advance has been established in sympathy with
the rise in Wheat. Some millers are asking an
advance of from 25 to 35c on Spring Patents; demand fair. Corn and Oats arc steadily held at

previous quotations.

Fish less

active,

hut

there

change of consequence in figures.
Mackerel are very firm w ith a moderate inquiry.
Sugars are steady and unchanged. Teas firm and
advancing; Oolong 2@3c better; Formosa firm
and prices ha rdening a little. Coffee is dull. Pork
quiet and a trifle easier. Beef steady and without
important change. Some change lias been made
in Raisins. Cheese firm with more inquiry. Fine
grades of Butter command full prices and higher
rates may be looked for. Eggs have advanced to
26c t* doz, fresh laid, and 22c for limed; receipts
light. Poultry in good supply and fairly steady.
Hides have advanced VjC.Fresh Beef steady ;sides
Ob4®Dc; h'.nd quarters 8@12c, fore quarters at
5@Gc, rounds witli flanks G1/a®71/i>(', rumps and
olns ll@17c, rumps ll@14c, loins ll@20c, rattles 4®5, backs 6g7Vac, short rib cuts 106,12c.
The market for Leather is strong and higher.
The demand for Lumber is quiet with a firmer
feeling on shingles. In Naval Stores, Tar and
riteli are lower, and Turpentine higher at 42 g49.
has been

no

Railroad Receipts.
PORT!,AND.Oct. 14. 1886.
Received by Milne Central Railroad, for Portanil 34c:h s .ui e-cil ineous merchandise; fur con
heeling road-, 103 ears miscellaneous inerchau
Hides and Tailow.
f •;■■.«! ig are Portbunl quotations

Ti e
h»"J f>:

and Steer Hides
7
Cow Skies, ail weights.7
Bull and stag Hides, all weights— 6
Calf Skint 7 to 10 tbs.10

The following

daily:

c
e
c

stock Market.
*
*?i
,;f stocks ar© received
<

..

(I»j rijiej.’
8. F..72

T. <fc
Mexical Central 7s..
42Vi
New York 61 New England.
5' *
Hell Telephone. 17-.i
Flint & Fere Marquette common. i 4
Flint & Fere Marquette preferred_3.
Boston & Maine Railroad.1
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth K....i21Vfc@L2]i/4
Eastern Railroad Os.I22y8
A.

New York Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph-)
NEW YORK.Oct. 14. I8«f>.—There was a spirit
activity in the loan crowd v at the St ck (I Exto
jump
change and the rate f r M
<>
4 per cent, but 111 si f the business "r is 1 1
ac4a-».
»•
-al
E
meiea.
Exchange
2; prime
pap»*i
tive at 4 868/i a 4 6-. Government* active and
very strong. Itaiiroad bonds active and strong.
Tim $ti>ck mark: 1 continued very active throughout the last liour and prices were firm until late
In the hour, when they yielded a fraction, but the
of

>

No

2

Mixed at 51

n

52V4c in clev:

No 2

White 52c (‘lev. Onto—receipts 107,350 BUSH exbush ;sales— bush (ill spot; No 3 Mixed at
perts
2x% c; No 2 at 30% 930% c; No 3 White at 31V*
@31% c; No 2 at 83% a 33%e; Mixed Western at
28 % a 32c; do White at 34;«40e; White State at
34 430c.
Coffee dull. Sugar steady and active;
refined rather weak; C 5%@5%; Extra C 5%@
5%e; White do 5%c; Yellow 5 %c514c; off A at
OeOi/gc; Mould A 6%; standard A (Hie; granulated at 6% oO 11-lOe; Confee. A 6%r; cut. loaf
and crushed at 7%c;powdered 67s 'P 7V'RC: Cubes
at 7c. Petroleum -un led at 1 01%. Tnllow
steady. Pork dull at t) 50. Heel quiet. Lord
is firmer and fairlv aclive; Western steam at 6 30.
Butter quiet. (lieese steady; State 7®10% ; Western flat at 5l/2l®l|;e.
Freights dull; Wheat steam 2V-d.
Chicago. Oet. 14 1885.—Flour strong at full
former prices. Wheat unsettled, closing 14c under
yesterday’s; No 2 Spring at 90%c; No 3 at 79 4
fcO- -><•; No 2 lted 93% « 04o; No 3 at 87e. Corn
llrnfat 43%c. Oats sluide higher at 25%c. Kye
is firm; No 2 at Gle. Barley is quiet; No 2 at 68e.
Pork closed steady at 8 40 t( 8 »o. Lard is irregiar ate 02% 06 t)5. Boxed Meats are steady;
shoulders 3 50@3 75;sliort rib at 6 25;short clear
—

Receipts— Flour 32.000 lilils; wheat 187,000 bu;
corn 315,000 bush, oats 126,000 bush, rye 18,000
bush, barley 118,000 bush.

Shipments—Flour 10,000 bins, |wheat 38,000
bush, com 127,000 busli. oats 221,000 bush, rye
17,000 bush, barley 49.000 bush.
ST.LODtS, Oct. 14 1885.—Flour higher; family
3 75; choice at 4 10.«4 40; fancy at 4 60t£5 50;
patents at 5 26@5 GO. Wheat excited and feverish; opened %@%c higher and closed y8@%c
below yesterday’s;No 2 Red at 98%cffil 00. Corn
dull and %«%e lower; No 2 Mixed at 39%c.
Oats steady; No 2 Mixed at 24V2@24%c.
Receipts—Flour 3,000 bbls, wheat- 30,000 bu,
corn 62.000 bush, oats 25,000 bttsh, rye 5,000 bu,
bai ley 13,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7,000 bbls.iwlieat 40.000 bu,
corn
70.000.bush, oats 1,000 bush, rye 5,000 bu,
barley 1,000 bush.
DETROIT. Oet. 14. 1885.—Wheat strong;Nol
White at 06c; No 2 lted 99c; No 3 Red 02c.
Receipts —Wlicatl26,400 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Oct. 14,1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 944c.
MOBILE, Oct. 14, 1885.—Cotton |is easy, middling 9 Vac.
SAVANNAH, Oct. 14, 1885.—Cotton is quiet;
middling 9>/8c.
CHARLESTON. Oct. 14. 1885—Cotton quiet;
m ddiing 9 13-10c.
MEMPHIS,Oct. 14. 1885.—Cotton is quiet ;mid
9 3-1

Gc._
European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)

LONDON. Oct. 14, 1885.—Consols 99 5-16.
LONDON, Oct. 14. 1885.—[Beerbohm’s report
Cargoes off the coast,
to Merchants’ Exchange.]
wheat firmer; Cargoes 011 the passage of wheat
Woatler
in England cold and
firmer; corn firm.
wet. At Liverpool, wheat firmly held; corn firmer.

LIVERPOOL, Oct. 14.1886.—Cotton market—
6%d; sales 8,000
du!l;uplandsat5%d: Orleans1000
bales.
bales speculation arid export
SAILING GAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

FROM

Lyman

Memoranda.
13th, with sclir Florence J Allen, and lost bowsprit and topmast. She was towed back to Philaof

delphia

for

repairs.

Lauderkm, Philadelphia.

Sid 13th, sell C B Church, Anderson, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Cld 12th, brig Akbar, Holmes,
Boston; sch Harry Prescott, do.
CHARLESTON—Ar 12th, sch Helen L Marlin,
Foumain, New York.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Ar 13th, sch A L Henderson. Henderson, New York.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 11th,sch Ellen M ColdGEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 13th, schs H S CulCrowley, Kennebec; J R Bodwell, Metcalf,
Rockland.
Cld 13th, sch Sarah Eaton, Crowley, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 12tli, sch Maggie J Smith,
Bennett, New York.
Cld 13th. sch Clifford, Crabtree, for Hoboken,
(ami sailed.)
Ar lath, sch R D Spear, Spear, Portland; Jennie E Simmons, Williams, Bath.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12th, barque Joshua
Lorlng, Cook, Havana: RD Bibber, Pinkliam,
Kennebec; Jennie Middleton, Hatch, do.
Cld 12th, sells Normandy, Wyman, New Bed-

......I.

T

City Washington Nmv York..Havana.Oct 15
V ili-iici.-i.Sew York.. Lagnayra—Oct 15
Celtic.New York.. Liverpool—Oct 15
Saratoga.New York..Havana.Oet 17
New York..Liverpool ....Oct 17
Aurauia
17
Cityof Berlin ....New York..Liverpool—Oct 17
Aliclioria.New York..Glasgow.Oct
17
York..Bremen.Ocl
Main.New
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg—Oct 17
17
Oct
Polynesian .Quebec.Liverpool
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool... Ocl 2<»

1

....

Tli.mi...

I!, ivt. in

■

Si IS

IG/.L--

Wall, do; A A Kennedy, Kennedy, Portsmouth; Northern Light, Harper, Norwich.
NEW YORK—Ar 13th, sells Kmilv J Watts,
Brunswick; Osprey, and Will H Mitchell, Nova
Scotia; Trenton, St John, NB; Revenue, Hallo
well; White Foam, Bangor; Win Butman, Bangor
Willie DeWolf. Eastport; Angola, Bangor; Will C
French. Frankfort; Win Rice, Rockland.
Ar 14th. ship Lucy A Nickels, Rogers, Hiogo;
Nellie Brett, Davis, Iqulque; brig Mary Bartlett,
Arroyo; sell Austin D Knight, Ferry. St Thomas.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 13th, sells J Nickerson,
Winslow, New York; Alta-Vela, Alley, do.
NEW HAVEN —Ar 12tll, sells Mott-Haven,
Ashford, and E M Cook, Cook, Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 13th, sells CarolineC, Moulton, New York; E Clossou, Haskell, and lveuduskeag, Whitney, Bangor: Flora King. Warnock,
Calais; Georgietta, Alley, Ellsworth; Caroline
Knight, Ginn, Rockland.
Sla 13th. sell L A Boardman, Tinker, Calais.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOlt-Ar 13tli, sell A A
Holton, from New York for Bootlibay; Lugano,
from Sullivan for New York; J M Morales, Gardiner for do; W R Chester, and Reno, Machias for
do; Sardinian. Rockland for do; Frank A Magee,
Ellsworth for Rondout; Victory, Calais for New
Haven; Sea Queen, fm Bangor for Nurraganset;
Leonora, Amboy for Ellsworth: ViolaReppard,
Bangor for Baltimore; Gep W- Collins, Providence
for Franklin; S J Lindsay, New York for Boston;
Lucy Hammond. Machias for
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 13th,sch Palestine,Chadwick. Calais.
Sid 12th, sell Maggie Andrews, Philadelphia.
Ar 12th, sells Elvira,
VINEYARD-HAVEN
from Weehawken for Portsmouth; T A Stuart,
do for Boston;
Sebago, Clark, Amboy for Portland; L Holway, Weehawken for Jones port; Geo
W Glover, Amboy for Rockland ; Lillian. Hoboken for Freeport.
Sid, sells Lucy Hammond, Jas H Deputy, and
Sea Queen.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 1 ltli, scbs Eliza Ann, from
Port Johnson for Boston; Cata wain teak, Jersey
City for Bangor: Carrie H Spofford, Hoboken for
Dei r Isle; T Benedict, from Elizabetliport ft r
Gardiner.
HYANNIS—Outside 13th, sell Elliot B Church,
more.

——.

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity
and wbolesomeness. More ecouoinleal
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weigh
alum or phosphate powders.
Sohl only in cans
Koval Baking Powder Co., lttti Wall St., N. Y

strength

{

Residence 610 CONGRESS ST.,

over
Office hours 10 to 12 and 2 to 6.
free.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

CO PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
The

formed
firm

undersigned

have this day
under the

co-partnership
name of
a

ALLEN & CO.,
manufacturers, wholesale and
retail dealers iu Men’s Clothing
and Furnishing Goods, and will
occupy store numbered 204, on
Middle street, formerly First National Bank Building.
CHAS. G. ALLEN,
as

strengthened

W. C. ALLEN,
E. E. BENSON.
September 2,1885.sep23dtf

DISSOLUTION

from

Rappahannock

for Boston.

BOSTON—Ar 13th, sells Garland, Libby, Weehawken; Addie M Bird, Fales, Rondout; Wm D
Cargill, Arey, New York; Cordova, Alien. Deer
Isle; N Jones, Perry, from Machias; Maria Foss,
Hodgkins, Jas Holmes. Ryan, Belfast; Lizzie J
Clark. Boberts, Rockport; Exchange. Tibbetts,
Woolwich; H Prescott, Davis, Damariscotta.
SALEM—Ar 13th, sell Sarah Elizabeth, Brown.
New York.
In port, sells Sarah Louise,
GLOUCESTER
from Calais for Bristol; Clias Heath, Port JohnMillie Trim, Hoboken for
son for Portsmouth:
Rockland ; Minetta, Westport for Boston ; Vicksburk. New York for Bangor; Senator, Boston for
Ellsworth.
Below 13th, sells Geo B Somes, from Calais for
Hoboken; Fores: Belle. Edgartown for Bangor;
Game Cock, Lynn for Calais ; Ann, Hoboken for
Portland; Lucy M Collins, Amboy for liangor;
Abby Thaxter. Hoboken fordo; Brunette, New
York for Portland; Laconia, do for Bangor; R M
Brookings, do for Bath; Albus. Bangor for Stonington; Harmony, Amboy for Portsmouth; Alligator, New York for do; Lewis Clark,do for Portland; Maggie Mulvev, Amboy for do; Eri, New
York for do; Agnes, Elizabetliport for Bangor;
Olive Branch, Rondout for do; Jed Frye, Aniboy
for Portland; Empress, Roeklaml for New York;
Georgiana, Bangor for Provincetown.
NEWBURYPOKT—Ar I2th, sells John S Case,
Weehawken; Susie J Sawyer, NickFalkinghara,
erson. Hoboken.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 12th, sell John Somes,
Robbins, Hoboken.
Ar 13th, sell Abbie H Hodgman, Frye, Wechawken.
Below, scbs John Gerard, Boston for Portland;
Samaritan, do for Bangor; Grampus, from do for
Frankfort; Exchange, do for Deer Isle; Brain, all
Amboy for Portland; Cordova, Deer Isle for Boston: Cynosure, Rockland for do.
Also, sells Balloon, and Arctic, from Bangor for
Provincetown; Opliir, do for Boston; Grecian,
Bosi on for Calais; Li! tie Lizzie, Camden f r Her
t.m: Emma A Cutting, Batli for do.
—

Foreign

At

Ports.

Sydney. NSW, Sept 10, ship Edw O’Brion,

Libby, for Sail Pedro.
At Melbourne Sept 10, ship Llewellyn J Morse,
Veazie, from Boston.
Ar at Hong Kong Oct 6, ship Emily F Wliitney,
Rollins, Newcastle. NSW.
At Manila Sept 1st, ship St Nicholas, for New
York.
Chartered—ship Stunner R Mead, to load a full
cargo of hemp for New York or Boston.
Ar at Bowling 5tli inst, barque Henry L Gregg,
Carter, Bangor.
Sid fm Falmouth 7th inst, barqne J D Peters,
Lane, Hamburg.
Passed Tarifa 2d inst, barque Cyclone. Merriman. from Barcelona for New Orleans.
Sid fm Rosario Aug 31, brig S N Collymore, Davis, Para.
Ar at St John, NB, 13th, sell Lleweilyn, Colwell. Rockport.
Cld 13th, sell Nellie Star, Soule, Philadelphia.

Spoken.

nvunni HHHnHr! INI

sep22dtf
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■Complete Treatment,

■

■

■

PREPARED BY

severe

mental

~EZCEMA!

Valuable Discovery for the
Preservation of Sight.
If your sight begins to blur, or where the eyes
smart, buru, itch or feel as though sand was in them,
do not fail to give it a trial, it wllTrelieve you at once.
These are true 6vmptomsof approaching failure of
vision. By Its immediate use, the use of glasses may
For all Inflammation of the
he delayed for years.
eyes and lids, or weak and watery eyes, or when
there Is trouble with the tear passages, it has no
equal. For ulcers on the globe of the eye, or where
there Is a hardening of the lenses, and tendency to
cataract, this Is guaranteed a sure cure. Prepared
(only) by BURNHAM BROS., Opticians, No. 496
Main street. Worcester Mass., and 390Main street,
Buffalo, N. T.
Price 60c per package. For sale by Druggists
A

New and

__sep!7d3m

generally

NEURALGIA!
—

l«a

Dlt. C. W.

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

1

JDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
18 BEAVER
NEW

tma—■

YORK.
dly

BILIOUSNESS.

Bilious symptoms invariably

arise from indigestion, such as
furred tongue, vomiting of bile,
giddiness, sick headache, irregular bowels. The liver secretes the bile and acts like a
filter or sieve, to cleanse impurities of the blood. By irregularity in its action or suspensions of its functions, the bile
is liable to overflow into the
blood, causing jaundice, sallow
complexion, yellow eyes, bilious diarrhoea, a languid,
weary feeling and many other
distressing symptoms. Biliousness may be properly termed
an affection of the liver, and
can be thoroughly cured by the
grand regulator of the liver
and biliary organs, BURDOCK
BLOOD BITTERS. It acts upon the
^
stomach, bowels and liver,
bile and pure
healthy
making
blood, and opens the culverts
and sluiceways for the outlet
of disease. Sold everywhere
and guaranteed to cure. r

Celebrated Hand-made

PURE.

ABSOLUTELY

STREET,

mario__

CO.’S

BENT

Hand Made from

CHOICEST FLOUR
They are
Easy of Digestion.
Recommended by

EMINENT PHYSICIANS
both sides the Atlantic
Get only
THE GENUINE,

which h. r the stamp of
the makers.
For more than four score years these Crackers,
have been unequaled for excellence and their
are sold by flrstsuperior keeping qualities. They
BEN i & cu.,
class grocers everywhere.
Mass

may21-ThS&T6m_Milton.
NOTHINC BETTER!
be found as an investment than
dowment with the old

Mutual

an

Life Insurance

En-

Co.,

Cash Fund $105,000,000.
The new five year distribution policy of this
of anycompany is the most liberal ill character
thing of'the kind, being free from all objectional
features, and promising better results and cheapApply to
er insurance than any ever yet devised.

W. D.

LITTLE,

31 EXCHANGE ST.

AGENT,
oct6

CAPITALISTS
investing largely in the

new

THE MODEL SINGER,

FOE SINGING CLASSES.
The attention of practical teachers is directed to
this carefully prepared hook, by good compilers
and practical men, W. O. Perkins and D. B.
Towner.
The whole 102 pages have special reference to
the Singing School, and contain 57 Glees and
Part Songs, 29 Hymn Tunes, 18 Anthems, 4
Chants, aModnliuor, the Mon,ml Signs, and
124 Graded Exercises.
Price 60 CU. £6.00 per Dozen.

A very favorite collection of genial Song£
Price 50 Cento*
Common (School:*.

perfect success as a compilation, having a
most tasteful collection of part-songs, voice exerPrice 60 d». $6.00 per Dozen.
cises, etc.

of SONGS.
HALFDAN KJERULFSALBUM famous

com33 Songs of the highest order, by a
poser. English and German Words. The music
taste.
cultivated
most
and
to
the
appeals
highest
PRICE $1.50

COLLEGE SONGS .(50 cts.) and WAR SONGS,
(50 cts.) sell everywhere, and please everybody.

Send to JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., Boston,
(branch house of 0. Ilitsou & Co.) for grand illusInstruments,
trated Catalogue of all Musical
Strings and Trimmings.
STTh&w
octlO

LITTLE,

I IMPORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINLS,

ANNUITIES FOR WOMEN.
?f

THE 01.0 IHITCAL LIFE INS. CO.,
is
New York. Cash Amu
to furnish Annuities or Life Insurance
for Women on the most favorable terms. The
best safeguard for emergencies. Apply to

$105,000,000,

prepaied

FOR SARK BT

R, STANLEY & SON,

31 EXCHANGE ST.

AGENT,

Mana^ers^for^New

England

for the

MINERAL SPRING WATER,

FROM

d3W

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

NO. 410 FORE ST„

Also General

W. D. LITTLE, SUMMIT
OCte

IIARKISOK.

MAINE

"‘“i ? ROBERT
M
FISTULA
l li t skis
III
and
Harvard, 1842.)
"

IllRIGO MINERAL WATER.

I

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirlgo Water improves it; is always palatable, refreshing turn
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep tne
water cool from 30 to 48 hours; use of cans free;
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS.,
413

Je28

Proprietors,

Fore Street.

dti

_

Single-Oven Ranges, complete
with ware, reduced from 990 to

$45.00.

75

$17.00.
Besides these special designs, we furnish the
celebrated Walker, Magee, and New Hub Ranges
at very low prices. Every range we sell is warIllustrated catalogues of our
ranted to bake.
on apranges mailed anywhere in New England
,.
Credit on above ranges, to residents
Portland. 84 down and 81 per week until paid,
are
monthly
paid
84 per mouth if purchasers

Terms af

of
or

HOLLAND SHADES.
have a line of Holland Shades on genuine
Hartshorn Fixtures, in 10 different colors, which
we will offer in connection with the above sale at
We

$38.50.
Credit on above sets, to residents
of Portland, *5 down and *1.25 per week until
or
month, if purchasers are paid
$5
per
paid,
Term, of

65c EACH.

We Most Enlarge! Goods Must be Sold!

addition to these two special offers we have
Parlor Suits in almost endless
on exhibition
variety, ranging from *50 to *160 each, made
from new and fresh Spring designs, upholstered
in a combination of colors of embossed plush, spun
silk or hair cloth, on which we announce similar
hut prices to those above mentioned.

Catalogue* and term* of household goods
Order* by
by mail upon application.

*eiit

mall for any of the above good* promptly
attended to. I¥o charge for packing. Ooods
delivered in Portluud free of charge.

n AATAII

ATAFPT

imiAii

■■ a

One lot of

plication.

One lot of 55 PARLOR SUITS, upholstered in
first-qualltv Hair Cloth, with frames of Solid Black
Walnut, arid of the very best make. This lot consists of 7 pieces, including Window and Corner
Chairs, Large Arm Rocker With Western Spring
Attachment, Easy Chair, two-part back Sofa, and
two Reception Chairs; reduced from $45.00 to

DUdiuw.

W. H. HtnVtT & UUM NU, 3 UNIUPI
sepl2

____.—-—

READY-MADE CLOTHING!
Mystock is

now

complete

department

in every

Men, Youths, Boyan

for

■

m

1

AND

|1|I IT CU

M| I L\
I 111IV1
M

D
M. HEED (M. 1).,Harvard, 18,b,)
Era", House,
a,,., Boston, treat *■ 1STIII.A,
IM EESnnd AI.I. DISEASES
OF THE RUt rTtl without
Keferdetention from business.

given. Send for pamphlet.
Office Hours, 11 a. in. to 4 p. m.
ences

iDUK/j (except Sundays),

febia

everything

Our stock of

GUUUb

in fact that can be found in a first-class store.

TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS. CALL AND
STORE.
NEW

EXAMINE.

FARRINGTON,

R.

FRED

OPEN

e^11?

X^1>J Or

a

RAILROADS

RAILROADS,

central railroad BRIOGTON & SACO RIVER R. R. PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R.

Him

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.
On and after MONDAY, Oct. i2th,
1885, Passenger Trains leave
Portland as follows:
For Bangor, El I* worth, Mt. Deserl Ferry,
Halifax, anti
Vnuceboro, St. John,
the Province*, St. Stephen and Aroostook County, 1.20 p. in., via Lewiston,
l. 25 and *11.15 p. in., via Augusta; and for
Bar
Harbor, and Bangor At Piscataquis R. R., *11.15 p. m., for Skowhegnu, Belfastand Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, *11.16
p. in.; Waterville, 7.10 a. m., 1.20, 1.25.
*11.15 p. in.; and on Saturdays only at
5.15 p. ill.; for Augusta. Hnllowell. Oardiner and Brunswick, 1.10 a. m., 1.25, 5.15,
*11.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.10 a. m., 1.25, 5.15 p.
m. ana on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.; Rockland and linox Ac Eincolu R. R.,_7.10
Auburn and Eewiston
a. in., 1.25 p. in.;

at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. m.; Eewiston
via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m., *11.16 p. in.;

Farmington,

Winthrop.

Ulouinouth,

and North Anson. 1.20 p. ni.;
Farmington via Brunswick,7.10 a. ill, and
1 25 p. in.
All trains excepting night pullman trains will
or
stop at Congress St. for passengers on signal
notice to conductor.
with
iTlie 11.15 p. 111. train is the night express
sleeping ear attached and runs every night Sundays included, but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
Oakland

beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. ni.;
Lewiston, 8.60 a. in. i the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting
roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p.m.; the afternoon
trains from Waterville, Augusta, Bath, Rockland
and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m.; the night Pullman
Express train at 1.50 a. m.

Portland. Bangor, Mt. Desert and Macluas Steamboat Company.
STEAMER CITV OF RICHMOND
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
at 11.00 p. ill. after arrival of night train from Boston, for Rockland, Cnstiue, Deer Isle, Medgwick, Mouth West Harbor, Hnr Harbor,
Millbririgr, Joncsport and Macbiasporl;
to
or parties for last three named points desiring
do so can proceed by rail to Mt. Desert Ferry
on night steamer sails from Portland, cross to Bar
Harbor bv Ferrv Boat and connect with the Richmond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferry
on Eastward trips.
RETURNING: Leaves Maeliiasport every
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Desert
Ferry, and there connecting with trains for Bangor. Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferry
same forenoon for Portland via all landings and
connecting with night Pullman and early morning
trains for Boston.
Limited Tickets, first and second clnss, for
ail points in the Provinces on sale nt reduced rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pats, and Ticket Agt.
oet8dtf
Portland, October 8.1885.

Portland and Worcester Line.
Portland & Rochester R. R.
OF TRAINS.

and alter Monday, Oct. 12,
__On
t-jT-i (SiijJ-aissS, Passenger Trains will leave
SSffiiPwtlaad at 7.30 a. in., and
—a-“—1.03 p. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p. in. and 7.27 p. m. Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.06 a. m. and 11.16
a. rn.. arriving at Portland at 1.26 p ni. and 6.46
For Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Cowell, Wlndhnnt, nnd Dipping
at 7.30 n. ut. aud 1.05 p. tn.
For Manchester, Concord and points North
at 1.05 p. in*
For Rochester, Hpringvalc, Alfred, Wnterboro anil Mnco River, 7.30 a. in., 1.05
p. in. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. in. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.20 a.
m. and 3.40 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
y.40 a. m., 1.26 p. in. and 5.45 p. m.
For Clorhntu, Muccnrappa, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s at 7.30
a m.. 1.05,6.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Jnnct. with Iloosnc Tunnel Route for
the West, anil at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. A'. N. E. B. R.

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Washington, and the Month and
with Boston A- Albany R. B. for the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R. R-,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points West and South
Portmay be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins Si Adams, So. 22 Exchange St.

S* 9tOP atV"0(ltTw. PETERS, Supt.
Romford Falls and Buckfield Railroad.
Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oot. 12,1885.
Connections via (irnml Truuk Hallway
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfield at 11.45 a.m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
__..
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. ni., arrives in Buckfield at 3.50 and Can-

ton at 4.25 p. in.
o
9.1<>a.
Returning trains leave Canton 4.15 andand Busm., connecting for Lewiston, Portland
a

Stage

EVE 3>J

EVERY

RAILROAD*.

_

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

31 EXCHANGE ST.
d8w

oct6

Boston.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,

Fivelfcnr

9105,000,000, which pay better than most other investments at the present time.
Apply to
AGENT,

for

SONG GREETING.AendJmS^md'c.'nigc.

Distribution Endowments of the Old TO***11"
nl Life Ins. Co., of New York, Cush Fund

W. D.

STOVE DEPARTMENT.
ask particular attention to this portion of
our establishment.
One lot of 100 Double Oven Ranges, complete
with ware, reduced from 8145 to
We

$22.00.

.a

ARRANGEMENT

SONG BELLS. B^ri*EKSON'
A

of New York,

now

$26.00.

on

Portland. S3 down and *1 per week until paid, or
$4 per month if purchasers are paid monthly.
Our Crockery Department is fully stocked, and
the variety of designs is fully matched by the cut
We have
prices at which the sets are marked.
Dinner Sets for from 813 to 830, and Tea Sets
from 83.30 toSl‘4.

PARLOR SUITS.

In

One lot of 33 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of the
These
New Square Design, ten pieces complete.
blit we
were considered a bargain at #30.00;
have marked them, to close, at

Dinner Bet of 112 pieces, 810.30.
*A'n'English
above sets to residents of
Terms of Credit

One lot of 75 MOHAIR PLUSH Parlor Suits,
t PIECES complete, Including GENT’S EASY
CHAIR, LARGE ARM NOISELESS PLATFORM
ROCKER, TWO-PART BACK SOFA and FOUR
LARGE SITTING CHAIRS. The FRAMES are
BLOCKED and DOWELLED. and are manufactured from WARRANTED KILN-DRIED LUMBER. REDUCED from $53.00 to

monthly.

$22.00.

CROCKERY DEPARTMENT.
In this department we have made a sweeping
twenty-live per cent, reduction.
We iiBcr an English Dinner Set of 124 ple«es of
the new square shape for 8V.OO.
An English Decorated Tea Set of 44 pieces,

The Clothier and Furnisher, Under Falmouth Hotel, Portland Me.

As a general beverage and necessary
1 sorrective of water rendered
impure by
regetable decomposition or other causes,
is Limestone, sulphate of Copper, &c.,
lie Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
1
■very other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
joses.
luratiou in every section of our country
>f Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
acuity and a sale unequaled by any
>ther distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

[11STABLIMIED 1801.]

Are

tion Commode.
Former price, §20.00, now offered at

SCHNAPPS

•-.

membrane

EYE WATER.

One lot of 40 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, ten pieces
complete, with Landscape Mirror and Combina-

NO

labor, excitement,

For tlie benefit of suffering humanity, I deem it
in
only mv duty to give this unsolicited testimony
favor of Swift's Specific. My wife has been afflictAAV
tried
every
ed wilh Eczema from infancy.
She was also
known remedy, but to no avail.
afflicted with a periodical nervous headache,
sometimes followed by ail intermittent fever, so
Finally i
that lev life became a burden to her.
She onmdel 1,' in.d |i. (ry Swift's Specific.
After
veu
weeks
taking the first
...
ago
large efta- H e disease seemed to increase; the
became im
inflammation
and
Imr.-mg. iie-hing
bearable, she, however, persevered in tlie use of
second
bottle tlie
the
After
the medicine.
taking
After tlie third
inflammation began to subside.
the
inflammation
bottle
disappeared, and sore
spots dried up and turned while and scaly, and
off
in an Impalpable white
them
she
brushed
finally
powder resembling pure salt. She is now taking
flip sixth bottle; every appearance of the disease
is gone, and her flesh is soft and white as a child’s.
Her headaches have disappeared and she enjoys
the only good health she has known in 40 years.
No wonder she deems every bottle of S. S. S. is
worth a thousand times its weight ill gold.
Aliy further information concerning her ease
will be cheerfully given by herself at her residence. 135 MHllett Street, or by me
JOHN F. BRADLEY, 44 Griswold St,
Detroit, Mich, May 16,1885.
For sale by all druggists.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
N. Ar.. 157 AAr. 23d St.
d&wlyiirm
janl

Head Colds, Watery
Discharges from the
Nose and Eyes, Kinging
Noises in the Head,
Nervous Headache and
Fever instantly relieved.
Choking mucus dis-

DK. BURNHAM’S

ASH CHAMBER SETS.

and

_eod&wl2wiirm

can now

$27.00.
We furnish these Sets with best Italian, Lenanto or Hudson Shell Marble Tops, when desired.
We have severrl other patterns of Mahoganized
Sets, equally low in price, which we have not
space here £o enumerate.

These are Full Size Sets of Ten Pieces, well
made and attractive looking.
Terms of Credit on above Sets, to residents
of Portland, *4 down and *1 per week until paid,
or *4 per month if purchasers are paid monthly.
We have Forty other different styles of painted
enamelled sets constantly on exhibition at our
Warerooms. Those above mentioned are entirely
New, having been designed expressly for our
Spring Trade, and are not shown anywhere else
in Boston.

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

of
large and well selected, consisting
AND CUFFS,
UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, NECK WEAR, COEEARS

and sexual excesses. This food can recover the
whole field. Though harmless as milk, inside of
eleven weeks, in Lowell alone, it has recovered
305 cases of nervous and mental exhaustion from
onej to twenty years standing. Some weie help
less, two inentallv inbecile, three iiad paralysis,
Two cases «f insanity were cured
one was blind.
in Boston, but tlie friends will not allow use of
in
names, botli
high life. It makes healthy people clear-headed, vigorous, and able to stand
usual
iabor with less fatigue. Contwice their
tinued, it hinders exhaustion of brain and
It stops nervouslabor.
from
excessive
nerves
Lowell,
ness, and gives an inunense appetite.
bottles
in ten weeks. As
lias
taken
33.000
alone,
we have no room for testimonials, we offer *500.00
to any person who can show our statements to be
untrue. Eleven old drunkards say it stops tlie
For sale by all apothecaries and grorum thirst.
35 cents a quart bottle, *3.50 a dozen
cers.
Double extracts, 50 cts., and *6.00 a dozen. People sav it is the best beverage in America. Tlie
soda Fountains have it.
MOXIE NERVE FOOD CO., Lowell, J/uss.

jy28

nmi

is

A oliauce to win $500.00.
The results from the use of the extract of tl •
South American Moxie Nerve Food Plant have
excited medical and observing New England the
last ten weeks, as never before. AVe are a people
with worn out nerves, abused with stimulants,

drugs, morphine,

««r

One lot of several patterns All-Wool Carpets at
60r per yard. One lot 50 places All-Wool extra
Supers at 65c per yard. One lot 75 pieces
Tapestry, of Standard make, at 65c per yard.
We have also a large variety of Roxburv, Lowell, Brussels and Moquette Carpets, together with
a full line of Rugs ana Mats, all at prices largely
reduced from former figures.

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING

with Inhaler for

“KIDNEY PAINS" and that weary
sensation ever present with those of
painful kidneys, weak backs, overf fU worked or worn out by standing, walk\ W ing or the sewing machine, cured by
\
Ccticura Anti-Pain Plaster, a new.
original, elegant, and speedy antidote to pain and
inflammation. At druggists, 26c.; five for *1.00.
Mailed free. Potter Drug and Chemical Co.,
octl5ThM&w2w
Boston.

One lot of 100 Elegant Mahoganized Chamber
Sets of ten pieces complete: Curly Maple or Mahoganized Panels, French Bureau with Bevel
Landscape Mirror, Commode with three drawers
and side door, gilt or nickel bar pulls.
Former price, §33.00, reduced to

by all Druggists.

Catarrh, $1. Ask for
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE.

cleansed and healed,
breath sweetened, smell,
taste, and hearing restored," amfravages checked.
Cough, Bronchitis. Droppings into the Throat,
Pains in the Chest. Dyspepsia, Wasting of Strength
and Flesh. Loss of Sleep, etc., cured.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and one Dr. Sanford’s Inhaler, in one packAsk for Sanford's
age, of all Druggists, for 81.
Radical Cure, a pure distillation of WitchHazel. Ain. Pine, Ca. Fir, Marigold, Clover Blossoms, etc.
Potter Drag nml Chemical Co., Rofton.

MAHOGANIZED CHAMBER SETS.

$18.00.

in Medium and Fine Goods.

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass., U. S. A.
For sale

|rC!

m

Overcoatings and Suitings,

vigor,

every form of

lodged,

Tri m, of Credit on these sets, to residents of
Portland, $6 down and $1.25 per week until paid,
or $5 per month if purchasers receive their pay
monthly.

Ayer’s
relief,

in

nair

Myers

Price

One lot of 115 Painted Enamelled Chamber
Sets, dark and light panelled, with Landscape
Mirror. Combination Panels and Handsome Ornamentation. Reduced from $33.00 to

Children.

'SNCMV!IIMI SflOIDIM

Hair Vigor gave me immediate
cleansed the scalp, and rendered the hailsoft and pliable.”

CATARRH

price, #53.00; Special Cut

my head was covered with dan-

druff, and the hair dry and harsh.

Aug 20. lat 40, Ion 48. barque II A Litchfield,
Davis, from Montreal for Montevideo.

One lot of 25 Solid Cherry Chamber Sets war
ranted. These sets have French Bureau, with
Landscape Mirror; the Commode has three draware of
ers and a side door, and the drawer pulls
These
the favorite square shape, in solid brass.
sets are unquestionably the best bargains in genuine cherry sets ever offered in this country.

co-partnership

Portland, Me., Sept. 2d,

$30.00.
We defy competition in these Special Sets above
enumerated, Quality of Materials, Workmanship
and Price being together considered.

$42.50.
We have also a very large variety ot other Black
Walnut Sets, varying from $60 to $160, all of
which are marked at reduced figures.

OFJjO-PARTNERSIIIF.

heretofore existing between
undersigned, transacting business under
tile firm name of A 1,1,0 Ac CO., is this day
dissolved by mutual consent. Either partuei authorized to sign in liquidation.
CHAS.G. ALLEN.
H. L. JONES.
B. F. HASKELL.

One lot of CO Solid Ash Chamber Sets of a style
These are Full Sets
new the past spring.
and are warranted. They have a beautiful Marquetry Ornamentation, and were considered Low
at onr Former figure of $33.00. We now, however, offer them for

entirely

One Special Lot of Black Walnut Chamber Sets,
consisting of three different patterns,or with tops
of Italian Marble, Hudsou Shell
Lepanio.
These are full sets of ten pieces each, including
French Bureau, Landscape Mirror and Combination Commode. The stock is warranted KILN
DRIED Lumber, the style is the latest, and the
workmanship of the very best.
The former price of these sets was #55.00. As
a Special Inducement, we offer them during the
continuance of this sale, at

rilHE
A the

Foster, Princeton, Ind., writes: “I had
been troubled for years with a disease of

m

BLACK WALNUT CHAMBER SETS.

$42.00.

ty All business relating to Patents promptly
Jul2atf
anufaithfully executed.

_

^/ntlierawo^puKhiaerg

Briggs,

—OF—

IlMXlWLJJ by the use of
Ayer’s Hair Vigor, the hair regains its
youthful color and vitality. Rev. II. P.
AVilliamson, Davidson College, Mecklenburg Co., N. C., writes: “I have used
Ayer’s Hair Vigor for the last ten years.
It is an excellent preservative.”
the use of Ayer’s Hair Vigor, Geo.
ill A. Dadman, Waterloo, Mo., had
Ills hair restored to its original healthy
condition. He was nearly bald, and very
gray. He writes: “Only four bottles of
the Vigor were required to restore my
hair to its youthful color and quantity.”
Hair Vigorcurcs disTTCHtTP Ayer’s
UulJlU cases of the scalp. F. H.
scalp;

aug2odtf

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

healthy.”

the

Consultation

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

JjJVigor

"D rwriirm

Davis'Art Store.

hait

BOA I a d
BOTH M A1S B1
3—Every purchaser of $50 worth of goods will have bis FARE PAIH
the goods
of $100 worth and upwards, FARES will be paid BOTH WAYS,
in which to pay the remaind*
delivered FREE, and parties can pay $IO down and take ONE YEAR

CHERRY CHAMBER SETS.
Bos-

BOSTON BY BOAT, and the

be PAIO HIS FARE TO

sroods will be delivered FREE in Portlond*

Former

Herbert G.

when I was 25.”
assured, that a trial of Ayer’s Hair
will convince you of its
powers. Mrs. M. E. Goff, Leadville, Col.,
writes: “Two years ago, my hair having
almost entirely fallen out, I commenced
the use of Ayer’s Hair Vigor. To-day my
hair is 29 inches long, fine, strong, and

_.

..

A Graduate of the Metaphysical College of
ton. Heals strictly by Mrs. Eddy’s teaching.

should be your crowning glory. Ayer’s
Hair Vigor will restore the vitality and
color of youth to hair that has become
thin and faded; and, where the glands are
not decayed or absorbed, will cause a new
growth on bald heads.
the youthful color and vigor
«
y
J.M.A a of the hair be preserved to old
age? Read the following, from Mrs. G.
I have used
Norton, Somerville, Mass.:
Ayer’s Hair Vigor for the past 80 years;
and, although I am upwards of 60, my
hair is as abundant and glossy to-day as

antl

Scientist,

Christian

Your Hair

—

■

MRS. N.I.. JONES.

v

mar7__dl

fonKne80CuT6»BrS^FFlSTE¥TN

dim

—

HENSON, of Baltimore, Md., has discovered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Fills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and Invariably cures
§icU Haulnchr, NvrvotiN Headache) IVeurat4*h, IVci'roiiMiiCMM. HleepleNKnew*) Pa«
Niagara
Havana.Oct 21
.\c-.v York
Nt. VittiN’ Dance,
li-vii
! ,4.. Liverpool. ..Oet 21
Cityof
and all nervous troubles, as tliev act directly upon
Eiile..
x.-w y
_Bremen.Oet 21
Circass.ao
vy"'' as a nerve food and exciter of
...Liverpool—Oct 24 the
nerv* nuuuii.
mey are invaluable to all ner vous
neop'.e. and Dr. Bensou’s reputation as a sue* ialM!Ni
M..I,\NAP.... OCTOBER 15.
ist in the treatment of nervous diseases at < nee
Sunrises
5
4.28AM
gives them a high standard. Sold bv all druggi da,
water
Sun
4.14 Pm I or sent to any address on receipt of price—6< c a
4.571
t... 7ftGln
Length of days....] 1.01 |U1
box, or 6 boxes for $2.50, Office 164 N. Howard
Moon sets; .10.33lHlK“t
8 it 5 In I gt.. Baltimore.
mayl3d0mnrmcV
j
....

STREET,

oct.l

than

HOESE

W. H. HERVEY 4 CO., OF NO. 5 UNION ST., BOSTON,
1—Any person purchasing $35 worth ot goods will

T. A. & W. H. Roberts, Painters and Paper Hangers
have removed from Pleasant Street to No. 623 Congress Street, opposite Plymouth Church, where they
will be pteased to meet their old customers and many
new ones. First class work guaranteed.

Pure.

Absolutely

!*"

word
time which REMAINS:

PORTLAND.

POWDER

®AMfflOTH

,he

The ENLARGEMENTS! which have recently been iL'mi1™
FERN1SHING ESTABLISHMENT oi

A

Bigelow, D. M. 0„

F.

15 DAYS MORE!

—

Dr. Fillebrown wiil be absent the first of eacli
week as for two years past.
Dr. Bigelow will be in attendance and make
examinations and appointments and render any
immediate service patients may require.
dtf
oct3

,,

Barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, from Philadelphia for Portland, with coal, was ill collision night

AND

CONGRESS

609

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
at Cardenas 7th lust, brig Annie It Storer,
Harding, Portland.
Ar at Ifavana 4th iust, brig Anita Owen, Branscomb, Baltimore; sch Heralu, Newell, New York;
nth, bark Jessie McGregor, Anderson, Baltimore.
Ar at Matanzas 8th, brig Ernestine, Norton,
Portland.
Sid 7th, sell Ethel M Davis, Davis, Cardenas.
Ar at St Thomas I3th iust, brig Daisy Boynton,
Bryant, New York.
Sid fm Liverpool 13th iust, ship Governor Roble
Goodell, Sail Francisco; barque M & E Cauu.
Durkee, Portland.
Sid fm Malaga 5th Inst, ship Tlios Lord, Brady,
New Orleans.

5 75:95 80.

Hides

£» lb
^ lb
D tb
$r tb
Sheep 8ki.,s.50c@$l each
Lamb Skins...60@65c each
Light and D 'aeon Skins, 30 to 85c each
Rendered Tallow.5 cB tb
Rough Tallow....
2J/4e ® tb

Ox

ports 36,907 bush; shade stronger, closing weak;
sales 109,000 bush spnt;No 3 Red at 9734®98ya ;
No 2 Red In e.iev 1 0131 01Vac.
Rye is steady.
Bariev dull. C’oru unsettled, opening Vsc better,
lost advance and declined V*3%c, closing steady
at lowest prices: receipts 114,200 bush; exports
37.145'hush: sates 1( 2,000 liush spot; No 3 at

dllng

on

■

■

—

Ar

ciioi.-c

46a/.

ThomasFillebrown.M.D., D. M. D.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
EAST MACHIAS, Oct il-SId, sells Hortensia,
New
York ; Nellie F, Huntley, ProviSanborn,
dence.
Oct 12—Ar, sell Xlmena, Cole, Boston.

ver,

Con. Cal. * Va.

oct3

Sch S J Fooks, Henderson, Baltimore.
Sch Red Breast, (Br) Crocker, Freeport, NS—
master.
Sch Fostina, Philbrook, Bootlibay, to load for
Savannah—Chase, Leavitt & Co.

,,

C.

Pension and Patent business a specialty. 14
years experience. All business with government
at Washington receives prompt, personal attention. Send for circular of important information.
Portland office, 507 I-‘J Congress *«•*««•
codSwSw*

...

er, from Boston.

Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
14.

& MORRILL,
Lawyers, Pension anti Patent Attorneys,
Portland, Me., nud Washington, D.

Stinson, Stinson. Boston lor Deer Isle.

__

Cyrcs H. Morrill.

DEERINC

Minquas, Cobb, Portsmouth for Rockland.
Harriet Gipps, Calais for Boston.
Adeline Hamlin, Lewis. Bangor for Boston.
Connecticut, Eldrldge, Bangor for Taunton.
Cleared.
B
Steamship Franconia, Bennet, New \rork—J
Coyle, Jr.

Richmond & Danville. 71%
Reading. 14%
St. Paul & Omaha. 30%
St. Paul & Omaha preferred. 90 %
St Louis'and San Francisco. 20%

W..~;

a wedding the
has I een a
tlie question, •• who
young man present

At

J B

nilCBLUKESC*.

CABO*.

John Dffring.

14,

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 5th, ship Two Brothers,
Hayden, Seatle.
Cld Utli, ship A J Fuller, Colcord, for Liverpool.
Takes 54,897 ctls wheat valued at 891.343.
CM 13th, ship Manuel Llaguno, Smalley, for
Liverpool.
GALVESTON—Cld 8th, sch Geo Moulton, Jr,

Domestic Markets.
in !!.

Soli
sell
Sell
Sch
Sch

Oct.

Metropolitan Elevated.143%
Manhattan Elevated.110SA
New York Elevated.
Northern Pacific common... 23VS
49%
do preferred..

do 1st
do 2d preferred.. 30%
Union Pacific Os.116%
Union Pacific L. G. 7s.104
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s.120
104%
St. P. M. and M.

BIMINE**
Of 13th Me. Volunteers.

Sell Win Rice, Gregory, lime loaded, for New
Y’ork, put back to Rockland 9tli leaking 1800
strokes per hour and crew exhausted from constant pumping. The leak has since been found
in the garboard streak and slopped.
Sch Alice T Boardmau, before reparted ashore
ou Hedge Fence, dragged some distance 14th.
Her deckload is gone.

90
Oregon Nav
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. .130
Pittsburg .140%
Pacific JMai!. 62%
Pullman Car.129

!

HISCEI.LANEOPS-

,,

t'/ft*

Pacific.1*'J%
3d

Missouril

Sheep—Reeeipt.s5000 head; shipments

"Is it true that a bee can pull more in proportion than a horse?—Anxious.”
Oh! yes. It is also true that he can push more than lie can pull.

22 «

I

PORT OF PORTLAND.

...

THURSDAY MORNING, OCT. 15.

NEWS.

connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Ilehron Academy; at Buckfield for
West Sumner. Chase’s Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru. Dixfleld. Mexico and Kumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
Twwr
a
*.
L. L LINCOLN, Supt.
octOdtl

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing: Oct. 5, 1885.
Leave

Portland (P & 6. R. JR.)..9.00

Brldgton Junction.10.35
Brldgton, arrive.11-35

3.00
4 46

S ix

3.20
Leave Bridgtoa. 7.66
6.6o
Portland, arrive. 10.40
W. F. PERRY Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.
d“

oct5

GRAND TRUNK

RAILWAY"OP

CANADA.

CHANGE OF TIME.
anil after MONDAY, Oct. 112,
Train, will rnu on follows:

On

1885,

COMMENCING MONDAY, OCTOBER 5th. 1885,
until further notice, Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 9.00 a. m., for
Fabyans, Bclhlehrui, Littleton, LancasSI. Jofanster, Woodarille, Montpelier,
Burlington, Swanton,
burr, Newport,
on connecting
all
and
points
Ogdensburgh,
3.00 p.m., for Bartlett and Intermediate stations.
ABRIVALN.
10.40 u. in., from Bartlett and way stations.
3.55 p. ut., from Swanton, Burlington and
all points on through line.
HAM,LTON
October 3d. 1885.
ocSatl^

DEPARTURES:
Far Auburn nud Lewiston, 7.03 a. m., 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.20 a.m. and 4.00 p. m.. mixed.
For Gorham, Montreal and Chicago, 1.30

EX<TB»*10N».

__

m.

p.

Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS)
From Lewiston and Aubnrn 8.25 a.
12.05,3.16 and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorham, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p.
mixed.
From Chicago and Montreal 12.05.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE)
For

m.,

and

and

_

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES
—

Canada,

TO

—

Chicago, Milwaukee,
Louis, Omaha, SagiPaul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco
and all points in the
Detroit,

Cincinnati,
naw.

St.

St.

Northwest, West anti Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Sup’t.
octl2dtf

BOSTON & MAINE R. R.
PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE
iu effect Sunday, Octobber II, 1885.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Boston at6.15,*8.40a.m., '12.30, 3.80 p. m.
Arrive at Boston 10.30 a.m., 1.16,4.46,8.00 p. m.
Boston for Portland 8.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.30
Arrive at Portland 12.30, 5.00,8.08 p. m.
n. m.
Scarboro

8.40

and Pine Point 6.16.

a.

and after September 1C, 1885 steamer Gordon will leave Custom House Wharf (Sundays
excepted, weather permitting) at 2.00 p. m., for
Long Island, Little and Great Chebeagtie. Harpswell and Orr's Island. Return, leave Orr’s Island
for Portland at 0.45 a. m„ touching at intermediate landings, arrive at Portland 0.16 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.
sepl6dtf

ON

m.,

_

_

UARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

m..

3.30.6.45 p. m. Old Orchard. Saco, Biddrford and Kennebunk. 6.16, 8.40 a.m., 12.30,
3.30.6.46 p. m. Wells Beach 0.15. 8.40 a. m.,
3.30 p. m. North Berwick, Great Palls, Do-

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.
On and AfterOct.

13, IS83,#tcnmersLears

us

follows:

Custom House Wharf, 5.45, 8.00, 10.30 a. ra.,
2.15, 4.30, 6.10 p. m.
Peaks’ Island. 6.25,8.40,10.60 a. m., 2.35,5.0#,
6

Leave^refethen’s, 6.05,8.20,11.10

a.

m.,

2.55,

4.66,6.60 p.m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.10, 8.25, 11.05 a. m.,
2.60, 4.50. 6.45 p. in.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.15, 8.30, 11.00 a. m.,
2.45, 4.45, 6.40 p. m.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.3#
__

P'Leave Peaks’, 9.35,10.60

a.

in.,

Leave Trefethen’s, 9.26,11.10

p.

2.20, 6.10 p. m.
m., 2.40, 4.66

a.

m.

__

2.35,

Leave Great Diamond, 9.20, 11.05

a.

in.,

Little Diamond, 9.15,11.00

a.

m., 2.30,

Leave

4,8epSodtf

B.

J. WILLARD, President.

THE BCIIHCE OF LIFE, OSLY $100.
BY MAIL

POSTPAID.

Lowver, Exeter,Haverhill,Lawrence and
ell 6.16, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30jp.m. Rochester, Farmington and Alton Bay 8.40 a. ni.,
12.30, 3.30 p. m. For Wolfboro, Long Island,
Centre Harbor, and Lake Village, via. Alton Bay and Steamer across Lake, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 8.40 a. m. Mansi

s

o

X! Qirm

limp.

tion) 6.15 a. m.,3.80p. m.; via Lawrence8.40a.m.
-The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connects with
Rail Lines to points West and South; the 12.80 with
Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8.45 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m., and Boston at 8.30 a. m. and
1..30 p.

m.

gtJNDAlr TRAINS
for Boston 1.00,4.16 p.m. ; arrive 6.30, 8.45 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS

LEAVE

AT 3.00 A.NI.i

PORTLAND

Everyday (Night Pullman) for

A Great Medical Work on Manhood.
Exhausted Vitality. Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors oi Youth,
and untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
A book for every man, young, midor excesses.
dle-aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions
for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable. Ho found by the Author,
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician. 300
pages, bound in beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a finer
work iu every sense—mechanical, literary and
professional—than any other work sold ill this
Country for $2.50, or the money will be refunded
in every instance. Price only $1,00 by mail, postpaid. Illustrative sample 6 cents. Send now.
Gold medal awarded the author by the National
Medical Association, to the President of which,
the Hon. P. A. Hissell, and associate officers of
the Board, the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should he read by the young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
will benefit allLondon Lancet.
The is no member of society to whom The Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth, parent. guardan, Instructor or clergyman—Argoncmt.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr.
Vf. H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,
Mass., who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experience. Chronic and obstinate diseases that have baffled Tir 4 T, the
skill of all other physicians a sped 41Aj iAAJalC'
Suoh treated successfully with- TIIVCl1 T,F
out any instance of failure. 4 41 4
Mention this paper
Jan31eod&wly

Biddeford, Kittery, Portsmouth. NewburySom*
port, Ipswich, Salem, I.yan ,Chelsea.
errille and Boston, arriving 6.20 a. 111.; AT
Scarboro,
Elizabeth,
9.00 A. ML For Cape
West Scarboro, Saco, Biddeford, Kcuncbitnk, Wells, North Berwick, Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, NewbnryChelsea
port, Amesbury, Salem, Eynu,
and Boston, arriving *t U° j. tm-’
South
and
York
New
to
ing with Kail lines
and West. AT 4.00 P. Mr , For
North
Biddeford,
a both, Scarboro. Saco,
to leave
Berwick, (Conway Junction, stops only
Portsmouth. Newburypassengers), Kittery,
Chelsea and
port, Amesbury, Salem, Lynn,
with
Boston, arriving at 5.00 p. m., connecting
Sound and Rail Unes for points Smith and West.
and
Boston
for
M-:
P.
(Express)
AT 0.00
principal Way Stations, arriving In Boston at 9.30
York.
lines
New
Rail
for
with
n m
connecting
TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON for Portland,
t7.30,19.00 a. m„ 12.30 week days, t7.00 p. m. daily,
arriving Portland 12,05,1.00,4.45,10.50 p. m.
tThe 7.30 a. m. and 7.00 p. m. trains run from
North Berwick to Scarboro Crossing via Western
Division, stoppingat principal Way Stations.
PULLMAN PAR I. OB CARS on trains
leaving Boston 9.00 a. tn., 12.30, 7.00 p. m., anil
Portland at 9.00 a. m.. 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
SLEEPING
PCI.I.NIAN
THROUGH
II
CARS entrains leaving Boston at 7.00 p.m.
and Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through tickets to all points Sonth and West for
sale at Portland Depot Ticket Oliters; and at
IJnion Ticket OlHcc, 40 Exchange Street.
D. J FLANDERS, (ien. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER. UenT Manager.
dtf
oct9

Can««',X
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STORAGE.
First-class storage for Floor, Fisli.
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
Jylddtf

No. 39V Commercial Street.

SAVE YOUR

WRAPPERS.
taken from the
fiend u» 85
GOOD-WILL SOAP, with your name
will
send you TSEE
and address, and we
one of our New Plcturos without any ml.
veritsement

on

it.

B. E. MHO &
gepI6

CO,, Lynn, Mass.
d&wlm

Senator Eugene Halo

NEW ADVEBTISEll EKTH TO-DAY.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Children’s Hosiery—Owen, Moore A Co.
Farm for Sale—2.
To Let—Two Tenements.
A Wonderful Array.
Wanted— Furnished House.
Lost—Cat.
Fine Shawls—Rines Brothers.
To Let—Tenement.
AUCTION SALES.
Horse & Carriage Mart—Flum Street.
The Health Lift.
My first acquaintance with the Health Lift was
I had then been compeUedJto retwo years ago.
linquish ministry on account of an entire prostration of my nervous system, which had resulted in
1 soon found that ten minan inability to sleep.
utes' exercise on the Health Lift did more to relax the nervous strain, and induce sleep than
hours of walking in the open air, or than any exI use the Machine now, every
ercise whatever.
day, and could not do without it.|
As a rest after hard study and an invigoration of
the entire system, 1 do not know of any exercise
that is equal to it.
Rev. E. P. Gardner.
Health Lift Rooms, 203 Middle street, Portland,
octl4 if
Me.

were

_

A Venerable Work.
Mr. D. H. Marshall, with the Union Mutual Insurance Company, owns a Welsh grammar printed at Milan, in 1567, in the second century of the
history of printing. It is very neatly printed. It
is a work of about 400 duodecimo pages,-but is
Each divinot paged consecutively throughout.
sion is paged by Itself, as originally it was bound
in five parts.
The present binding is perhaps
about two centuries old. Many consecutive pages
in the middle of the work are done very neatly
with a pen in exact imitation of the printing, the
printed pages having probably been in some way
defaced or destroyed, and replaced by coping
from another volume of the same edition. On
blank pages Inserted in the middle of the book,
like the family record that used to be placed between the Old and New Testaments, appears a
list of “the children of John Lloyd by Jane, his
wife, Groyddelworn Parrish." There were twelve
In all, and they were born between 1087 and
1710. An inscription on the fly-leaf says that
“Grufydd Roberts, a learned grammarian, who

Pepsin.

Prepared by Caswell, Massey & Co., (N. Y,), is
strengthening and easily taken. Prescribed
by leading physicians. Label registered.
sep3.Th,S,Tu-18w
most

Tlie action of Carter’s Little I.ver Pills is pleasant, mild and natural. They gently stimulate the
liver, and regulate the bowels, but do not purge.

They

are sure

to

please.
d&wlw

oct 13

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WERB.

Wednesday—Stephen Jennings vs. Frank E.
Hearing upon motion for a preliminary
Injunction to restrain defendant from infringing
In tlie mailer of labels, bottles, wrappers, etc.,
used In putting up Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
Injunction granted, to issue upon complainants
giving bond in sum of $.'!< UK).
William Henry Clifford.
Browne A Browne.
Johnson.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.

n-u«

COURT.

were

or-

ganized as follows:

Kdwin Clement, Portland, foreman.
Daniel Conant, Westbrook.
Hiram T. Cummings. Standish.
Samuel P. Cummings, Gray.
David K. Files. Gorham.
Isaac S. Hodgkins. Harpswell.
Simon Holmes, Freeport.

to

Thursday,

10

OXFORD COUNTY

thn

ITnivprulfv

nf

Sipnnri.

in

of

_

Craat

Augustus Libby, Scarborough.
Gardiner Leiguton. Jr., North Yarmouth.
Joshua F. Moses, Deermg.
Albion H. N utting. Otlsfleld.
Frederick W. Proctor. Windham.
Supernumeraries—John if. Itoss, Brldgton;
Elseri A. Sawver. Portland; Willis F. Strout,Cape
Elizabeth; Ezra li. Sweetser, Cumberland; Ammi
Wmtuey, Portland.
Excused Fin illy—Daniel H. Stone, Brunswick.
There being no case in readiness for trial before Tuesday October 20th, the jurors were all
excused until that day at 10 a. m.. when the following cases will lie taken up iu their order: No.
229, Howard vs. Deering; No. 263. Walsh vs.
True; No. 267. Henly vs. (J. E. Steam Ferry Co.;
No. 287. Evans, applt., vs. Andrews ct al.
After tlie above cases are disposed of, the other
cases marked ‘Trial” will be taken up In the order in which they stand upon the docket.

Adjourned

In

William Herbeit,
bis valuable Welsli
Tills Informgrammar at Milan, A. D., 1567."
ation Is credited to Owen’s Biographical Dictionary. Evan Evans wrote liii name on the title
page in 1761, and many other names are written
ou the fly leaves at different dates the prevailing
family names being Thomas, Edwards, Jones and
Hughes. Mr. Marshall was offered for the book
£50. but refused to part with It. Mr. Marshall’s
mother was a Lloyd, and belonged to the family
whose record is inscribed in the middle of the
book. Roberts’ grammar is still regarded as the
exbest grammar of the Welsh language in
istence, and new editions of it have been published.

brought

BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.
Wednesday—The Jurors caiue In and

#f1npntprf

Italy, under the patronage
Earl of Pembroke, prluted

BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.
Wednesday—John H. Moss, charged with being a retail liquor dealer without payment of a
special tax, who was hound over to tlie December
into
term of court, was this morning
court and surrendered up by bis sureties. He
will have to go to jail unless he can obtain a new

SUPREME JUDICIAL

registered at the Falmouth Hotel last night.

Ou the 27th ult. Mr. James P. Baxter and
family were at Cologne, on their way to Rotterdam, having nearly ended their Journey through
the Continent. They propose to settle down to
three months quiet living at Upper Norwood, near
the Crystal Palace, within half an hour of London, enabling Mr. Baxter to pursue his historical
researches at the British Museum.

EMULSION OF COD LIVER OIL

Quinine

the city

Bargains

in

Furniture

and

Carpets.

Messrs. B. A.

Atkinson & Co.

making anadvertising columns
are

nouncements through
command the attention of our renders. Monday and Tuesday their large store, eoi tier of
Pearl and Middle streets, was filled witli parlies
anxious to examine for themselves the great bargains offered there, and a very large proportion
went away purchasers. One reason for the remarkable success of this firm since they established themsslves in Portland is that first, they
describe in their advertisement just wluit the put*
ticular line of goods is, offered fur sale by them,
in what respect it is a bargain, its size and price:
second, they offer their goods not only for cash
but also on their special contract system, which
Is a great convenience to people on salaries or
wages. At present they are giving special bargains in chamber sets; mattresses, feather and
springs, carpets, rugs, Brussels remnants, parlor
suits, parlor and library tables, parlor stoves,
To every purchaser of a
stoves and ranges.
range an elegant picture of the United States Senate, In session, is gives. Today a line of those
Mr. Isaac C.
all-wool carpets will be opened.
Atkinson, the manager, Is a live business man
and welcomes every one courteously and spares
The store is open every
no efforts to please.
evening which Is a great convenience to many.
our

that

a. m.

S. J. COURT.

BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

[Specially reported for the Press.]
Paris, Oct. 13.
Tlie October term of the Supreme Judicial
Court for Oxford county convened here at lp
o’clock tills morning, Hon. Thomas H. Haskell,
presiding. Prayer was offered by Rev. J.
J. Cochrane of tlie Baptist Church.
Tlie grand and traverse juries were empanneled as follows:
Grand Jury—Gilman P. Bean, Bethel; J. S.
Brown. Newry; Virgil Cole, Canton; L. A. Carter,
Nerway; Sidney D. Edwards, Oxford; Israel F.
G million, Sunnier; H. Harrhnan, Lovell; Cyrus
M. Irish, Hartford; Noah H. Palmer, Stoncliam;
Kilboru Perham, Woodstock; E'reeman Pugsley,
Hiram; Henry A. Small, Kumford; Leonard S.
Swan, Paris; John J. Towle, Dixfield; Thomas C.
Walker, Brownfield; William G. Walker, Fryeburg;AsaA. West, Andover. Foreman, Henry
A. Small. Excused, Leroy M. Sanderson, Waterford.
First Traverse Jury—Lewis 11. Bisbee, Sumner;
George E. Corliss, Hartford; Richmond Davis,
Grafton; H. G. Dinsmore, Norway; Charles C.
Kills. Canton; Henry Gary, Paris; Albion P. Gordon, Fryeburg; George W. Gray, Denmark; GidPhendues Hill,
eon
W. Haiiiniun, Buckfield;
Brownfield; Frank Kneeland, Albany; Eben S.
Kilburne, Bethel. Foreman, Albion P. Gordon.
Second Traverse Jury—Charles Lapham, Greenwood; Warren Libby, Porter; Joseph H. Lovejoy,
Peru; Lewis J. Hunt, Oxford; Albert Merrill,
Lovell; Philip Mason, Paris; Eli T. Peabody,
Gilead; Charles Rankin, Hiram; William Rldlon,
Sweden; F\ C. Richards, Mexico; M. J. Rowe,
Norwav; Enoch W. Woodbury, Bethel. Foreman, M. J. Rowe.
Supernumeraries—Andrew S. Hapgood, Waterford: George H. Webber, Rumford; Clark B.
Frost, Hanover.
The continued docket numbers 342 cases, and

iustice

Cushing’s Island.
shafts have becD sunk, and water
struck, one at the wharf and the other at the hotel. An Ice house to supply lintel and cottages
has been built, and tlic ice pond near White Head,
which is fed by springs, has been cleaned and
deepened. Men are at work removing the remainMr. John C. Stevens is
der of the dead trees.
making plans, with Mr. H. B. Brown, for a studio
to be built for the latter, about 100 yards from
The old bathing houses ou
the Ottawa Honse.
the beach are being removed, and Mr. Stevens Is
Two

more

engaged upon designs for a

building, a combination of summer house and bathing houses,
similar to that at Newport. This will be built
at the head of the beach.
Cottages are to be
built for Messrs. Charles and Thomas Cushing of
Montreal, that for the former having been already
begun. A Portland gentleman lias purchased a
lot and will build a cottage thereon In readiness
These new cottages, designed
for next season.
by Mr. Stevens, will be about tlie same size and
general appearance externally of tbe Thaxter cot-

185 new entries have been made. F'ifty-flve eases
have been marked for trial at tills term. There
are seventeen cases upon the criminal docket.
Tlie indications are that the term will be a busy
the assignments were
one.
In the afternoon

new

large attendance of attorneys
at tlie opening of the court this morning. Among
those present were Hon. D. R. Hastings, Fryeburg; John P. Swasey, Esq., Canton; A. H.
Walker, Esq., Biidgtou, and George D. Bisbee,
Esq., Portland.

The front entrance Of the hotel Is to be en
larged and Improved, the kitchen doubled in capacity, and a spacious laundry erected. The new
shore path, from the wharf to the hotel, arranged
agreeably to the Olmstead plan, is a change that
will be much appreciated.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Weddings.

made.

There

tage.

was a

A very pleasant wedding occurred at the resibride's father, Rev. C. J. Clark, in'
Carleton street, last evening, Mr. Louis Perry and
Miss Alice Clark being the contracting parties.
The ceremony, which was attended by the relatives and particular friends of the young couple,
was performed
by Rev. C. J. Clark, assisted by
After the cereRev. A. W. Berry of Woodfords.
mony a reception was held, during which a large
number of friends of both the bride and bride-

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

dence of the

Wednesday—Charles Andrews, intoxication:
10 days In the county jail.
Joseph Francis, intoxication; 30 days In the

comity jail.

William Kelley,

common

months in the county jail.
Dennis Neal, assault; 60

drunkard;

three

days ill the county jail.
Michael Clancy, Jr., search and seizure; fined
3100 and costs; appealed.
BRIEF

JOTTINGS.

his 95th birthday—Oct. 13th—by presenting the Fire Relief
Association of this city, with his check for $300.
The Paint and Oil Club will begin its monthly
meetings for the seasons of 1885-8C with adinner
at the Preble House next Saturday.
Mrs. A. H. Colby will be heard at the Spirituil
Temple, corner of Congress and Elm streets, tonight on Thomas Paine.
The youths’ temperance concert will be held
at the Mission tills evening at 7.30 o’clock. All
are invited.
Prof. Spanhoofd will illustrate the Berlitz
method of teaching the modern languages, in the
Christian Association rooms this evening.
The old Mutual Life Insurance Company of New
York, has paid out $6,000 on the life of the late
Wm. H. Alderdice of this city.
The commissioners of pharmacy held an examination in the City Building yesterday and the two
applicants examined will receive their degrees.
Not only Col. C. B. Merrill, but also all the officers of the Maine Commandery were invited to
the banquet to their order at Philadelphia, OctoHon. John Mussev lias celebrated

ber 22d.
At a stockholders’ meeting of the Synochronous
Time Company held at their office in this city yesterday, the capital stock of the company was Increased lrom $30,000 to $60,000.
An adjourned meeting of the Woman’s ChristTemperance Union will be held on Friday at
All ladles
2.30 p. m., at GIV2 Exchange street.
interested in the work are welcome at these meetian

ings.
the report of the Ogdensburg meeting of
Tuesday night the fact was omitted that after
Judge Symouds’ address Mr. Woodbury S. Dana
said he would like to hear the other side of the
In

presented, but nobody responded.
Yesterday afternoon O. M. and D. W. Nash’s
team collided with a carriage at the corner of
Danforth and High street. The carriage containcase

ed a Miss St. Clair and her sister of Cumberland
Mills. Both ladies were thrown out and one had
her face somewhat bruised. A shaft of the carriage was broken. The ladies procured another
carriage and continued their ride.

Knights

of

Pythias.

The Journal of proceedings of the thirteenth annual session of the Grand Lodge has been published in excellent shape by William M. Marks.
The table of contents includes 38 pages of the
constitutions of Grand and subordinate lodges,
16 pages of digest of Maine discussions, 87 pages
of report of committee on foreign correspondence,
by M. L. Stevens and J. II. Drummond—the ablest
report printed. The balance of the Journal,
which contains 220 pages, is made up of reports
of Grand officers and general proceedings.

Society of Art.
Ihe Society of Art has decided to have a local
exhibition at their building commencing No.
vember 16th, and prior to that exhibit Mr. DeWitt has kindly consented,by the request of many
citizens, to display his remarkable collection of
etchings with biographical catalogue.
The committee have decided to engage Mr.
art critic, to deliver four
Sidney Dickinson, tire
The time will be anof his lectures at City Hall.
nounced hereafter.
art

_

Royal T. Twombly.
received a
Mr. William G. Twombly, yesterday,
of his brother,
telegram announcing the death
Royal T. Twombly, at ills home ill Texas. Royal
T. Twombly was born in Gorham seventy-two
a boy and
years ago. He went to Texas when
has made that State Ills home. He has been in
tie habit of visiting his brother in this city during
the summer months and was here 011 a two
months’ visit at the time of the National Encampment last June.

groom

I

tendered their congratulations.

Tbe

nrer-

were of great beauty, among them being a
silver service from the Young People’s Society of
Christian Endeavor of Pine street church; a dinner set from the Ladles’ Circle; two silver pitchers, one from the employes of Eastman Brothers
& Bancroft, the other from the employes of C. M.
Rice & Co.; a panel from Misses Louie and Mabel
Morris; French clock, from Mr. and Mrs. Fogg of
St. Paul; silver table knives, from Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Chenery; silver forks, from Capt. A. J.
Pettengill; easy chair, from 8. W. Robinson.
A pleasant and quiet wedding occurred yesterday, at the residence of Geo. S. Hunt, Esq., on
State street, the contracting parties being Marston Niles, Esq., of New York city, and Margaret
L., daughter of the late Charles H. Burr, M. D.,
of this city. Mr. and Mrs. Niles left on the afterTheir
noon train for an extended journey South.
future home will be In New York.

ents

Not a Murder.
Iu our Issue of September 29th, we announced
death
the
by drowning of a man named Silas N.
Noble, at Harrison. 81nce his death reports were
current that Noble was murdered, and Mr. Caleb
A. Chaplin of Harrison, thought it advisable to
call upon Coroner Gould. The coroner proceeded
to Harrison and ascertained that on Saturday,
September 26th, Noble, who had been working in
the corn shop, went on a spree with a man named
Davis. Both men got full and took a leaky boat,
without oars, and breaking a thwart for paddles,
went floating round the river. They got on to the
rocks, and then off again. The boat kept leaking
badly, and the men had to both ball and paddle.
Finally Noble made a lurch and went overboard>
Davis
capsizing the boat, and was drowned.
managed to hold on to the stern of the boat and
by treading water got ashore. The surgeons
thought from the appearance of Noble's head,
when the body was recovered, that he might have
met with rough treatment, but the coroner was
satisfied that the injuries were received by the
body banging against the rocks. A jury was impanelled and after a two day’s session hearing all
the evidence, found a verdict of accidental drowning. Mr. Chaplin was foreman of the jury.

Portland & Ogdensburg.
The committee appointed at the meeting of
those interested in the reorganization of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad have decided to employ counsel to represent the committee and to
petition the City Government to carry out the reorganization of the road under the foreclosure
and to grant them a hearing when the snb-

plan
|ect comes up.

The committee was enlarged by the addition of
the following gentlemen: J. N. Lord, C. Albion
Little, M. G. Palmer, Cbas. A. Brown, Win. Tibbetts, W. D. Little, Rufus H. HiDcklcy. Ammi
Whitney, A. L. Smith.
Fire Last Night.
The alarm of fire from box No. 1G at about 11
o'clock last night was caused by a slight blaze in
the stable in the rear of No. 3 Hancock street.
The fire was discovered by Officer Heath, who
pulled the alarm. A stream was thrown into the
stable for a few minutes until the fire was extinguished. The loss will be slight. Two horses
and wagons kept In the stable were removed without damage. The property including the house
No. 3 Hancock street, and the stable is owned by
Mrs. Ellen Seely and Is Insured for <1600.

Singing School.
Those of our readers who are Interested in
music at sight should not fall to
read
learning to
notice the advertisement of Mr. W. L Fitch In
another column. His Invention, “The Muslkograpb,” is the result of many years experience in
teaching vocal music, and all who wish to become
proficient in the matter of slgbt-readlug will find
this course specially adapted to their wants.
Remember next Monday evening

rom.

LET—Store 4S0 Congress St., can
nected wholly or in part with two stores on
Centre St., making a very large and light salestenant, more
room; arranged and fitted to suit
Hoot it requited.
room can be liad on the second
tl
HESS
478
CON
at
Apply
ST._L{-1
rrio

.1

X

We have had manufactured expressly for our retail
trade, from the celebrated Scotch Iron Yarn, a full
line of Plain and Derby Ribbed Hose for Children’s
wear, which we shall offer at very reasonable prices,
ranging from 25 to 75 cents. For good serviceable
goods they cannot be beat. Examination solicited.

black, at only8l cents per pair.

RINES BROTHERS.
dlt

ocua

A

framed, Mr.George Seavey, artist; Kindergarten work and autumn leaves, Mrs. Webb;
embroidery of thistles on felt and water color
clematis and four card cases. Miss
Edwards; embroidered afghan, Mrs. H. St. John
Smith.
panel if

Rev. Mr. Blanchard’s Lecture.
ltev. Henry Blanchard delivered the opening
lecture of his course on “The Divine Origin of
Christianity indicated by its Historical Effects”
on Tuesday evening in the vestry of the Congress
Square Church. Notwithstanding the rain, there
was a large attendance.
Mr. Blanchard began by expressing his pleasure
in meeting his hearers and beginning his course of
lectures. These would be largely based upon
the volume of the Rev. Dr. R. S. Storrs, Jr., of
Brooklyn, N. Y. He acknowledged also, his great
indebtedness to the two series of Canon Row’s
Bainpton lectures delivered in England. The
line of argument, however, was one which the
speaker had formulated for himself many years
ago. He was very glad, therefore, to have such
distinguished teachers publish their books. Mr.
Blanchard then proceeded to give reasons for the
delivery of his course. They are to be found in
the wide spread interest in the study of theology
which new know ledge
and in the newr views
brings. There are conservatives who are unwilling to admit the need of change. There are progressives who see that old opinions concerning
the Scriptures, Trinity, Christ, Endless Punishment must be largely amended, or wholly put
aside. There is a tendency, however, to go ahead
too f;<st—to discard too much. Moreover, there is
a large class of persons indifferent to the study
of great !hemes. Some are indifferent because
they are living merely for the senses. Some are
indifferent because they have found it hard to
come to satisfying conclusions, and so have turned away from study of great subjects of thought.
The speaker would, be glad to speak to the progressives and to the indifferent.
He then proceeded to show the changes which
have taken placp with regard to old arguments
used to prove the divine origin of Christianity. It
was once believed that the Old Testament prophesied Christ, but Dr. Palpey, twenty years ago, and
Prof. C. 11. Toy, a Baptist scholar, now a professor at the Cambridge Divinity School, in his recent work, have Irrefutably shown that the predictions did not refer to Christ. He was greater
than the expected Messiah. Once it was believed
that miracles proved the truth of ,doetrines. Once
it was 1 eld that the resurrection authenticated the
divine mission of Christ. Now' these propositions
ItZ is seen that
are debated, and often denied.
miracles cannot prove truth. It is held that the
resurrection cannot teach that Christianity came
from God.
We must look deeper.thcrefore, for firm foundations. These are founu in the doctrines and precepts of Christ himself. These show that tliey
came from a source higher than man—from God
himself. This is the purpose of the course—to
show that, independent of prophecy, of miracles,
of resurrection, the doctrines of Christ themselves
as their effects are seen in history, must have had
a divine origin. Ill the follow ing lectures he should
show the Influence upon the world of ti e new conception of God, the new conception of man, the
new conception of the duty of man toward God,
of man’s duty to man, in politics and society, of
the duties of nations towards each other, the effect of Christianity uu the mental culture and on
the moral progress of mankind and on the world’s
hope oi pn gress. Showing the transcendent effect of tnese new
conceptions introduced by
Christ, the argument is conclusive that these must
have come from Him who made and rules the
universe. Each lecture would be devoted to the
illustration of one of these points named above.
The speaker concluded his lecture by showing
what glorious results would follow the hearty acReverence and love
ceptance of the argument.
for Christ would he increased—sectarianism|would
would
come
in
the
church universal and
die—unity
w ith
unity the greatly needed power to redeem
the world from sin. It would he clearly seen that
Jesus is the Christ of God, the Saviour of the
world.

Conception

God introduced by Christianity” will be given
Friday evening, Oct. 30th.

on

the best G8-acrc
FOR SAI^K—One
farms in Plymouth County, Mass.; 20 miles
situated on
from
station,
from Boston, one mile
both sides of road,handy to good markets; 2-storv
house and
wood
house, 11 rooms; barn 45x35;
and
corn barn; all in good repair; 2 good wells,
cedar,
woods,
18
acres
heavy
spring in pasture;
oak and pine; 50 acres mowing, tillage and pasand
ture, divided by heavy stonewall; plenty fruit
$1500 per
cranberries; can make from $1000to terms
easy
for
selling;
year easily; good reasons
Call on or adand price low, if applied for soon.
dress L. A. WHITING & CO.. 919 Washington
ocf 15d 1 w
street, Boston.

FAR1U

MILLETT & LITTLE.

11.4.

»

UWIll

We Shall Display Our Entire Selection of
Fall and Winter Garments.
Long Newmarkets
$6.00, worth $8.00.

lOO all Wool

65

David

city,

Oct. 14,
by
Crockett of Portland

Wool

all

extra

Beaver

at

mo LET-Two tenements No. 11(1 Salem St ,
X one tenement No. 15 Tate St., one tenement
No 48 Salem St. Apply to 47 Brackett St., or to
1o r
JOHN W. DYER, 235 Commercial St.

25 Black Beaver Newmarkets,Fur
Trimmed, at $10.50.
75 extra heavy Jersey Cloth Oaiments at $10.00; same garment
last season we sold so many at

$12.50.
25 Jersey Aewumrkets,Handsomely braided, at $15.00; marked

$23.00.

25 more of those Seal Plush Garments at $25.00. We arc having
a great sale on this garment.

12 Pure Mohair Seal Plush Sacks
at $35.00 ; same as we sold lust
season

for

$10.50

OFFER-SI?

Headquarters

dloaks.

just received.

TURNER BROS
488 & 490

Congress St.

__dif

oc7

P|K OF.

BBOWI,

ocG

9-1

j

The

Optician,

about to make bis annual visit to Portland.
This add will give notice of bis arrival, which
will be in a few days. He does not claim to do
iny miracles, but can furnish from his large stock
>f goods, all made especially for hi* trade,
perfect fit. or if any complication of visual defects exist, will make^to order such

Spectacles
or Render

give Perfect Vision

Will

as

the Greatest Possible Aid.

He also Inserts ARTIFICIAL EYES of

Quality.

the best

—BY THE—

NATURAL_METHOD.
MISS A. M. KITTREDGE
will form afternoon classes in

PHOTOGRAPHER

Can

be

seen

FOR

at West Gorham, or will
manunear any large
village farm for sale
at Gorham Village. For

SAf,E-Farm
FOR
exchange for place
also
town or

facturing
city;
on easy terms, situated
description, etc.; address, HOWARD COTTON,

ART

EMBROIDERERS

cautioned against MISLEADING IMITATIONS oi' Braincrd &
Armstrong’s “Wash Silks,” now
in the market, of American manfacture, that WILL NOT WASH
without loss of color and injury to
the fabric upon which they may
be worked.
The method of applying ASIATIC DI ES necessary to produce
fast color in silk fibre is a SECRET, PURCHASED, POSSESSED
and USED iu America exclusively
Avoid worthless
by ourselves.
imitations by taking only skeins
bearing our ticket—“Wash Silk.”
arc

sale— Or

two and three o’clock p. m.
Belerences: Dr. L. Sauveur. Germantown, Pa.;
oc7dtnovl
Sarah Yv. Devoll, M. D„ Portland.

FAIR
TO LET THE BOYS KNOW THAT

Cures Scrofula, Salt Rheum, Boils, Pimples, all
Humors. Dyspepsia, Bifliousness, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, General Debility, Catarrh, Rheumatism Kidney and Liver Complaints. Itovercomes
that extreme tired feeling, and build up the whole
system. Now is the time to take it.

THE RRAINERD & ARMSTRONG CO.,
NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHILA., BALTO.
aep2-t_,_«od3m

Sarspaarilla

home. Sueli lias
Mass., where ltis
popularity
made that whole neighborhoods are taking it at
the same time. The same wonderful success is
extending all over the country. Its positive merit
makes new friends daily. Try It.
Has met unparalelled success at
m Lowell,
become its

CHAS. H, O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is the only medicine of which can t ruly be said.
‘•100 Doses One Dollar,” which is an unanswerastrength and real
ble argument as to its

C 0_A L

positive

the blood,
digestive organs, invigorates the liver,
or
the
appetite
sharpens
the
kidneys,
stimulates
tones the whole system like
No other medicine purifies

CLOSING OUT SALE.

0RDE$

RECEIVED

octl 2_

.

bT~TELEPHONE N0,(G44

Street.

ill w

under the firm name of Warren & Noyes, is this
dissolved by mutual consent. Either can sign
TRUE WARREN,
in liquidation.
JOHN NOYES.
octlldlw*
Pownal, Me., Oct. IS, 1885.

WEI8BADEN TABLE SAUCE
The most dsliciousJelWb

HATTER,

The

well

lias

a

other dealer in Portland.
and look at it.

<t3m

Drop

in

197 MIDDLE STREET.

JOHN MAHER,

For many years antler the Falmouth Hotel, would be pleased to
meet all his friends and the public generally, at

u-i

SOMERS’,
TIIE HATTER,

known

BAKER

village of

Directly Opp. Head of Cross Street.

octlO_dlw

BUY

WOULD YOU

Summer Residence, situated on

BEAUTIFUL
the shore ol Casco Bay, at Falmouth Forc4 miles from Portland, with 20
of

acres
land,
dde,
ind island opposite belongh ; to the estate. Nice
irchard, good well of miner: 1 water, line privilege
or boating, Ashing and bating.
For further par
ilculars enquire at premises r address
MRS. It. JOHNSON.
E;: st Peering. Maine.
marSeodtf

Store for Sale.
rapidly growing town on the coast, of nearly
4000 inhabitants; large summer trade; good
ocation; good trade for the right party; best of
For particulars, address
•easous for selling.
oet8dtf
PHARMACIST, care Press Office.

PIANO?
CALI,
NEE

AT THE OLD
THE LARGEST

for Sale.

THE

SAUK—Grocery store at actual value,on
one of the best streets in Boston, central
location. doing cash business, selling 30 cans milk
daily at retail; sold only on account of other business ; no bonus: if you are locking for a good paying business tills will suit you. for it will stand
borough investigation; chance seldom offered.
Particulars of JACOBS & PAINE, 260 Wasliington St., Boston, Mass.
15-t

faOK

_

SAUK—A retail boot and shoe store at
actual value, on Washington St.. Boston, old
•stablislied store, always made money; the owner
ruing to engage in manufacturing, the only reason
"or selling: tills will bear the|most,thoroughInvestgation, good lease, etc; a chance seldom offered.
3. W. JACOBS. 260 Washington St.,
Boston,
10-1
Hass

$2.50 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Tea Spoons.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Dessert Spoons. 4.00 per dozen.
4.50 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Table Spoons,
Rogers & Bro. A1 Medium Forks, 4.50 per dozen.
4.25 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Dessert Forks,

STAND
STOCK

Some Rare

still remain.
pairing to order.

Bargains

CAUTION.
I would notify mv customers and the publte
generally that all Silver Plated Goods with an arrow through the name or brand are Imperfect or
unsaleable goods, and therefore second quality
ware and as such goods are sold in this city. It win
pay you to examine the brand.

McKENNEYTThe Jeweler,
m OF SIDEWALK CLOCK.

Ian

6.30

—

and re-

7.00

16.45
7.20
18.00
12.00
11.00

*8.42
*12.33
1.26

1.40
2.20
3.00

3.20

•

7.40

2.1*0

2.40
5.00
*5.37

5.20
6.10

6.30

6.50

t7.30
•Leave station on arrival ol trains tromthe East
fComiects with trains going East.
tRu:. to City Hall.
Car
v this route pass all the principal hotels
tl business houses in the city, and will
lad r
; with all day trains on the Maine
'onm
Central
R- RR. A. SEAMAN, Gen’l.
Manager
octl2
diw

GOOD.

COE,

UecuritiesIkiortgageo
nv

Oct. 12th, 188$,

Cars will run between the POST OFFICE
and
CENTRA!. STATION,
MAINE
CONGRESS* STREET, as follows:
Leave
Leave
Post office.
Congress 8t. Station.

a
NBOOIIATR1.

Railroad.

COMMENCING

12_dtf

THE

-.11*

BANK, Corning, Iowa
FIRST NATIONAL W.
I
to (Jso.

tltf

Portland

OE

Portland.

3 Free Street Block,

Street,

sep24

AND

Thurston,

Samuel

Congress

14.40

Tuning

3.00 per dozen.

Rogers & Bro. A1 Medium Knives.

2.87 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Dessert Knives,
Pie Knives. Soup and Oyster Ladies, and all kinds of
Table ware at lowest prices.

COVERS.

IN

desirable 3 story French roof residence of
Mrs. Barker’s, situated on the Western
Promenade, containing 14 rooms, besides hath
room, has nice brick stable and carriage bouse,
.nd lot containing fourteen thousand square feet
if land, is offered for sale, and immediate possession will beglven. For particulars apply to
JOHN C. PROCTOR.
aul8dtf

"wSe
5j®^a^ayjj.

PIANOS, ORGANS, STOOLS AND

Drug

no.

*gg^
SlCnF^""

Monday,

B E S T

THE

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.

FOR

i.,.

49*5

547

253 Middle Street,

.j|":

Elegant Residence

Wrrteco

"

Stiff Hat different from any

BUSINESS CHANCES.

dav

stage

horses;
GARDI-

on easy terms,
rids house lias been kept by the present proprieand doing a
tor for 16 years, is in good
d business. Address D. S. MOODY, Yarmouth,
octao-4
^

EVANS,

No. 74 Union

rftHE co-partnerslitp
X tween the undersigned, transacting business

Brown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.

,

A.

heretofore existing be-

322 COMMERCIAL STREET,

S5. Prepared
by all druggists. 81;
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,

Furniture will be sold at
cost after this date. Stock consists of Sideboards,
a large lot of Secretaries, Library Cases and Book
Shelves, and a general assortment of Furniture
usually kept in a Furniture store.
of

Dissolution of Co-Parlnersliip.

Domestic Coals a Specialty, at Lowest Market prices.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
six for

CHAACE
—

Furnish Your House.
My entire stock

of land in

repair,

ocl 0

TO

50 acres

Yarmouth,

197 MIDDLE STREET
eodtf

THE

phaeton

—

for this week only, commencing
Tuesday Morning.

are

»w,

COE,

a

a

HOUSE, situated in the thriving
FOR
Me is offered for sale

make liis specialties, and will take
orders for single hats, in Silk, Stiff
or Soft, and guarantee satisfaction and superior workmanship
without extra charge.

—

10-1

exchange,
FOR
Cape Elizabeth, good investment, will make
short distance from the shore; will

Iio

has made special arrangements
with all the leading xew lomaud
hat
manufacturers to
Boston

RARE

land, (about 4785 sq

Preble St., and 59 to 61 Alder St.
SHAW, 48V2 Exchange St.

R WAlaE—One 2 wheel chaise in flue order,
1
1 corning top buggy, brewster spring; 1 conanil harness, 4
cord wagon, 1 pony with
2nd hand phaetons, 4 2nd hand sleighs, 4 general
1 2 horse
double
2
sets
harness,
single harness,
truck sled, 1 standing top carryall. The above
will be sold at low prices at FEKNALD & SAW8-2
YER’S stable, 697 Congress St.

HATTER,

A

10-4

FOR
ft..) with houses thereon, numbered 106 to 108
BENJAMIN

SALE

dtf

will be

employed and no English used.
Apply during October at DO Park St., between

at

SALE—Farn in Deering. 4 miles out,
fine location, 100 acres excellant land, cut
90 tons hay this year, large profitable orchard,
ail varieties of fruit, plenty of wood and pasture,
large new barn,cost $1800,house and alt out-buildings; price $6000. including all farm tools, $1500
w. H.
down, balance in 10 years if desired,
12-1
WALDRON, 180 Middle St.

pav 6 per cent, interest for a pasture for
will exchange for citv DroDertv.
N. S.
NEK, No. 40 Exchange St.

THE

CERMAN

AND

FRENCH

at Mrs. Caswell’s schoolrooms.
The Natural, or Saiiveur method

on Cumberland St., west
Preble St.; arranged for two families,
good condition, will be sold low to close; owner
intending to leave the city; to let, $1200, rent on
Tate St. N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange
12-1
St.

good farm;

25.00
18.50

113 Winter Street.

phaeton,

horse,

West Gorham, Me.

COE,

nt

FRENCH AND GERMAN

SALE—House

sale—The lot of

"

School,

Classical

and

Apply

years for family, is perfectly safe for #adies and
children, is fearless of cars and everything else; I

of
IJOR
in

“

AT STUDIO, NO. 567 1-2 CONGRESS STREET.

FOR
sleigh, harness, robes and blankets, all in
good condition; horse lias been used for several
them.

“

eod3w‘

kind and gentle; Is not

for

These prices

“

octC_<12w

SALE.

Inquire

use

Ash
Pine

Drawing, Painting and China
Decoration,

FOR

further

“

will receive pupils in

Best of

BALE—Houses; a 2V-! story French
roofed house, with slate and metal roof with
ell and stable on Oak street, Deering. modern and
in perfect order; cost over $7,000; will sell it for
$4,000, half cash. Also a three story slate roofed
house on same street with ell and stable arranged
for two families; cost over $5,000 and will sell for
$3,000; both are decided bargains; also house in
city, rents for $288; a desirable bouse to rent,
price $2,000; also another that rents for *262 that
I will sell for $1,500; also house No. 195 Franklin
street, has 16 rooms and is desirable as a residence, for $3,000; the larger part of the money
can remain on mortgage, as I am to reside out of
the State. Please call on L. TAYLOR, No. 385
Congress street._ _14-1
RENT—Furnished, the three story brick
1
house No. 3 Deering Place; has ten rooms
and bath room; central location, sunny exposure;
also house No. 1 Deering place, unfurnished; arBENJAMIN SHAW,
rangement same as No. 3.
48i2 Exchange St._
_13-1_

no

for the money ever offered in New England. Our
specials w ill be principally Wood Top Sets in WalEach set will consist
nut. Cherry. Ash and Fine.
of Bedstead. Bureau and Glass. Commode and
Towel Holder, Four Chairs and Rocker, and Table,
and we shall mark them as follows:

aug28eodtf___Deering,

as

have

in

a

MISS BERTHA H. BERRY

wants

outfit of

shall be pre-

1-2 CONGRESS ST., 2d FLOOR.
Open to both sexes. Individual and class instruction. Heat, light and ventilation excellent.
Special attention given to English branches. Graduates of Grammar Schools preparing for College
save a year at this school.
Fall term begins Monday, Sept. 14th.
£3p-Private lessons aft er 2 p. m. In English,
Latin, Greek, French or German,
For further information, till above date, address
C. B. V ABNEY, A. M„
Me.

*07*ANTED—A position to look after Real EstV tate. collect rents, attend to repairs and all
other work required of an agent, by a young man
of good ability and first class references. Please
9-1
address B. F., Press Office, City.

SALE—An

we

to show the liuest line of

493

\TTANTED—Bv a responsible party, a good
t t
team for its keeping through the winter;
would like it Nov. 1st or earlier; will be used in
in
driving to and from Woodfords and business
city; best of care. No tricky nor vicious horse

FOR

pared

VOCAL MUSIC,

OAK STREET.

103

English

10-1

8-1

TUESDAY

MISS LIZZIE WJ. BROWN,

washing or Ironing.
10-1
Apply at No. 21S MIDDLE ST.

references. Will accept $7.00 per
Address L. W., Upper Gloucester, Maine.

Gor. Pearl & Middle Sts., Portland
Oil

...

TEACHER OF

no

IjiOR

READ.

Sarsaparilla

d&wnrmtf

and

WANTED—A

Address H.. Press Office.

CO.,

Blank forms for recommendation may be obtained on application to the Janitor at the rooms.
4 FREE ST. BLOCK.
<18w
octS

house-

partner with a cash capital of
*500
$1000; to such a party a good openfur
ing is offered; further information will be who
nished bv calling; none need apply but those
liave the*above capital. N. S. GARDINER. No.

WANTED—A

&

lar.

woman,

Me._

cook,

B. A. Atkinson

Scholars will lie granted the privileges of the
Beading Boom. Amusement Boom, and Gymnasium of the Institution.
Any resident of Portland, lo years of age or
over, may lie admitted to the school for one year,
on presentation of a recommendation from a responsible citizen, and the payment of One Dol.

_13-1

Exchange St.__

SCHOOL

Bookkeeping.

to

40

—OF—

Fraternity

Portland

at

class custom coat,

berland Mills,

AT THE BRANCH FURNITURE AND CARPET STORE

will begin its sessions for the year, on Monday
livening, the 12th of October, 1NN1, at 7.30
o’clock.
Classes will be formed in Arithmetic, Heading.
Spelling. Penmanship, Geography. Grammar, and

pant
WANTED-First
vest makers. Apply to C. W. BOGGS. Cum15 1

week.

IS

‘WASH SILKS.’

LEWISTON, MAINE.

—OF THE—

Oxford^St^

a

Congress Street.

Best

EVENING

THE

CARD—Miss I... I. PARROTT, a fashionable dressmaker, from Boston, would like
engagements in dressmaking and can he found at
the residence of D. H. Chandler, 155

entrv.

octl4dtf

Dollar.

reasonable.

PROF. A. SPANHOOFD,

Hampshire

COMMENCING TUESDAY, OCT. 13,

and efficacious instruction in
teacher. Greatest advantages

of references. Ladies
and gentlemen desiring the professor to call at
their residences will send address to
Prices

WANTED—Second

a

Please give your name to his advance Agent
when he calls, or an order by postal card or other
wise at the Preble House will receive his earliest attention. Having received a generous patronage from Portland people in the past, he hopes
to merit the same in the future.

514

d3m

SPEAK THE GERMAN LANGUAGE.

young lady graduate
Bryant Stratton’s Business College,
New Lot of dentemeri Kids Bookkeeper—A
Bookkeeper: single and double
position

INETS

FOR A FEIV WEEKS ONLY.

Is carefully prepared from Sarsaparilla, Mandrake. Dock, Fipsissewa, Juniper Berries and
other well known and valuable vegetable remedies. The combination, proportion and preparation are peculiar to Hood’s Sarsaparilla, giving it
curative power not possessed by other medicines.
It effects remarkable cures where others fail.

Doses One

re-

hand furniture, carpets
and stoves, for which the highest cash price
will he paid. S. WARREN & CO., 374 Congress
14-1
St.

a

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

100

The most
German, by native
for learning to

cutter; we are in immediate want of a person experienced m
cutting gent’s clothing; would take a promising
Adyoung man of only a year or two experience.
dress with references, A. H. B.. care of E. ».
BURNS, Portland. Maine._14-1

Apply

—FOH THIS WEEK—

GERMAN LESSONS Walnut
Set, complete, S32.85
AT PORTLAND,
"
thorough
31.75
Cherry

Hitching's stable. Green St. THOMAS FILLEBROWN.13-1

In this city. Oct. 14, Harry Orriu, infant soil of
Edward and Lizzie Huelin, aged 0 weeks.
[Funeral ibis Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from No. 172 Washington street.
At Greeley Hospital, Oct. 13, .Miss Alice Thompson, aged 23 years.
[Funeral this Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock.1
in Freeport. Oct. 14, John A. Briggs, aged 75
years 10 months.
[Funeral on Friday forenoon at 10 o'clock, at
ids late residence, Freeport. Burial at Auburn,
Maine.
Iu Brunswick, Oct. 13, of heart disease, Mrs.
Rebecca Skolfleld, widow of Capt. Thomas Skollield.
[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.]
At Woodfords. Get, 14, Harrv, youngest child of
Joseph K. and Melissa E. Purinton, aged 1 year.
[Funeral on Friday at 12 o’clock.]
In Saccarappa, Oct 13, Fred W.Babb, aged 25
years 3 months.
[Funeral this Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at his late residence.
In Kciinehuukport, Oct 14. Elizabeth P„ relict
of the late Capt. Eliphalet Perkins,about 83 yrs.

octa

sop 17

with light, finished, airy basements.
Kent reasonable. Inquire of II. h. THOMPSON,
)anl4dtf
No. 164 Brackett St.. Portland. Me.

wanted.

Exclusive Sale of the doming
Rubber Garment,

oct13_d3t
U11 X 1ST 313

DEATHS.

Mass/

for Seal Flush

MILLETT&LITTLE.

Rev. S. F. Pearson,
and Miss Ella A. War-

125 Pearl St.

or Resilience No.
Portland, Me.

No. 180 Middle St.,

business,

a

Winslow of Woodfords.

Bold

CHARLES W. CRilWIVIER,
TEACHES! OF VIOEIN ANDGITTAB
anil other Instruments,

block, Nos. 117,119,

SALE—A

■

economy
tom s Hie

EDUCATION AE.

a

work.

Announcement and Programme

1910.angl4d3m

Box

Thompson
few door below
121 and 123 Middle street,
STORES
the
office; fitted suitable for wholesale

good strong capable
WANTED—A
to go into the country to do general
SI.
at 65

ALLBN.
dtf

SECOND GRAND

us
no

buy;
no objection) ;.?6to SO per week can be made
No canvassing, particulars free, or sample of work
mailed for four cents in stamps. Please address,
Home Manukactubino Co.. Boston, Mass. P. O.

mayl3_(ltf
TO LET.

mare;
afraid of the ears; good lor
FOR
lady to drive;
at 52 EXOHANG E ST.

$5.00 Per Dozen.

to work for

country

tance

ROOMS

for sale cheap.

PANELS!

or

instructions

A

$1.00.

$25.00.

of Deering.
Ill this eitv, Oct. 10, Frederick W. York and
Miss Annie "M. Smith, both of Portland.
At Woodfords, Oct. 13. by Rev. W. F. Berry'
Albert 0. Bragg of Portland and Miss Annie Maud

Hood’s

Ladies ill

city
at their homes; fascinating employment:
YOUNG
work can be sent by mail (disto

To Let.
to let single or ill suits, with hoard.
Apply at No. 99 High St., corner of Spring.

for

C. XV.

marl4

WANTED.

75
general housework
VAUGHAN ST.14-1
ColomI Silk Velvets, 75 eto„ WANTED—Girl

ren

Hood’s

K !

W

grade.

»JV

every

aug31d3m

WANTED—Assistant

We also have a full line of Beaver
and Autria Muffs and Collars.
Seal Plush for Garments, in every

both of Port-

woman in

octbhgw

$50.00.

CA

manor

county to sell our goods. Salary $75 per month
and expenses, or commission. Expenses In advance.
Outfit free. For full particulars address STANDARD SILVER WAKE CO., Boston, Mass.

VV

WANTED.

25 Beaver and Astrachan Fur
Trimmed Wraps at prices from
to

active

VUANTED—Aii

STORE

&

down from

IIEI.P-Ladies and gentlemen
country to work for us at their
hone
uiytime or evening; the business is
or
light. p!o:,.i:r J and easily done; no canvassing
pedd'.oc good salary paid to smart workers who
furlievi) adl lime to it, steady employment
nished. Address FRANK EATON, Manager,
Boston, Mass., llox 5153.
_3G-6

Enquire of JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 151 Middle
Street.
_au29dtf

or

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAILEY.

own

To Let.
No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
L.
C.
hv
Young; possession given October 1.

post

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

WANTED
vt
in eitv or

owned by the heirs of the late lliomas
Quimby. ami situated in Deeriug, near Stroudit is heated by a furnace and supplied
water.
with Sebago water; Is In perfect repair, and comA good
line
view of river and country.
a
mands
stable and carriage house goes with the place.
ANDREW
HAWES,
to
Apply
Stroudwater. Maine.
sep'25d4w

tail

d3t

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

13-1

St.___

TO RENT.
reliable party will lie rented the residence

in the

CO., Auctioneer*.

SPECIAL

agents

of

$10.00.

Perry of Woodfords and Miss Alice I), Clark,
daughter of the officiating clergyman.
In this city. Oct. 14, by Rev. J. H. Smyth of Boston Highlands, assisted by Rev. B. Hayden of
Portland. Marston Niles, Esq., of New York city
and Margaret 1,., daughter of the late Cliarles H.
In tills

yellow cat,

at

75 all Wool Cork Screw Beaver
Newmarkets at $8.00.

S.

Burr, M. I).

a

darnel’s Hair Underwear for
Ladies, Gents and dhildren.

WEDNESDAY, OGT. 14,

a
re-

House to Let.
mHE two story wooden dwelling house, next
X easterly to Rev. Mr. Eaton’s, Oil Broadway,
in Cape Elizabeth. Apply
(.()pDAjjD
39 Exchange St.

a

Worth

Wright. Ever-

r.uum.I,

PARK STREET,

F.O. BAILEY AoetlS

—

St._120

anyone
will be
or give inhumation concerning said cat,
l“-l
very liberally rewarded.

former Price

$4.50 Per Dozen.

vr.

85

tO-1

HeadAir ANTED, FIFTY AGENTS
v V
quarters for Grant Books, Miss Cleveland’s
works
Book, and a dozen other best subscription
for lady and gentlemen canvassers; good
are making lug pay. Cull nr address Maine Book
Agency, K. II. JUilKINS. Manager, 385Congress

FOR

TO

One 2d-hand Piano Box Top Buggy, Side-bar.
One 2d hand Concord Wagon.
One 2d-hand Beach Wagon.
One 2d.hand Pung and lot of 2d-hand Harness.
Six new Harnesses.

AOENT.N WANTED.

RENT—Or lease, furnished house No
78 Winter St., containing nine rooms, with
stable if desired. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48V» Exehangc

name

CLOAKS!
Fancy Brocade Velvets, $2.50,
$5.00.
CLOAKS!!
One dase of Blankets, $4.75,
$6.00.
CLOAKS!!!

land.
In this citv, Oct 14, by Rev. C. J. Clark, D. D..
IIV I.

for a year, in a
not over $50.00
for six months;
location. N.S.

great pet; answers
LOST—From
white breast; this eat is
who will return sain cat,
of Jack;

to

Former Price

MARRIAGES.
In this citv, Oct. 13, by Rev. A. H.
ett S. Merrill and Eva C. Phillips,

house

YY good location, not too large;
per month. Also furnished house
medium in size and price; good
GARDINER. 40 Exchange street._L_L_

THIS

Loss of a Portland Man.
Russell Lewis & Co., received a despatch yesterday announcing the arrival of the barkentine Henry Warner at Buenos Ayres. She sailed from this
The deport about ten weeks ago lumber laden.
spatch announced the loss of the first mate named Masked, who belonged in this vicinity and was
married a few weeks before the vessel sailed.

lin.lMICU

of

\TrTj|ifTEI>—Furnished

a

by calling at CITY HOTEL.

mo LET—Two tenements of 12 rooms each,
1 opposite the Portland Co.’s office, Fore St. ;
Apply to
gas and Sebago: rent 812 per month.
p. McGLINCHY, Cor. Moimtfort and Adams sts.

a

—AT—
11 ii,I Carriage Mart, Plum Mtreel, «
Mnturduy, Ocl. IT, nl 10.30 n. m.
Pair Bav Horses. 12 years old, will weigh 950
each, good workers and good drivers.
One new Side-bar Surry.
One new Side-liar Top Buggy.
(toe new Open Piano Box Buggy.
One new Beach Wagon.
One 2d-liand Jump-seat Carriage.
One 2d-hund Standing Top Phaeton, trimmed in

■lone

snake

a

will bo

octl3dlw_No.

$1.50,

uius-

of

as

model the store to suit the business if desired.
22-4
Apply at No. 181 MIDDLE ST.

We shall continue closing out Ladies’ $1.00, $1.25,
$1.87 and $2.00 Kid Cloves, in colors and

soms"

New

in form of

set

LET—Rent low, to anyone doing business

Tor Sale.
FARM of about 100 acres, near Oak Hill, in
Scarborough. This farm is about four miles
is
from Forllaml, cuts about 30 tons of bay. ami
well divided into mowing, pasture and tillage, it
bed.
craimeiry
has a young orchard, strawberry
beds. etc. It is one of tlie best farms in this county, and is well adapted for market gudenmg.
will
Stock, about 30 tons of hay and farming tools
The owner wishes to engage in
also be sold.
other business and offers this place at a bargain.
For particulars, inquire of A. F. MOULTON,
octl5d2w*
Atiy, 188 Middle St.. Portland.

Sts.__10-1

lady’s gold ring
with small diamonds, particularly valued
LOST—A
suitably remunerated
gift; the finder

m® LET—A pleasant tenement of seven rooms.
X Also a small house, six rooms. Apply at office of the late W. H. JERR1S, Gaboon Block. 9-1

Mrs. L. I). M. Sweat was yesterday appointed
to the New Orleans
Exhibition. She has forwarded a list of the following Portland exhibitors and tlieir exhibits:
Framed oil painting from Miss Farmer; two ink
drawings, Mrs. Hart; Golden Rod, (embroidery)
Mrs. Shaw; four books, Miss Sharp; three water
colors. Miss Longfellow; one wood engraving,
Miss Fessenden; scarf table cover, Mrs. Anderson; trained oil painting, Miss Tucker and Miss
Gould; two bas-reliefs and two c.nneos, Miss
Anderson; embroidery, Miss Davis; two knitted
dolls, a tidy of knit lace, water color painting and

shams

on

Vaughan

fice.10-1

$1.87 KIDS 81 CENTS,

than by
lace cur-

to last

.roods
of

use

dog withoutcollar,answers
to name “Spuqge”; finder will be suitably
rewarded. WALTER (i. DAVIS, cor. West and

fhrnished house in a desirable location, containing lo rooms, heated by fursebago, hot and cold water, bath rooms
and closets. Address, E. D. IV., care Press Of-

Wool
We offer a very large assortment of New all
will
bear
inspecShawls, in our Cloak Rooms, which
and
as
to
prices.
tion
qualities

HORSES, NEW AND 2d-HAND CARRIAGES

OMT—A small pug

X

SHAWLS.

OF

leather.

and fount®.

I

mo LET—A

FINE

cen-

the road from
ONT—Thursday, Oct. 8th,
shawl.
l Portland to Gray corner,a camel s hair
The finder will he suitably rewarded by leavingth.
hit & CO. 10-1
WALK
J.
of
C.
store
the
at
same

nace, gas,

a

rooms.

tains a soecialtv; goods called for and delivered.
12-1
EUREllA Ul'NKliV. 15 Temple St,

St._

or

TO LET-Two unfurnished

Laundry doing all work by hand;

*

LET—A nice convenient up stairs rent on
Apply to JAS. BAIN, 130 Com
13-1

can

at

much longer
warranted
ItOUND_A
and
machinery; pillow

the

St._13-1

crowded for want of room,
in chambers,
TO
low figure; will
he rented at
whole store

FRED N.
oetlO-tf

particulars

am*! 7, No. 12 Market Sq.

iTomt

C

mo LET—Lower tenement S rooms 92 Elm
1 St., in line order, all the modern improvements. Inquire of A. N. FULLER, No. 10 Ceii13-1
tral Wharf._

Spring

Chest-

Inquire at John C. Procter’s, Real
located
10-1
Estate Agency, 03 Exchange St.

TOSpring St.
mercial

lady commissioner for Maine

“The

52

trally

months, with
all modern conveniences, heated with steam,
stable, centrally located; possession Dec. 1st.
13-1
N. S. O A Kill N felt. No. 4(1 Exchange SI.

TO

No

room

one

ST.___12-1

311

Portland Exhibitors.

on

VIM

AUCTION SALE

13-1

Sebago and
KOOsuitable for light house-keeping,
furnished room,
other conveniences, also

professional purposes.

LET—Furnished house for

B

room

TIO Mi*m

mO LET—A pleasant tenement of li rooms;
1 also one of 5 rooms. Apply to E. A. WAltD,

Medley—Squatter Sovereignty.Braliam
Irish Patrol (by request).Puerner
Galop—Vive Yale.Boettger

The. next lecture

reasonable,

the St. Julian, No. 196
i,FT_Kooms
Street. Apply to K. W. UNDERWOOD. Janitor,
_-1'8

Congress
with a large hay window,
Centre St.: best location for a dentist, tailor, etc.:
for
business or
St.,
480
in
Congress
also chambers
Apply at 4,8 CO NO HESS

fall.

nniu,

1)0W,

chamber.
LET—Spacious and well lighted
cor.
and

mo

HOSIERY.

CHILDREN S

Music and Drama thinks Mine. Judic is a revelation to New York theatre goers. She is not a
She is an
mere vaudeville or bouffe actress.
artist of brains such as has not been seen in her
line this side of the water.
Herr Alvary of Weimar, who will be one of the
tenors of the Metropolitan troupe this season,
sang the title role in Menul’s “Joseph iu
recently in
Berlin, and won reputation as a "line,
Egypt,
feeling and excellent singer.”
Speaking of Mary Anderson’s reappearance iu
New York as Rosalind, William Winter gives her
the highest praise and adds: “It is long since an
even and pleasing representation of *As
equally
You Like It’ has been seen in this city. The curtain fell at a late hour, but the great multitude
remained till the last, interested, eager, and deeply pleased. It was one of the great occasions in
our theatrical history, and as such will long be
remembered.”
W. H. Strickland, agent for the “Storm Beaten”
company, was in town yesterday.
Grimmer’s orchestra will play the following
programme at the theatre October 16th and 17tli:
Overture—Esmeralda.Herman
Waltzes—Main Klange.Fallow

iiuiii

pleasant
TO atLET-A
8 BROWN ST.
EET_House No. 170 Neal St.;
ha^if.
Motley Block; Nov. 1st., house
TO
be couInquire of
nut, S?
For fuU
•■

Genevieve Ward made $50,000 by her Australian tour.
Mine. Thco is recovering from the effects of a

I'liiiui til »

AUCTION SAI.KM.

LET.

room ; terms

LET—House No. 2 Hall's Court, containbath
eight rooms, Sebago \\water and
s
Enquire of J. H. BLAKE, tdgery

TO ing

NOTES.

severe

ItOO VIM TO

LET.

TO

KIT.

There should be a large demand for seats at the
Mrs. Blaine, Mrs. Copplnger and Blaine Copbox office of Portland Theatre this morning, as
plnger departed for the West Tuesday.
our dramatic readers will desire to see Henry
Judge Bonney went to Augusta yesterday noon Chanfrau In his father’s celebrated role of “Kit,
Court
before
to qualify as Judge of the Superior
f the Arkansaw Traveller.” The Boston Journal
Governor Kobie and Council.
says: “The melodrama of ‘Kit,’ In which Henry
one
of the committee,
Congressman Reed, as
Chanfrau assumed the title role, was a dramatic
will be present at an attempt to be made Friday
event of special interest last evening at the Boston Theatre. Mr. Chanfrau was greeted with
noon, at the South Boston Iron Works, to cast the
hearty rounds of applause in the exciting and
largest gun ever made In this country.
wrought scenes of the piece, which
powerfully
Mr. Vet Swett of Bangor, one of the engineers
nave for
years been shown at their best on the
Boston Theatre stage. Henry Chanfrau sustained
of the Maine Central, left Tuesday evening for
iu a large degree tne popular favor won by ids
Iowa, being called there by the serious Illness of
father in this great play.”
a sister.
MUSICAL FESTIVAL.
Dudley W. Holman, editor of the Roxbury,
The Oxford County Musical Association will
Mass., Advosatc, has bought the entire eoncern telebrate its 70th anniversary with a grand jubilee
of his brother, Chas. H. Holman, and will conat Norway Hall, commencing Tuesday, October
tinue the business alone. He is a young man of
20tli and closing Friday evening, October 23d.
energy and talent, and will give his readers an
The Germania Orchestra and distinguished soloInteresting paper.ists of Boston, with J. B. Coyle of Portland,.basso,
L. A. Drury and wife, Haverhill; Judge C. W.
have been-engaged for the miscellaneous concert
Thursday evening and the grand closing concert
Walton, Deering; J. P. Marqiiand and family,
Friday evening, at which time Haydn’s great
New York; G. fl. McReynolds, Chicago; S. B.
oratorio, "The Creation,” will be given by a lull
chorus and orchestra, with Hermann Kotzsehmai
Parrot, Trenton, N. J.; S. H. Wliitbcck, Rochesconductor. Half fart* on all railroads.
ter, N. Y.; and Capt. B. F. Rollins, Plymouth,

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

and

passed through

ADVERTISEMENT*^

yesterday.

THURSDAY MORNING, OCT. 15.

with

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

PERSONAL.

the press.

V. Dariiow >
(Successor
Choice Fir**! MoitgriMjes in thebe>t Furiutu^
Dititriota in Iowa, Alinwouit, ha u* and >iebru-;.V. i\ Axe A,.,,
IntrreMt paid at your out* hum*
n*.' «

■

HATTER,

g«rfWELVE
In loaning for Private Iu\,

YEARS’ [XPERlERiC:

’tor
1 Trust ; -ul
W Ki.l..“NOT HOW \1 CCU, UV.'L' 1
rnr circ.
r
is our Mono hi Louiiiitx. Sc.
full
an
to
r<
vising
particulars
net4'’
toons.
Interfst IVom Ditto cl' Itecefiu
»
t*r COKKFSPDNDENi’l;
sftut >TKf»
CPAS.0.NoRTON.C;wh’r. Lew E.l>AitKu\v,Frw*v
So" * c®- Bkuher*. N.
Y.Oiy,
»eicr to j M*ac«AJtT»' mwa
¥ •** Chicago.
not
TTSiy

lias his own delivery team, and
will deliver all good* hoinrht at
liiw store free of clutrge, and at a
moment's noth *

197

MIDDLE STREET
/

